Eichinger oder Knechtl

A -1010 Wien FranzJosefskai 29
fax - 0043 -1 - 535 40 39
tel - 0043 -1 - 535 54 24
to -THE VASU I KAS INC.

pages -

Vienna, 27.3.1992

Dear Mrs . and Mr. Vasulka!
Dear Mr. Wilson`
i
Thank you for the first information about your preliminary program for the exibition in Linz .
We are happy, that we hake the possibility to work on this exhibition .
At first may be a new information for you :
The exhibition contains bejond your pieces also three instalations by Peter Weibel, Jeffry Shaw
and Agnes Hegedus.

These three objekts need the space o ¬ two or three rooms. On that account we have to work on
new partition of the showFooms. As soon as we have further informations, we will forward it.
Some questions about your program:
About the Exhibition :
We need further informations about all the hardware you will exhibit in the Landesmuseum .
1 -

Please send us as soon as possibile a detailed list of the equipment you will show at the
exhibition .

2-

further a detailed list about the equipment which should be prepared by the ARS in Linz.

3-

could you please give us utmost exactly specifications regarding the different arrangement
and informations about the measurement (size) of each group. - (The fifteen historical
Audio/ Video Instruments, the laserdisc Information Station, the Nano- and the Endo
theather. ) If possibile in form of a drawing and / or scetched into the ground floor.

SENT BY :LIVA Linz
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Dear Peter,
We just received the draft of the contract from Katarina
this morning . After reading the draft and discussing
with
our team we came to the conclusion that the conditionsit are
too unreasonable to accept, it almost looks that somebody
does not want this show at all . We concluded that we could
produce the show only by borrowing money from the bank using
the Linz contract as a collateral, something we hesitate to
do as it could leave us holding the bag . We want you to read
this draft very carefully and try to understand our
frustrations . We both feel that we have already lost our
team, they took it very hard . . .(everybody has put a lot of
time and enthusiasm into this), and without them we do not
see how we can salvage the project . In this fax are
Katarinas' contract draft and our reply . . . please call!
Santa Fe, 7-Feb-92
Woody and Steina . . .

(with unconditional love, of course)

TEL .

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
(505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-0614

Judson Rosebush
Tel . 212/398-6600
Fax . 212/757-8283

Dear Judson,
Woody asked me to contact you .
He is very pleased (and
relieved) that you would be available to work with us on the
exhibition for ARS ELECTRONICA . He is depending on your
expertise on early digital tools .
We would like to suggest to the organizers that you receive
a $6,000 fee (payable in three installments) for your
Please
contribution as a resource, researcher and essayist .
understand that this is preliminary and not a promise .
We have
not yet received a contract, but have requested the first
installments of funds this week .
If this is agreeable, please
fax your curriculum vitae immediately so that we can send the
budget increase and vitae to Linz .
Attached is the description of the project as we understand
it to date .
I look forward to working with you .
Regards,

MaLin Wilson
Special Projects Coordinator

SENT
BY :LIVA Linz
9- 5-92 ; 15 .52
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Ausfands-

Uberweisungsauftrag

Ak,krya~Ik Iwi

Ich (Wir) arsucha(n) Sie, nechstehende Auslsnds4berweisung
durchwf0hren:

- "Ftiung / Betrag in Ziffern

5054730614 ;# 2

Hinwelse Mr den Auftraggeber :
Bitte Ulan Sie diesen Auftrag vollstkndig and genau aus. Der stark
umrandete Toil muM nur bei Bezahlung von Waren gamlill genereller
Bewilligung ausgefertigt warden .

:,
ilk

Auftra~ebar
fWb dia tJb,rvd~.el kw h.nW. %ohm,V t1Wp e, Wi, W%/ IM ryld Wrwrn! np,ew,1C4" .ucrt o 
tiL,rw,ddY MdxW
7ww,pp,lllaNyln ermpw.n,

Kto.-Nr . d. Auftraggebers

450-140-481/00

Linzer Veranstaltungs gmbH
Untere Donaul&nde 7
4010 Linz

Datum d . Auftrages

Juni 1992

5 .

lhrvartdunpuwaCk (tJtim OealkriliplM mitaupilan)

Produktionsabdeckung fOt Katalog
Landesmuseum
ARS ELECTRONICA 1992

UCI . , . die Bank fur Sie -

auch Im Auslandsgeschaftl
0 Weltweite Korrespondenzverbindungen and die Tellnahme
am SWIFT-System ermoglichen eine rasche Durchf0hrung
Ihrer Auslandszahlungen

~dgax

Vasulkai Inc . ; Woody and Steina
Vasulka
Route 8, Box 100
Santa Fe, NM 897501, USA

" Indlvlduelle Beratung and Abwloklung von
- Dokumenten-, Wechsel- and Schecklnkasso
- Dokumentenakkredltlven
- FremdwAhrungsfinanzlerungen
,,
- Devlsentermingeschliften zur Abslcherung des Kursrlslkos

our win KOM bW (warn varn apilnstoen aua&tlckgch vargesdrleben)

Bank of Santa Fe
Kto .Nr .
P .O . Box 2027, Santa Fe

0 Service fiir Auslandsrelsen
Rei4jeschecks, Valuten, Benzingutscheine,
Relselnformationen

r 77

Die Zahlung erfolgt
a) gemba genereller Sewilligung auf Grund von Kundmachunge
der OeNB fur (zurwfandw brae ankrerQen)
Wareneinfuhr

Nebenkosten des Waranverk,

E;r,t,Be+J.-_-_ .-___-___- . ._

Dienstleistunpen

Trensitgeschi ft

Sonst. Schuldverpflichtung

bel Kwurakwan Nr, der

DoiZahlungensufGrund genoreHer Be willigungen .
der Oesterreichischen Nationalbank wird diesel Blatr ihr augeleitet.

Vom Uberwsiaenden oevisenhindisr (nicht Yom Auftraggeber) suawfOllem

b) gemafl beiliagender Bewilligung der O@NB

Tag der
Auslandsuberweisung

Nr,/ounun. Betreg
Nr,/susewL astreg
Lhatngegrund (pr ue Basaftdrnunp; aiWnipar hinwew our Rechnwigunumnwr
and -datum yertiipt~Acful)

"Ars Electronica tl

,t'~STERREICHlSCHES CREpiT-INSTITUT,
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Vasulka Inc .
Woody & Stein$ Vasulka
Route 8, Box 100
Santa Fe, NM 87501
USA

Linz, 25 .5 .1992
GZ :
VIII/V-157/92*2
KST :
18/KATMU/2

Wir erteilen Ihnen hiermit mit ihrem Einverst&ndnis fur die
Mitwirkung bei der Veranstaltung ARS BLECTRONICA 1992
Ausstellung Museum
eine
fiber das vereinbarte xonorar, das rich wie folgt zusammensetzt :
Entgelt
- 20% Eink .Steuer

Auezahlungsbetrag

OS
OS

151 443 .75
30 288 .75

OS

121 155 .00

OS

121 155,00

Bemerkungen : Produktionskostanabdeckung Katalog Landssmuseum

ner Erhalt des o, a, Auszahlungsbetrages wind best6tigt .
Linz, am . . . . . . . ., . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9RUCKNEAHAUS LINZ, LINZER STADION, STADT " LIND SPORTHALLE LINZ, POSTHOF, TENNi .%i,lil

To :
Att :

LIVA,
Linz
Wolfgang Lehner
Karl Gerbel

June 6,

1992

From : The Vasulkas,Inc .
Santa Fe
Gentle

n,

t

We are and have been for a long time a Not for Profit
organization with a Tax Exempt status . We know that the
Austrian tax laws are in the accord with our US status and
we have negotiated our first contract with LIVA on the Tax
Exempt provision . Please note, that your GUTSCHRIFT from
June 25 subtracts 20% from the production budget of the
Catalog . Please adjust this part of payment to the original
sum of US$ 10,841 . We do not characterize this as an
Honorarium though, the term you used in your GUTSCHRIFT, to
us it is an Production budget with many technical and
creative contributors .
And finally, please note, that your advance does not
carry a fee of an Catalog Editor and any compensation to the
Vasulkas Inc . for technical and administrative expenses . Our
contract clearly states, that our obligations include the
pre-production of the catalog materials, but in a final
decision with Mr Weibel, our participation went fare beyond
that .

Sincerely Woody and Steina Vasulka

To :
Att :

LIVA,
Linz
Wolfgang Lehner
Karl Gerbel

June 6, 1992

From : The Vasulkas,Inc .
Santa Fe
Gentlemen,
We are and have been for a long time a Not for Profit
organization with a Tax Exempt status . We know that the
Austrian tax laws are in the accord with our US status and
we have negotiated our first contract with LIVA on the Tax
Exempt provision . Please note, that your GUTSCHRIFT from
June 25 subtracts 20% from the production budget of the
Catalog . Please adjust this part of payment to the original
sum of US$ 10,841 . We do not characterize this as an
Honorarium though, the term you used in your GUTSCHRIFT, to
us it is an Production budget with many technical and
creative contributors .
And finally, please note, that your advance does not
carry a fee of an catalog chefe Editor and no compensation
to the Vasulkas Inc . for technical and administrative
expenses . Our contract clearly states, that our obligations
include the pre-production of the catalog materials only,
but in a final decision with Mr Weibel, our participation
went fare beyond that .
In spite of all the complications of this very complex
and challenging project, we all here enjyed workig for its
success and Woody is looking forward to seeing you on Monday
the 8th, when arrives to Linz
Sincerely Woody and Steina Vasulka

To :
Att :

LIVA,
Linz
Wolfgang Lehner
Karl Gerbel

June 6, 1992

From : The Vasulkas,Inc .
Santa Fe

Gentlemen,
We are and have been for a long time a Not for Profit
organization with a Tax Exempt status . We know that the
Austrian tax laws are in the accord with our US status and
we have negotiated our first contract with LIVA on the Tax
Exempt provision . Please note, that your GUTSCHRIFT from
June 25 subtracts 20% from the production budget of the
Catalog . Please adjust this part of payment to the original
sum of US$ 10,841 . We do not characterize this as an
Honorarium though, the term you used in your GUTSCHRIFT, to
us it is an Production budget which contais fees for many
technical and creative contributors .
And finally, please note, that your advance does not
carry a fee of an catalog chefe Editor and no compensation
to the Vasulkas Inc . for technical and administrative
expenses . Our contract clearly states, that our obligations
include the pre-production of the catalog materials only,
but in a final decision with Mr Weibel, our participation
went fare beyond that .
In spite of all the complications of this very complex
and challenging project, we all here enjyed workig for its
success and Woody is looking forward to seeing you on Monday
the 8th, when arrives to Linz .

Sincerely Woody and Steina Vasulka

* )SUMNER C*

505

2500.00
1700.00

SUB TOTAL-

4200.00

950.00

300.00

PRODUCTION ASSISTANCE

SUB TOTAL-

IN HOUSE EXPENSES
(telephone, FAX, modem, misc. out of pocket)

OUTSIDE CONTRACTORS & VENDORS
Paste-up, Greg Weiss & David Stafford
Final proofreader, Sonya Moore
Linotronic film positives

Misc . camera work and scanning
Halftone photographs

1250.00

850 .00

800.00

250.00
2000.00

400.00

600.00

SHIPPING FILMS TO ROBERT WILK

MICHAEL SUMNER

g~,~

DESIGN & ILLUSTRATION
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EDITORIAL MANAGEMENT
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TELEFAX
...mu.r. ..duu.. ...... .....~n
..
....
.. ......... . . . ................ . . .. ....... ...... . .

concerning the exhibition on pioneers of the electronic arts
at Ars Electronica 92 we are very happy to have you curating
the show . I would like to inform you, that Gottfried
Hattinger is going to leave the ARS and me and Brigitte
vasicek will do the artistic management with Peter Weibel as
artistic director .
I'm involved with the exhibition in the gallery of the
Landesmusuem in Linz and would like to inform you about the
most probable schedule ; the set up time will be from June 8
thru June 22, the day we are planning to open the show in
the afternoon . The exhibition will run thxu apporoximately
July 7 .
Peter Weibel and me are planning to come to the US within the
next month to meet you for discussing the whole concept,
Before all we now would need very urgently the names and
adresses of the artists/inventors you intend to invite . We
also have to find all devices and machines for the
and probably have to arrange dates, contracts and soexhibition
on .
Could you please send me via FAX a list of the datas
r. oncerning the conoapt and poroona taking
pai t Q3-4
. t1v= bliuw,
as well as a time proposal for our meetings in the US . For
further-questions please contact me in Brucknerhaus Linz
(0093 732 275225 Ext . 285),
Looking very much forward to cooperating with you
Sincerely
Linzer Veranstaltu
i .A .

1

(Dr . Katharina Gs61-1 pointner)

TEL .
Febriaar-y 25,

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
(505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-0614

1992

AR8 ELECTRONTCA
F .'1X :
011/43(7,12)783745
Dear

to °.harir~a ,

Please find attached a letter fron the INternal Revenue
Servic (IRS) of the United States confirming that The Vasulkas,
Inc . have tax-free status .
As a not-for-profit corporation in
the United States they are exempt from taxes .
In our work with
other countries there is often a certificate that we must
complete so that no taxes are due .
I do not know the Austrian
system but we have never had to pay taxes abroad .
I hope that
this is helpful .
If we must complete nay forms regarding our tax
exempt status please send them .
Regards,

TEL .

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
(505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-0614

F'ebrnary 25, 1992
Stephen Beck
Fax : 510/748-1645
Dear Steve,
Finally, after difficult to comprehend (tel ays , wf-_ have
conf i rmfed our pre-production dut -i es with AR:; R1,F,CTRON -ICA anal hav=. My worst predictions r° ame
been sobered by their budget
All of the preparations must come from a reduced budget
contracted to us, which hardly covers our original comet i t,mont tc=
s>r°£-"sent, live machines, documentation, and :i ,ape -,how .
After Katharina's visit we learned that ~,he made commit.ments
that we c",an :lot honor . Nevertheless we are pr imari ': y concerned
.
:and restoration of s i gn i f i : ",ant, maoJ1i nc-., , arid
w i th the selection
both your devices - the Direct Video Synthesizer and the Video
Loom -- are on the trop of our t i st: .
We need to reconfirm your offer to r "st.fire a, si i t.ab i c.
part . off the DVS and the Video Loom and ash you to os t, i ma!,e tlse
. In ' .he ;p i ri t. of
t)ure l y necessary expenses for such rest-oration
avo i el i rig c.intoward expense, could we ask you to note i f there are
parts that need replacing such as a video encoder oi- synch
genral-,o r . I have an inventory of si,rch good old tart. :, tli ;a t. I
could provide to you . We will also need to rely for a :- .ui.table
interface for the museum 1rubl i c:: . ARS ELECTRONICA i s insisting on
. Please i nc 1 tide this i-r: yoicr esi, i mate
interactive presentations
of exla{~nsvs .
We-~ ~aT'(! also-) wondering about your interest in he irag present.
ut the fes t; i va i . Kathar i na i nv i. ted more people than ;.heir budget,
a 1 i ow.. , Of oourse, we will make a great, effort, t;c-, have ARS
ELECTRONICA spr>nsor your visit; -- as I indicateot yoci are at 1 :he
t,op of the list .
We realize that, we are r°e l ;y i ng on your gener+:s l t,-- , hilt wc'
consider this ekhi b i t i on a first, x;tep in long-overdi-le recognition
of important con ;;ribiAtions like yours .
Also, ut,tached pteasc find a list, or details we ask you to
address . We t,hi nk we have foc :nd the l aserd i c; t :>chrv~l ogy ,Jult i s
perfectly suited to the install-ration that can carry all of the
documontati-on and video - a Pioneer LaserBarcode System .
Thank you . Talk to voce soon .

SENT BY :LIVA Linz

20- 2-92

,

!55- 112
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TELEFAX
DAn:

.L ~ . . .~3. .Z----QXM-

ma PACE)

F7
-

A

WooGy and Sreina,
I was
to
er woMy reQWing the effort to raise you z
budoet tc
amOunt Of MOM - USI which can be transfered
yc-iu "~~Khowt an
wax reductions, Thcogh the Awotfian n ax laws

dre very ;e have tried very hard jo fix your h,dgac
thA amount,
ch cosss us a octal od ATS 181,593,- of cur
budzec . For th!
e had vo kill an Mher protect, but as
concern your contribu :lon so Ampornant, we succeeded i n
the z,

w

are going tc seW you a new wontracz .
Regarding A e Crats Of ;Pa!Irt0n -- we unforLinately have made 146.
experience ttat after the festival s7111 bills are sent to AW
ELECTRONICA which the altists have nOT included in their budgez
(e .g . hmel bil :s, material arc . ; , 10 gold this Droblem we can
oEfer you to send a credit Confirmation to your bank on LhIs
sum . Tha 2 . rate will be raised relatively to the higher total
budgot . Z MPO this finally makes it possible to ycu v c work on
the exhition
ib
which we are censidering tc be Che main event of
ARS ELECTRONICA .
k

indest regards

ina ASKIpointne--
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19-FEE:-1992
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I NST I TLIT

FOR hIEUE MED I EN

49

69

479201

Frankfurt,

S . Oi

19 .2 .1992

Peter Weibel to The Vasulkas,
I confirm here that The Vasulkas have my personal guarantee that
the total budget of 65,000,--$ for the planned show at Ars
Electronica will not be scaled dov;n .
Since The Vasulkas are not an institate it cannot be expected that
they pay enormous sums in advance in behalf of the project .
Therefore it is agreed that everything is paid in time for the
benefit of the project . Just 10 .000,--$ are kept back to the
moment of the arrival of The Vasulkas in Linz, June 9th,
it is also agreed that the traveling and hotel costs for David
MUller and The Vasulkas are paid extra by LIVA .

GEE;AIIT S . 01

;

SENT BY Lllv'A Linz

;18- 2-92

: 13 :45

;

00437327E3745-

5054730814 ;# 1

VASULKAS, INC .
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
U .S .A .
Tel : 505/471-7181
Fax : 505/473-0614
February 11, 1992
ARS ELECTRONICA
FAX : 011/43(732)283745
Dear Katharina,
On Sunday, February 9, 1992, Peter Weibel called to inform
us that there would be a deposit into our account on February 10
for the amount of $40,000 .00 so that we could proceed with the
exhibition for ARS ELECTRONICA . We have contacted our bank and
there has been no deposit . The Bank of Santa Fe also indicated
that it cannot accept ATS . We are happy to accept ATS exchange
rate but our small town bank can only receive US Dollars by wire .
Please note that the conversion from ATS to US_ Dollars must be
done by the Austrian bank .
As we have indicated, we can no longer work from our own
resources on your project . We are stalled until funds arrive .
Sincerely,

/ A~-A~--

MaLin Wilson
Exhibition Coordinator

:13- 2-02
IV0732762509

SENT BY .LI'v'A Linz
18/02 1 92 1414 , 38

; 13 :35

O'043732?83745-~
CECI LINZ DEVA

5054730514 ;# 2
Vol

6rtorrsichischos Cray,dtf-institut
SWIFT ADR . : OF-CIATWW

WIEN,

DW 0043021!

17 .02 .19921A14
9

AUSLANDSUEBE,RWEISUNG
LASTSCHRIFTSANZEIGEfDEBIT ADVICE
Ftat. Ne. :
170219921020407

LINZER VERANSTALTUNGSGES .MBH .
Z .HD .NERRN MAG . LEHNER
BRUCKNERNAUS
4020
LINZ

KTQ .NR . :

450"140-481100

0ENB

POS .O .

010

ZAH LUNGSGRUND :
2 .AK014TO LT . VOAVERTRAG V .13 .2 .1992
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a) The presentors guarantee that a total budget of ATS
581 .100 .-- netto (i .w . fivehundredeightyone thousand onehundred
Austrian Schilling ;
that are US$ 65 .000 .- brutto,
current
rate 11,17 ; from February 5th, 1992) will be provided for the
project .
All fees, complete overall costs
(e .g . per diems, telephone
and office costs etc .), production and technical costs as well
as transport,
travel and hotel costs within the US are to be
covered in this amount .
b) Travelling and hotel =t-ts for
.David Mueller (flight f--'u ;. Iowa to Austria and v .v . , room from
June 9 thru July 9, 1992),
woody & Steina Vasulka (flight from Frankfurt- to Austria and
v .v ., room from ;Tune 9 thru July 5, 1992),
are not included in the amount mentioned, above i.
c) The payment will be payed in rates as follows ;
rate : Dec 5 ,1991
L"SS 5 .000,- (rate 11,502)=A-,:
57 .510,"
2 . rate : Feb ,-4s , 1-992
ATS 279 .375, 3 . rate : :7,xne 9 , 1992
ATS 50 .000 Q . rate ,
ba°:~-. Transfer after deduction of all bills pa 4. d. ; .
bY
LIVA
ATS 1 ;4 215, ..
The cant, ac : `-- tners bind on
claims of third-party persons .
Linz, . . . . . . . . . .
On behalf of
LID,TZER VERA.NSTALTUNGSGES rbH

holding 1,IVA

harr,lesz~

Santa Fe, . . .
on behalf of
Vasulkas Inc .

ppa
(Zng .stag . Wol fgang Lehner )
(Karl Gerbel)

Woody & Steina Vas ,,ilka
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THE VASULKAS INC .
471-7181 FAX :473-0614
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE NM 87501

In Santa Fe, May 23, 1992
From The Vasulkas,
To Peter Weibel,
Katharina Gsollpointner
Dear Peter, here is the update of the original April 29
budget : Instead of layout on the boards you decided with
Michael that linotronic film positives will be delivered to
you instead . (estimated cost see Michael's budget $2,000) ,
This will eliminate the airfare budget but an additional "work assistant was agreed on between you and Michael . The
linotronic film and an assistant replace the airfare budget .
So the total budget stays on

$14,735 .00

Money spent from our operating budget and personal Vasulkas
assets :
Fee advancements :
Editor (David Dunn)
Designer/producer (Michael Sumner)
Additional Transcriptions (David Stafford)
Other expenses :
Photowork (Lightworks Inc .)
Stats (GetType)
Supplies : Cartridge
Paper

1,000 .00
1,200 .00
97 .50
2,297 .50
34 .49
253 .65
85 .96
20 .00
394 .10

Please realize, that we have diverted all we had to
this and need a quick response to continue . We expect to
recive minimum of $10,000 .00 to get this through .

THE VASULKAS INC.
471-7181 FAX :473-0614
ROUTE 6 SOX 100
SANTA FE NM 87501

The budget Summary :

Michaels' buget projection came to
Dunns' Editors fee
The vasulkas'technical and administrative
fee

10,350 . 00
3,000 .00
1,285 .00
14,735 .00
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Dear MaLin,
Than! ; lox your tax .
Yortan :
can manage ii? rent the machine from Phil for
than havs to keep zte taxes . Also, the shipping
yair budget .
Re BecO

no another fax Mch says he wants to Mve M
Q and a poster only for his lectuxe etc . We have
i ng
to drop M
now . a s Feter has t0d you,

Stephr
SWUM

Re loan forms :
1 sent the
to
yss :erday . it is even not possible to fill
in the description of the items for us, as thare are various
items from single persons/institutions, which doesn't leave too
much space etc . So, they aia Dn chair way to Santa Fe and we're
are expecting them from zhe
Kind

gards
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Municipalitylt6unty'
Name

B Location
Number

C

TOTAL COLUMNS C, D and G :

D

Gross Receipts
u .duding T&.I

f

Total
Deductions

. TAX PERIOD

o ,

t,i

Month

.

DAY .

NM CRS 10 N(l:: o L,..d 3 gi(

1 ,7

z J through

. " Ytsr

6~d9

Taxable Gross
Receipts

F

Tax
Rate

G

Gross Receipts Tax

TOTAL GROSS RECEIPTS TAX

S

. .r

Check if applicable :
[] Amended Report
p Payment made by Automated Clearinghouse Deposit
p Payment made by Federal Wire Transfer

E

COMPENSATING TAX
WITHHELD INCOME TAX

Date
Date

G

13

Month

.

t^

Phone No .

TOTAL TAX DUE
y L
DAY

Y 7f-7t B/

Ytar

3

-' -

4

PENALTY
INTEREST

o

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

7

-E'

I declare that I have i'iiamaned'thts ipturAjhduding any accgmpanythg schedules and statements, and to the best of my knowledge and belief it is true,
correct and complete,,,
Signature of tat:payet, or Agent

NAME
STREET/BOX
CITY, STATE, ZIP

VASULKA VIDEO PPODUCTIONS
AT 6 BOY, 100
SANTA FE NM 87501
dfl~~ill

Mail' 'd : `Taxation and

DEPT USE LATE FILE

Revehue Department,

hot pie
" ADb t~Sf ~jI1a CtIdN
REQUESTED
" (Use ~ntlosed RP-32 Form) k
P, O, Box 630, Santa Fe, NM

$ 7509-0630

DEPT USE ONLY
Do not waste in this area

THE VASULKAS INC .
471-7181 FAX :473-0614
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE NM 87501
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Re shipping :
was to prepare an
The only thing you always were expected to do it's
14 instead of
us,
exact shipping list . As the company told
company
did not
why
the
9 boxes now . This is also the reason
return
the
customs
For
pick up the boxes immediately on Monday .
with
the
identical
affairs the equipment lists have to be
buerocratically
export list from the USA . Gitti will do all
necessary things, so please don't be anxious .
Re exhibition space designation :
you were here in Linz,
As we agrred with the architects when
where to put
you and Woody wanted to provide an exact proposal,
one
room etc .
in
the machines, which ones should be together
so
waiting
have
been
This was the reason why the architects
was
This
also
.
long with there final decisions for the ofdesign
Landesmuseum
show
the
the reason why we could not put a plan
For
moment
.
at
the
into the program booklet which is publishedif we would have done
us everything would have been much easier .
the space designation from the beginning on
Re information text :
code stations . But we
Thanks for the text concerning the barstations
a short
also need for EACH of the exhibitiod
short
very
description of how to use it and including aetc .). Please send
historical survey (name if inventor/artist
them until May 20 .
:
There are some corrections in your Title page text
June 22 thru July
Management CommittIC: Karl Gerbel!!1
wee
Mag . Brigitte !!! Vasicek
Dr . Crristine !!!! Sch6pf
is it David Muller now, or Mueller???
Kindest regards
Katharina

THE VASULKAS INC .
471-7181 FAX :473-0614
ROUTE 6 BOX 100

The Vasulkas,
Rt6,Box 100,
Fax : 505 4730614
May 11,

SANTA FE NM 87501

1992

Dear Peter,
I hoped it would not come to this . . . I admit, our
communication has not been very good, but as you, we have
been terribly busy, I just came back from Iowa city after
backbreaking packaging job . I can see now, there were
different perception of this project right from the
beginning, I was totally absorbed by the very specific theme
and the logistics of the project and might not been
sensitive to the other possibilities specially those, coming
at the last minute . But what has surprised me the most is
your lack of confidence in us being able to carry this
project through all stages, including all phases of the
preparation and production of the catalog .
I might not have fully conveyed to you, that this
catalog is based on its interactivity with the laserdisk
images, still or moving and that all other requirements, the
size, material and format must be in a total harmony with
this initial concept . This of course has all the other
consequences : the necessary control over the final stages,
where the correctness of the BarCode must be verified,
flexibility of re-programing, etc .
But there seem to be much deeper problem here, which is
the problem of the credits and other authorships and job
definition . As it happened I chose David Dunn as the most
experienced in publishing, and naturally he assumed the role
of editing the book . But under any circumstances, this would
be the outcome anyway, since he has by now become
indispensable in this function .
About our impasse in the size, concept and price of the
printing, of course, I try to protect the volume and the
significance of this project for Steina and me, and I am not
very pleased, that we could not resolve this so far .
There were several suggestions here, the most preferred
to print each of us half of the catalog, mostly those
affected by the BarCode here, and the rest containing the
essays, by you .
Or as Steina is suggesting, to print a very small
amount of interactive catalogs, just for the laserstations
maybe twenty or more, and the essays in a extra book, edited
by you . The trouble is that even in this very simple form,
the catalog would still have to come to a serious budget,
several thousand $ .

At this date and budget, we were totally unprepared for
those new items from Austria and Russia and I am advised to
negotiate with you about the increased budget or rather of
dropping the matter from the catalog . I know it is a heartbreaking proposition and I wish I would not be in a position
to advocate this . . .
I am sending you some material which should give you a
flavor and some sense of direction we have been moving in .

Love, Woody and Steina

THE VASULKAS INC .
471-7181 FAX :473-0614,
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE NM 87501
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Dear Catharina,

In Santa Fe, June 1

So fare, we have been quite unsuccessful in convincing
you about the urgency in receiving at least the first down
payment on the catalog . We must get you attention
immediately, this is not the time for us to thing about
possible emergences . You have been quite aware of the
situation and your fax from May 23 states that clearly . I
would be unethical and frankly impossible for us to proceed
with "the business as usual" in dealing with our associates
here without knowing the seriousness of your commitment . In,
reading your latest Telefax i finally realized how
unconcerned you are about our difficulties . You were
introduced to us by Peter to be a bright and able person and
we always assumed that your priority is to facilitate the
success of the show .
It is very disheartening, that at this critical stage
of the project, that we are forced to questioned your
commitments of this last and an additional stage of our
project, which again we negotiated in a good will and trust .
We cannot find any benefit from delaying this part of the
exhibition, which the catalog represents, unless there is
other, to us unknown agenda we can't comprehend
In our long carriers as artists-producers, being in
constant negotiation with many people, it is very hard to
understand the constant stream of difficulties we encounter
on every step .
Dear Katharina, since we have come so long and so far,
I can see no reason to complicate this matter further . We
need this money finally to put the show up, a thing we are
concern with above all . Please, we rely on your authority to
help us to do that .

Yours, Woody and Steina
cc Peter Weibel

TELEFAX
ON=

cant.:
FAMC

......, ... (ate r9M PAGi)

Dear Woody and Staina,
Thank you for your fax from May 23 . Regarding your production
costs for the catalogue, I'll try to have transfered the
following costs to you :
Additional Transcriptions
Other Expenses :
Michael Summer costs ;

97,50
394,10
10350,--

(David Stafford) :

US$ 10841,60

total
Thank you for the short texts, see you soon
Kinds

1

16.

Katharina
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Dear Steina,
Thanks for your fax from yesterday .
We are still waiting very anxiously for the short descriptions
of the exhibited machines . The architects have to start the
production of the boards which will show the texts .
Regarding the catalogue money, we have to tell you, that we
cannot transfer any more money to you as there doesn't exist
any further contract with you, than the one which says that the
edition of the catalogue is included .
For the catalogue-production we need invoices from a printing
company or whatever, which we can pay directly . So please tell
the companies you are cooperating with to send us the invoices .
Awaiting you here in Linz i send you my
kindest regards
Kathar
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Dear Steina,
Thanks for your fax from yesterday .
We are still waiting very anxiously for the short descriptions
of the exhibited machines . The architects have to start the
production of the boards which will show the texts .
Regarding the catalogue money, we have to tell you, that we
cannot transfer any more money to you as there doesn't exist
any further contract with you, than the one which says that the
edition of the catalogue is included .
For the catalogue-production we need invoices from a printing
company or whatever, which we can pay directly . So please tell
the companies you are cooperating with to send us the invoices .
Awaiting you here in hinz z send you my
kindest regards
Kathar
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`JASULKAS, INC .
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
U .S .A .
Tel : 505/471-7181
Fax : 505/473-0614

February 14, 1992
ARS ELECTRONICA
FAX :
011/43(732)283745

Dear Ing . Mag . Wolfgang Lehner & Karl Gerbel,
For your information there has been no deposit of money as
promised by the letter and contract under your names which was
Your contract differs radically
faxed o us on February 13th .
from the agreement reached between the Vasulkas and Peter Weibel
Be assured that we will only
by telephone on February 9th_
consider contracts that also carry the authorizing initials of
Peter Weibel .
Also, please note that there is an inconsistency in your
calculations of ATS currency exchange rate of 11,175 as per
Febraury 5, 1992 :
ATS 581,000 = $52,000
ATS 726,375 = $65,000
IL-.

Respectfully,

MaLin Wilson
Project Co-ordinator
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and Steina Vasulka
Fax : 001 (505) 473-0614
To Woody
Santa Fe

%

Dear Steina & Woody,
thanks for your very complex fax from the 19th of March .
Depending to your fax page 7 "equipment that may need to be
sent depending upon availability in Li:iz" I have the
following question : woody do you own all or parts of the
necessary test equipment or optional test equipment .
Gitti and I think because of the high volume of transport
goods it should make no financial matter to have 200 pounds
more . So please send me a fax about the test equipment you
easily can ship to Europe, because of not having rental
costs . All other euipment I'll try to rent as cheap as
possible .
.
About power supply (110/220 Voltage transformer) :
How many power supply stations, watts etc . - please specify,
because than
I know if we can use transformer from the Brucknerhaus or
not .

O .k . thats it for first, greetings and'have a nice day
Wolfgang aka FART

THE VASULKAS INC.
471-7181 FAX :473-0514
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE NM 87501

In Santa Fe, July 27,
To :

1992

LIVA, Linz
Mr Karl Gerbel
Mr Wolfgang Lehner

From :The Vasulkas,Inc .
Rt 6, Box 100
Santa Fe, N .M . 87501
Tel : (505) 471 7181
Fax : (505) 473 0614
Gentlemen,
In her latest fax communique Ms Katharina Gsollpointner
is asking us to pay the catalogues we have negotiated with
her and Mr . Weibel in Linz . It was very clear to all of us
that we were talking about catalogues, the majority of which
would be send by us to the individuals, that participated in
various capacities on the Exhibition and contributed to the
contents of the publication . The amount of people involved
was quite large and the rest if the publications if any were
left after, we intended for further dissemination of the
contents of the show to the "Artworld" .
At no moment in our negotiation, was there any
suggestion of cash payment by Ms .Gsollpointner . We also knew
from previous experience that Ars Electronica always
extended the courtesy of giving catalogs to the
participants, a generosity we assumed still valid .
We would of course be very proud and interested in
helping to sell off the rest of the catalogs, which we would
like to distribute after our experience with our first
catalog package .
On another note, we have already received the balance
of payment on the production of the catalog (3,894) and the
partial payment of our curatorial fee ($4,000) and we expect
the balance of our fee (6,000) coming to us shortly .
And finally, please note that there is an outstanding
fee of $2,000 still owed to Mr . Phil Morton, originally
negotiated by Ms Gsollpointner outside of our budget as you
will find the correspondence faxed on May 6th 1992 .
His address :

Phil Morton
Box 987
West Yellowstone, Montana 59758
Tel : (406) 646 7519

Thanks again for giving us this great opportunity to
work on such an exciting project and we hope to continue
working on your permanent and equally exciting collection
for your new Ars Electronica building in Linz .

THE VASULKAS INC .
471-7181 FAX :473-0614
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE NM 87501

Sincerely Woody and Steina Vasulka
c .c . Peter Weibel
Katharina Gsollpointner

To :

LIVA,
Linz

Att :

Wolfgang Lehner
Karl Gerbel

June 6, 1992

From : The Vasulkas,Inc .
Santa Fe
Gentlemen,
In our previous fund transactions you have dealt with
us as "The Vasulkas, INC", a Not for Profit organization
with a Tax status here in the USA . We in turn deal with our
subcontractors the same way : Most transcriptions photowork
and preparation for printing was done by GET TYPE, INC ., the
design and lay-out by independent contractor Michael Sumner
and his crew . The Vasulkas INC are responsible for reporting
to the State of New Mexico Beauro of Taxation . Please note,
that your GUTSCHRIFT from June 25, erroniously subtracts 20%
from the production budget of the Catalog .
Our contract clearly stated, that our obligations
included the pre-production of the catalog materials only .
When the logistics of making a cross-media interactive
catalog on two separate continents was discussed in detail,
a decicion was made with Mr Weibel, to extend our
participation far beyond the initial concept and commitment .
In spite of all the complications of this very complex
and challenging project, we all here enjoyed working toward
its success and upon this adjustment of the tax withholding,
Woody will sign this new agreement on Monday the 8th, when
he arrives in Linz .

Sincerely Woody and Steina Vasulka

27-NOV-1991
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In Santa Fe,
May 20, 1992
Dear Peter,
By now, we invested all or money and the credit on the
production of the catalog . The promised $5000 from Ars
Electronica has so far not showed up and from the tone of
Katharinas fax there is not much chance to get that soon .
There is still an unfinished business of a rental fee for IP
from Phil Morton ($2000) promised by Katharina, Steina's
ticket to Austria, payment for excess lugage for Buchla box
which is still to be collected and encased in Colorado, a
package for the Interactive Performance with Michael and
there will be some other minor items coming . We can see,
that by the end of the week we will stop all work on the
catalog and by a preliminary account, we will owe all the
work fees and the supplies we have encounter with the
catalog to the credit of our Bank .
Dear Peter, There is not much we can do right now and
we must rely on the solution coming from you . But even if
the first installment is met, the balance of the production
budget of the catalog must be paid well before our arrival
to Linz, something we cannot avoid . We were lucky so far
that we had a loyal and dedicated crew , but they all are in
a free lance position and work they life day by day .
Needless to say, we are no longer hopeful this could be
solved immediately as the situation requires and we must get
used to a thought of not being able to finance the
completion of the catalog from our own resources .
As always with Love,
Woody and Steina
r

P .S . The Russian text just arrived - it looks magnificient!
What a book we are going to have! Let's go for broke for the
glory of humankind . . . . . . . . .

THE VASULKAS INC .
471-7181 FAX :473-0614
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE NM 8T501

THE VASULKAS INC .
471-7181 FAX :473-0614
ROUTE 8 BOX 100
SANTA FE NM 87501

5/20/92
Dear Peter,
Is it possible for us to use your statement for the catalog
as a summary at the end rather than as an introduction? The
reason is that we are desperate to finalize the page count
so that we can make films of as many pages as possible (as
per your printer's request) . Right now we are stuck because
we have not received your article and every day that goes by
reduces the chances of even coming close to the deadline . If
we can put your article at the end than we can proceed
immediately .
Woody

qDear Katharina,
Acting on your information, we are suspending the
production of the catalog . We cannot guarantee any
professional here beeing payed without going through similar
experiences we have encoutered with you on every single
step . It is improbable, we could ask enybody for work
without prior guarrantees and unless you honor the
comittments given by Mr . Weibel regarding the catalog
productios, we see no way the catalog coul see the light of
the day .
Never the less there have been substantial progress
expendatures on this project so far, financed by loans from
American Credit Banks and here are some pages, including the
architect list of the instruments of this wonderfull
document in making
. .
As Alvays, Woody
in Santa Fe, May 19,1992
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THE VASULKAS INC .
471-7181 FAX :473-0614
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
FE iM 87601

C)L/Fv,-L,
~~(cut

FA}{ CGVER SHEET
Sat Apr 18 1992
To
Fax U :

3 :15 pm

15054730614

From :
Fax :

2 pages aknd a cover page .

Dave MUIler,
RR 7' BOX 6,
loua City,
IA
52140
(319)-335-2076 days, ( .319)--337-4962 evenings
'Satus'day, April lfi, 1992
.1 jody VdSUIka
, rVasu 1ka' s Itic .
fax_ Number (505)-473-0614
Dear Woody,
Here are sane est i n,_-,. -~-_

onus-:r reuu i ~-Mcnts .

POIE SCAN t9OD[_1LATOR (a Aw .*a , the "Wobu iator")
NOOG SYNTHESiZER

500 Watts

Plus Judio amp] if ier

75 Watts
50 Uatts

PUTNEY SYNTHESIZER
50
plus audio tianplifier,

75 Watts
Watts

IAN T I2 ER

PAIE P
BROWN .

'l . i 1` T=

75 ' .
~'iCj

rlus video rJo,iifor

15O Wa .i,l
150 Watts

plus video monitor

75 Watts
1`.x:0 Watts

:TCHE R25Watts
plus video monitor
150 Watts

SIEGEL DUAL COLORIZER
BF~uW

filus video monitor

ll{EYEh
SSOR

plus 2 video monitors

25 Watts
300 Watts

plus- video norm }or

50 Watts
150 Watts

plus video
pies asld iU

1:E_i3 Watts
ISO Watts
50 Watts

- :_tar
dMpl if 'Icy'
mr.)E s ;

SO wotts
150 Watts

plus vide-0
MCARTHUR SAID (Spatial and hitensity Digitizer)
plus video monitor

50 Watts
150 Watts

20 Cameras i? 10 Watts

200 Watts

La :--r Dis=c Players t% 75 Watts
/0

pIrrs 4

Lj

: :a=°

--.

r,,i1i4,-!r, .

300 Watts
600 Watts
4075 Watts

imated video, rioniturs at 150 Watts each, uhicls i,,, probably high .
cementiier lights, which can be ;-:20 Volt hypes .
We liould ask for
all . . .tra 1,000 Watts for a safety citshioii, in additioi -i
the equipment
,
t have here, For not of the equipment, I est
pour ; s rom
_ize or, power +:r ansf urner s. ize .
I measured the
- ,
tie
discs bad a. tag oil tl e bocick .

Also, what abort the MCARTHUR & SCHIEN DIGITAL IMAGE GENERATOR': Call me
when you get this list, about. how all these groupings dill be grouped .
"!=i jbe1e- i is-'
could fax me a copy
y of those contact sheets, so ue can g-et it a-11
yi~,t .
The encoder for the CUI Quantizer is the one uith the fuse, pouer
tuggle suitch, and pilot light en the left, a>>d. three slide suitc.hes acr- ;ss
foot .
It says "ENCODERS"' on the top left .
Daue Muller

Installationen / Installations

MUSEUM FRANCISCO CAROLINUM : Jeffrey Shaw (NL) :

0

Drucksache

OSTERREICH

Museum", Agnes Hegedus (NL) : "Anterio
Peter Weibel / Bob O'Kane (BRD) : "Cartesi
_
BRUCKNERHAUS, FOYERS : Michael Bielicky (CSFR) : "Dor
BL
a uM.ANDE
F
ER
achter", Dan Graham (USA) : "Three linked
Nq~,rFnCH 57
' Qe-J
UN
Winter Held / Manfred Hauser (BRO/A) : "Tesla Maschine . .
1
Peter Szelezki iHl : "Bull's Head or Revision of the Video

Buddha", Claire Roudenko-Bertin (F) : "Le (UMI)", Akke
Wagenaar (NL) : "7 Objects Meet", Jean-Louis Boissier (F) :
"Globus Oculi", Christoph Steffner (A) : "Filmmaschine 3M",

Huemer. Jelinek (A) : "Die Brille", Timothy Binkley (USA) :
"Watch Yourself", Rudolf Macher (A) : "Hommage an
Heisenberg and Wheeler"; Prix Ars Electronica Preistrii-

1
1
1
1
1

ger aus der Kategorie "Interaktive Kunst"

GROSCHENI

Absender / Sender

Name, Adresse / Name, Adress :

Steina & Woody Vasulka
Route 6, Box 100
Santa Fe, NM 87501
USA United States

DONAUPARK :Christian M81ler(BRD): "Space Balance",
Winter Held / Manfred Hauser(BRD/A) : "Tests Maschinen"

Symposion :

1100

Thema "Endophysik" : DIENSTAG, 23 .6. UND MITTWOCH,

24 . 6., 1D- 12 UND-14 - 18 h, BRUCKNERHAUS

Thema "Nanotechnelogie" : SAMSTAG, 27 .6.,10-12 UND 14-18 h, BRUCKNERHAUS

Aw~

a
662059100 G1 19 G51 "'

Stadtwerkstatt TV (A), "Im Teilchendschungel der Wahrscheinlichkeit", BRUCKNERHAUS, STUDIO IM KEPLERSAAL, 22 . - 27. 6 ., LIVE
SENDUNG AM 26 . 6 . AB 22 h
"Radiolabor" (A), aktuelle Berichterstattung fiber Ars Electronica,
STUDIO IM BRUCKNERHAUS, 22 . - 27 . 6.
Konstlerforum : Preistr&ger des Prix Ars Electronica referieren fiber
ihre Arbeiten, 25 . + 26 . 6, 10 - 18 h, ORF LANDESTUDIO OBEROSTERREI(H
Filmprogramm zur Welt des inneren Beobachters, KIND "MOVIEMENTW
Techno Disco: SAMSTAG, 27. 6 ., ABENDS

FLUGPOST
AIR MAIL
PAR AVION

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

'980

Ab 18 . 5 . erscheint ein genaues Programm, das wir Ihnen
gerne zusenden .
A detailled program will be published on May 15 and will
gladly be mailed to you .

ARS ELECTRONICA, 22. - 27. JUNI 1992

Veranstaltungen / Performances

ENDO & NANO

Century", Multimediale Auff0hrung rund um das Leben des Physikers

Henry Jesionka (CAN): "The Man Who Invented the 20th

Die Welt von Innen / The World from Within

Nikola Tesla; SAMSTAG, 27 . 6., 21

BESTELLKARTE / TICKET ORDER FORM
Ich"bestelle / 1 want to order:
Stk. Festival-Pafi (Posse) fiir alle Veranstaltungen
(mit Ausnahme "Prix Ars Electronica Gala") 6 GS 500,Festival Pass(es) for all events (except "Prix Ars Electronica
Gala") at GS 500,- each
Stk. Einzelkarten fiir folgende Veranstaltungen 6 GS 150,-:
Ticket(s) for the following events :

Symposion :
Tageskarte OS 80,3 Tageskarte GS 200,-

Datum, Unterschrift / Date, signature:

h,

POSTHOF

Stelarc (AUS): "Third Hand", Mit seinen Karperfunktionen and einem Computer steuert Stelarc elektronische Bilder and Tone, MITTWOCH,

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

24 .6., 21

h

UND fREITAG, 26 . 6., 20

h,

POSTHOF

PoMo CoMo (.CAN!: "IMmediaCY", High-Tech-Show, in der die
BOhne zum Computer wird, DIENSTAG, 23 . 6., 21 1, BRUCKNERHAUS
Allik/Mulder i;CAN): "Electronic Purgatory", Multimediashow,
die eine Br6cke von Dante Alighieri zu Stephen Hawking schlagt,
DONNERSTAG, 25 . 6., 21

h,

BRUCKNERHAUS

Konzerte elektronischer Musik: Preistrager des Prix Ars
Electronica Bowie weitere zeitgenossische Komponisten and Musiker.

Ausstellungen / Exhibitions

"Eigenwelt der Bildwelten. Pioniere der elektronischen
Kunst", 14 Stationen mit frOhen Video- and TV- Installationen, MUSEUM
FRANCISCO CAROLINUM, 22 . 6. - 5. 7.
"Kreative Software . Menschen

and Meilensteine",

Softwareautoren' and neueste Software, Videospiele, Public-DomainProgramme, MUSEUM FRANCISCO CAROLINUM, 22 . 6. - 5. 7.

"Copy Bites", Kopiegrafien der 70er, 80er and 90er Jahre, GALERIE
MAERZ, 16. 6. - 4. 7.
Franz Xaver: "Fraktale Geometrie, Kunst and Bionik", STIFTERHAUS,
23 .6.- 31 . 7.
Bitte Bestellkarte in Kuvert stecken uad zurucksenden on : ARS ELECTRONICA,
Brucknerhaus, Untere Donaulande 7, A-4010 Linz, Tel. *732 / 7612
Please putticket orderinto envelope andreturn to : ARS ELECTRONICA, Brucknerhaus,
Untere Donaulande 7, A-4010 Linz
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Deay Steins and Woody,
se find a list of cozzs of your proDect . As you
can see, you've already received the limit of the budget .
Besides tnmt we covered your TS fltghts , all dsslszents 3nd
travel and ladging for David Jones . A$ i could only gc through
the latesm budget situation this week ( which is very on the
edge), it is noz possible for me to trensfer any mcre money to
you, Even if 1 tried, Zhe financial departmenc wasid not do it .
Enclosat

tout the situannon, so it you want to 9M !C!
m concerning this sitoation, .r'-ease do it .
He also voLd me, that you aze nou content with the invoice of
the 20C cazalogues WHICh yon took with y ow beside S Si nvnher 30
you received here Ln Linz, Please zell me abcni the decisions
you made,
Kindest regards
Katharina

N
Fest,val
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COVER LETTER FOR FAX TRANSMISSION :
TO :
PETER WEIBEL
TEL : 0222_353-5884
FAX :

4

FROM :
THE VASULKAS
FAX : 505-473-0614
ONE PAGE
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K
was so pleased to receive your magnificent Catalog of the pionneers.
It is so beautiful) well thought and designed with videodisk (avai(available*?,) interface . eally
you are the best and' no doubt you were the only one to really tlcurate>> this historical mile
stone of video medium . The stars must have beer, all aligned at that time, creating a strong
magnetic field aroud us where the instant. so to speak . merged with eternity Time is a
more foridamental construct of our existence than space is, Vou know that !
";aod aril Goddess. .

r

l
'it took Only 20 years after all for my video work to oe ; ecoaniZe and yet. . at a time where
am already in a different but comparable mindspace. My energy is now focussed on
reconstructing
of language in human agency and ;za{e17;,5 of social
communication- ., within the
of our history . So l ouess those ideas will only, come in
20
action
years from now . No matter, lust the feeling of experiencing the field forces of
human life and cosmic mysteries is largely enough to me . You know }hat
t is only those who know that man on earth is man in exile .
who can alone '?"take th;s earth soR etr ng like a home .

Nowadays i am still! teaching communication theory, information pol- ethics and photo;
infocraphy at L:iOAM university while engaging myself in numerous activities like
publishing this photo magazine, designing ICONOLOG (software for computer assisted
imagination . . .), composing music on my symphonic keyboard and playing often my role of
<_ .oet»-intellectual in different social or cultural milieux_ Life goes on with a certain ,utopia
still to pursue . You know that
Well, next near I will be in sabbatical leave and I intend to spend at least 6 months in
London (thinking, writing and composing) after wick. ! should corpse back to Quebec and
possibly visit you folks in ::ante Fe. After all, you were always the greatest from my point of
you . You must know that too,
nay dear friends, I wish you both an happy life together and lots of creative energy in
four currant and coming works Hoping to meet you again at the summit of minds.
Doc. .1 P Boyer (originally Boean from Terra Moravia
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Dear :teina,
Sorry l' "a <answering only today, but I took a short holiday
during the last four days, Regardiz :g all your faxes in- the
meanwhile :
Re flights
Citti is goi rig to book a flight, for David Mueller from
(ar;"i 'al _inzl to 4~aly 9 (departure Linz) . We will inform him
as s~a0 } AS we have the confirration . Concerning your flights
we'd p-0Pose, as time is so short, that you book and pay Zhsm
yourself and you will get the airfare money inunedia.tcly
~xf Ur
yo, r arrival here ii. L nz . You know, our money transfers always
take cjuit~ a lot of tire until they come to you .
Re Phil Mot-ion
:
were 8.n torch with Peter tot, of course, regarding P hi.l t s
and Step-he : ' s matters . As I wrote you ire my fax from may 6,
we
agree

We

in re°~ti~g Ph-L's 1P for a s-am of US$ 2 .000,- (including
taxes)
yo,
would not Cover the transportation . This should be
on
~~- b,,d~ st.~ We cannot afford having Phil here for US
7 .000o-, because we simply do not have the money . This
(2C CO,gAl ;, was taken frorr. the sum for Stephen, where now isn't
left a lot . Besides that we have a lot of additional costs
for
the wY. . ~e show .
Re catalogue :
Thanks for bios and Ccrracti=s . Regarding your catalogue we
will trY to send you 5000,- US$ in advance as I was speaking to
Peter three minutes ago . It depends, as always, on our
tax-end-admi zjistrat3. ~r-se^ret~av .

"rstwit fur KYAit. recjh dftrr and Sasa9A0tft
v liNA/ un0 bsttnlrdrwhrr Rtasdfuat ~` trai+qMaeo 'trrrottr~n,
Nta~ehshrttaNWyd
3RUCRNERNAUS1INI/loomYrn+lrtal~uRO
. : -Y :: . . ."
,iL~ifafA~Vr - ralaknJ0T3?1 . 761
iakrIIll~tf
~rr `f3
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Re shipping :
The only thing yo`u always were expected to do was to prepare an
exact shipping list . As the compa^y told us, it's ;.4 instead of
9 boxes now . This is also the reason wny the conpany did not
pick up ::e boxes immediately on Man-day . For -1-ha custome return
affairs the equipment lists have to be identical with the
export list from the USA . Gitti will do all buerocra ically
necessary things, so pleasa don"t be anxious .
Re exhibition $pat: e designation ,
-,,e agrreo with tho architects when you were here in :inz,
yo_, and woody wanted to provide an enact proposal ; where to put
.
room etc
-. .-;.e rLdchines, which ones should be togetieer in onewait
the
architects
have
been
so
This was :he reason: why
for
the
desig:~
,`
?
.salso
was
long with there final decisions
show
put
a
plan
of
the
Landesm~use
,
"
,m
the reason why we could not
booklet
published
at
the
t
,
For
into :he -rogram
which ± s
momen
everything
been
much
if
we
w=ould
have
done
would have
easier
as
brig
.
beWinnlng
onothe spaC designation from
Re information text
ut we
T ar'~?~.s for the 4ext _,oncerning the oar code stations,
also need bon EACH of the exnibit,_ad stations a short-,
description -; of ± , ;,t to case it and including a ve y short
historical curve, Inazqe if inventor /artist et.c . ; Please send
them until May 20,
There are some corrections in yo:4r Title page text ;
dune 22 thru July
Manage :aen t to1TLm Lt . : Karl Corbel ! ; t
Mag . Brigitte !!! Vasicak
Dr . Mristine !!II Sch6pf
IS

.it ~a-F ,

Kindest regards

t4

now, or Mueller??7
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Santa Fe,

Dear Katharina

12-May-92

Upon consultation with Peter, we decided that $ 7000 .00
should go to Philip Morton for his performance/installation
and that it would be financed out his originally intended
I .P . presentation fee plus out of the balance taken from
Steve Becks' cancelled budget . We need a confirmation of
this soonest, both to print the catalog and for Phil to
prepare the instrument and make his travel arrangements . As
per previous fax, we are making our own travel arrangement
but we need to know how to deal with both Phil and Dave
Muller . Also I am re-iterating the urgency of my previous
request for the catalog layout money, we must get some to
keep going . We are also worried about the return of the
instruments, since the carrier that is shipping it to you be
shipping it back we must register all equipment with U .S .
customs for the return . Do you have any way of helping us
arranging this?
Since we have concluded the tool phase, Malin is off
the job so now I will be dealing with whatever is left . Of
course I am hoping to find a fax from you in the morning - a
status report even when you do not have all the answers . . .
P .S . As you know the shipping company has not made a pick-up
yet, but we are in contact with them . We will keep you
posted .
Well, by now very soon in Linz,

Yours Steina

v

y

WS'EP14L,

4^1i)

:'wjoya8Gf

S. Va
THE VASIiLKAS :NO .
471-7181 FAX :473-0614
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE NM 87501

Fog lne .

The Vasulkas,
Rt6,Box 100,
Fax : 505 4730614
May 11, 1992
Dear Peter,
I hoped it wont come to this . . . I admit, our
communication has not been very good, but as you, we have
been terribly busy, I just came back from Iowa city After
backbreaking packaging job . I can see now, how different
perception of this project has there been right from the
beginning, I was totally absorbed by the very specific theme
and the logistics of the project and might not been concern
by the other possibilities specially those, coming at the
last minute . But what has surprised me the most is the total
lack of your confidence in us being able to carry this
project through all stages, including all phases of the
preparation and production of the catalog .
I mite not fully convey to you, that this catalog is
based on its interactivity with the laserdisk images, still
or moving and that all other requirements, the size,
material and format must be in a total harmony with the
initial concept . This of course has all the other
consequences : the necessary control over the final stages,
where the correctness of the information must be verify,
flexibility of re-programing, etc .
But there seem to be much deeper problem here, which is
the problem of the credits and other authorships and job
definition . As it happened David Dunn has naturally assumed
the role of editing the book and by now his credit from our
side cannot be denyed . It did not cross my mind, I do not
have any experience in publishing . But under any
circumstances, this would be the outcome anyway, since, he
has become indispensable in this function by now .
About the absolute impasse in the size, concept and
price of the printing, of course, I try to protect the
volume and the significance of this project for Steina and
me, and I am not very pleased, that we could not solve this
so far . There were several suggestions here, the most sound
which was to print each half of the catalog, mostly those
affected by the barcode here and the rest, containing the
essays by you .
Or what Steina is suggesting is to print a very small
amount of interactive catalogs, just for the laserstations
maybe twenty or more, and the essays in a extra book, edited
by you . Trouble is that even in very simple form, the
catalog would still have to come to a serious budget,
somewhere around seven thousands .

At this date and budget, we are totally unprepared for
those new items from Austria and Russia and I am advised to
negotiate wit you about the increased budget or rather of
dropping the matter from the catalog . I know it is the
heart-breaking proposition and I wish I wold not be in a
position to advocate this . . .
I am sending you some material which gives you the
flavor and some sense of direction we have been moving
along .

Love, Woody and Steina

52240
IA
Iowa City,
RR 7 Box 6,
Daue Muller,
evenings
(319)-337-4962
(319)-335-2076 days,

'

Woody Vasulka
The UdSUlkd S Inc .
Fax Number (505)-473-0614
Dear Woody,

I must go to
have not been called .
The truck hasn't come and I
call me
have
to
will
company
work tomorrow, so the trucking
their
for
wait
I
can't
I can meet them at home, but
there .
can
figure
you
perhaps
but
They may have my work number,
call .
sure
.
for
them know
out who they are and let

7lw~ /OVAX
PCa~

/1-

1-1

c rA-~C~

entire ..
_

Tc

TEL .

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
(505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-0614

Katharina Gsoellpointner
ARS ELECTRONICA
FAX : 011/43(732)783745

Dear Katharina,
We have been working on the catalog layout and design for
the exhibition since May 1 . Peter Weibel told us to expect
It is our understanding that
payment for the catalog by thirds .
the total budget for layout and printing is 140,000 ATS ($ 33,000
US) . Please be advised that we need the first third - 46,666 ($
11,000 US) immediately . We have already spent thousands of
dollars based upon Peter's verbal agreement to proceed with the
work . Of course, considering the shortness of time until the
exhibition, none of us can afford any delays in producing this
interactive catalog .
Regards,

S'T° ~ lN~O

TEL .
Date :
To :
From :
Re :

(505) 471-7181

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501

FAX .

(505) 473-0614

CA, Katharina
Woody & Steina
Phil Morton

URGENT! URGENT! URGENT! URGENT! URGENT! URGENT! URGENT! URGENT!
Now that Beck has definitely been dropped, we are still trying to
salvage the inclusion of Phil Morton's IP (which could not be
If we want the IP
shipped to Iowa in time for shipping today) .
Morton will have to bring it to Linz himself . When Peter called
last week he said that the Ars Electronica funds for Beck should
be switched to Phil Morton . Peter has a copy of Phil Morton's
estimate of expenses toalling $7,000 ( not including his airfair
to and accomodations in Linz) .
We need to confirm that this can be done as Phil is committing
himself to summer employment at this moment . Morton said that he
would need a transfer of at least $3,500 immediately for the
restoration and rental of his IP . This means that all of Beck's
money (travel, accommodations and fee) be reallocated to Phil
Morton .
Please advise .
Phil Morton
Box 987
West Yellowstone, Montana 59758
406/646-7519

; 8- 5-92
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VE RA N S TA L T U N G S G E S E L L S C H A F T

MB H

G

zwischen Linzer Veranstaltungsgesellschaft mbH, Brucknerhaus, Untere
Donaulande 7, 4010 Linz/Austria, vertreten durch Vorstandsdirektor Karl
Gerbel und. Prokurist Ing . Mag . Wolfgang Lehner,
und
The Vasulka's Inc ., Steina & Woody Vasulka,
87501, USA

Route 6, Box 100, Santa Fe, NM

1.

Gegenstand des Vertrages ist die Ausstellung "Pioniere der elektronischen Kunst" im Rahmen von ARS ELECTRONICA 1992, 22 . Juni bis 5 . Juli,
Aufbauzeit ab 9 . Juni, Abbau ca . 4 Tage .

2.

Als Vorleistung fi;lr die iuratorielle und organisatorische Leistung wird
der Vasulka Inc . ein Vorschua in der Hohe von US$ 5 .000 .- (i .W . fiinftausend US Dollar) nach Unterzeichnung des Vertrages ausgehandigt .

3 .

Nach Vorliegen einer detaillierten Kaikulation, in der Honorare und Produktion getrennt ausgewiesen werden sollen, wird der endgiiltige Vertrag
erstellt . Der oben genannte Vorschu~ ist Bestandteil des endgultigen
Vertrages .

Fur 'tie LIVA :

Die Kunstler :

ppa
I

((Karl . Gerbel)

(`.'asulka'sInc
.
.) . . . . .~
. . . . . . .

BRUCKNERHAUS
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(505) 471-7181
May
ARS
The
Fax

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501

FAX .

(505) 473-0614

7, 1992
ELECTRONICA, Katharina
Vasulkas, Inc ., MaLin
of May 7, 1992

Woody is in Iowa working with David Muller, and preparing.all the
equipment for shipping .
He will return here Monday and we will
discuss the museum wall text that you have requested .
Also, please tell us the flight that you have booked for David
Muller to arrive Monday,June 8 . Woody also plans to arrive on the
same day, but he has made his own reservations so please send his
air line fee directly to Woody .
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THE VASULKAS INC.
471-7181 FAX :473-0614
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE NM 87501
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TEL . (505) 471-7181
Date :
To :
From :
Re :

May
ARS
The
Fax

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501

FAX .

(505) 473-0614

5, 1992
ELECTRONICA, Katharina
Vasulkas, Inc ., MaLin
of May 5, 1992

Re Beck :
It is our understanding from a conversation with Peter Weibel today
that Beck's appearance at the festival is being dropped . We hope
that he still restores and sends his machine for which we gave him
such a large part of our small budget .
Re Morton :
For your information, Phil Morton has suffered a financial setback
- lost a job - and he has informed us today that he could not
Also, he does not have a fax .
participate for less than $7,000 .
With your commitment of 40,000 ATS, our first option seems to be
renting the IP from Morton . What do you say? He currently rents
the machine for $300 per day, but we would ask for a special rate
Then there would also be extra
of $2,000 for the exhibition .
We
shipping arrangements to be made to get it quickly to Iowa .
could
pay
money
must have your reaction to this immediately . You
directly to Phil for the rental, crating and shipping to Iowa . The
IP is a very important machine and we regret that Phil has run into
difficult personal and financial troubles .
As you know, we are
pressed by the May 11th shipping date from Iowa City . Please let
us know what you think on this .
Re the loan forms : The protocol for loan forms is that borrowers
fill in the description of the items to be borrowed (which you
have) and the lenders fill in the data such as birth/death and
copyrights on forms that are sent out and signed by the borrower .
A lender cannot sign an unsigned loan form as the borrower is
requesting the equipment .
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Dear MaLin,

Thank you for your photographs,text
and loan forms . We
started to fill in the forms,
but as you can see, this have
make any sense .
didn't
The reason why I proposed you
have the lenders filled in
forms first, is that we cannot to
know
all the details like e .g the
birth and death of the inventors,
.
copyrights of pix etc .
Beyond that we cannot sign e
t 4contracts wh ch will be fil e
in afterwards .
So Tease fill in the ' forms
send them immediately to the and then send them to us . We will
lenders,
Regarding to your fax from April
28 Phil Morton will be
and brings his stuff on his
own, We can offer him travel,coming
accomodation costs and a performance
fee, which all together
does not exceed ATS 40 .000,- (tax
excluded)
. We'll arrange a
hotel for him from June 15 to
enough to set up his machines . July 8, which should be time
this and the airline etc . The We are going to inform him about
to be paid from the Vasulkas' costs for his installations have
exhibition budget .
With Stephen Beck we are still
negotiating, but can't see, how
to follow his financial
requests
.
warm regards
0 /
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Dear

f. . . . .. . . I .

. . . . . . .. . . . . . . ..

MaLin,

Thank yon for your photographs, text and loan forms . We have
started to fill in the forms, but as you can see, this didn't
make any sense .
The reason why 1 proposed you to have the lenders filled in the
forms first, is that we cannot know all the details like e .g .
birth and death of the inventors, copyrights of pix etc .
Beyond that we cannot sign e0l.Dtj contracts which will be fQje
in afterwards,
~-e ~~~
( l
t~
Q
AAVnW ru m 7
SO , please fill in the forms and then send then to us . We wilidoll
send them immediately to the lenders,

mz

Regarding to your, fax frOM April 28 Phil Morton will be coml .
and brings his stuff on his own, tree can offer him gavel,
accomodation acsts and a performance fee, which all together
does not exceed ATS 40 .000,- Kax excluded) . We'll arrange
a
hotel for him from aune 15 to July 8, which should be Ame
enough to set up his machines . we are going to inform nom about
this and the airline etc . The costs for his installations have
to be paid from the Vasulkas' exhibition budget .
With Stephen Beck we are still negotiating, but can't see, how
to follow his financial requests .
Warm, regards
Katharina
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April 29, 1992
Catalog Production Budget
for Eigenwelt der Apparate Welten :
Pioniere der elektronischen Kunst
Dear Peter Weibel :
Here is the preliminary budget for catalog production prior
to negatives and printing .
Salaries :
Editor/Director - $3,000
Designer - $ 2,500
Text and data entry - $ 950
Part-time Editorial Assistant - $600
Computer Services - $400
Final Proofreader - $ 250
Electronic Image Operator - $ 1,200
Layout Assistant - $600
--------------------------Subtotal : $9,500
Materials :
Stats - $700
Artboards - $ 200
Laser Cartridges - $ 85
Data storage (diskettes and cartridges) - $ 500
Photography - $ 500
Misc . art supplies - $ 250
----------------------Subtotal : $2,235
Travel :
Return Airfare, accomodation (5 days), and per diem - $ 3,000
TOTAL = $14,735
Final delivering as art boards to Linz by June 1st . The
boards will be delivered in person and discussed with the
printer . We need immediate reply in order to include working
on this new phase of the project .

THE VASULKAS, INC .
99 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
TELEPHONE : 505/471-7181
RECEIVER/
Attention :
Company :
Fax Number

FAX : 505/473-0614
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SENDER/
Individual's Name :
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Number of Pages (including this sheet)
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Dear Katharina,

92

After seeing the museum on Steina's tape and reviewing the
new floor plan we would like to propose sharing the rooms at the
Francisco Carolinum in the following manner . Because the
PIONEERS exhibition has so many electrical requirements and there
will have to be installed both power and signal conduits, it
seems to us that it is most logical for the exhibition to be in
connecting galleries .
It seems logistically suitable that we use
rooms #1, 4 5, 6, and the extra room that was unlocked during
Steina's visit (# unknown) . This proposal means that Shaw,
Hegedus, and Weibel would have rooms # 9, 10 & 12 to use,
apportion, and/or divide as per their wishes .
Please let us
know if this is possible so that we can get more specific .
Gracias .
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Dear Fadi,

(1)4m
_M
13

Today, I watched Steina's tape and could recognize you now .
Seeing the rooms at the museum makes Woody wonder if it
would be possible to find larger monitors than 19 inch - would it
be difficult to find 23 inch monitors? Also, it looks like we'll
have 19 or 20 active instruments .
To answer some of your earlier questions :
Yes, Woody will
bring the test equipment . In addition to the list of installation
equipment you already received we are also looking for one, two
or three "XY" displays for the Hearn VIDIUM . When we picked up
the VIDIUM in California (only last week) there were no displays .
Following is the power requirements list from David Muller,
the technician from Iowa City . He tried to fax it to you from
Iowa but he wasn't able to get it through . We hope that you and
David can make direct connection regarding all technical
questions .
Regards,

phone (319)-335-2076 days, (319)-337-4962 euenings
FAX Monday through Friday, days (319)-335-1753
FAX euenings, call me at (319)-337-4962 and I will set it up .
Saturday, April 25, 1992
Wolfgang Dorninger aka Fadi
ARS Electronics tech . dept .
Fax Number 01143732783745
Dear Fadi,
Here are estimates of 110 Volt power requirements .
to send them to you .

Woody Vasulka asked me

PAIL{ SCAN MODULATOR (a .k .a . the "Wobulator")
MOOG SYMTHES12ER
PUTNEY SYNTHES12ER
CVI QUANT12ER

500 Watts

plus audio amplifier

75 Watts
50 Watts

plus audio amplifier

75 Watts
50 Watts

plus uideo monitor

75 Watts
150 Watts

plus uideo monitor

150 Watts
150 Watts

plus uideo monitor

75 Watts
150 Watts

plus uideo monitor

25 Watts
150 Watts

plus 2 uideo monitors

25 Watts
300 Watts

plus uideo monitor

50 Watts
150 Watts

plus uideo monitor
plus audio amplifier

200 Watts
150 Watts
50 Watts

plus uideo monitor

50 Watts
150 Watts

MCARTHUR SAID (Spatial and Intensity Digitizer)
plus uideo monitor

50 Watts
150 Watts

20 Cameras @ 10 Watts

200 Watts

CVI DATA CAMERA
PAIR/ABE SYNTHES12ER
BROWN FIELD FLIP/FLOP SWITCHER
SIEGEL DUAL COLOR12ER
BROWN MULTIXEYER
BUTT/ETRA SCAN PROCESSOR

JONES 64 x 64 REAL TIME BUFFER

4 Laser Disc Players @ 75 Watts

plus 4 uideo monitors

Feedback Installation
Buchla Synthesizer
Hearn Vidium

300 Watts
600 Watts
120 Watts

plus audio amplifier

125 Watts
50 Watts

pluS.2,XY displays @80

200 Watts
240 Watts

IP

Beck Video Weauer
McArthur d Schier

plus 3 uideo monitors
plus audio amplifier

160 Watts
450 Watts
50 Watts

plus 3 uideo monitors

80 Watts
450 Watts

plus uideo monitor

240 Watts
150 Watts

6390 Watts
each, which is probably high .
I estimated uideo monitors at 150 Watts
Volt
types .
can
be
220
Also remember lights, which
Thank you,
Daue Muller
-----------End of Message--------------------------------------------------
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Dear Steina,
Sorry I'm answering only today, but I took a short holiday
during the last four days . Regarding all your taxes in the
meanwhile :
Re :flights
Gitti is going to book a flight for David Mueller from June 7
(arrival Linz) to July 9 (departure Linz), We will inform him
as soon as we have the confirmation . Concerning your flights
we'd propose, as time is so short, that you book and pay them
yourself and you will get the airfare money immediately after
your arrival here in Linz . You know, our money transfers always
take quite a lot of time until they come to you .
Re Phil Morton :
We were in touch with Peter too, of course, regarding Phil's
and Stephen's matters . As I wrote you in my fax from May 6, we
agree in renting Phil's IP for a sum of US$ 2,000,- (including
taxes) which would not cover the transportation . This should be
on your budget, We cannot afford having Phil here for US
7 .000,-, because we simply do not have the money . This
(2000,-$) was taken from the sum for Stephen, where now isn't
left a lot . Besides that we have a lot of additional costs for
the whole show .
Re catalogue :
Thanks for bios and corrections . Regarding your catalogue we
will try to send you 5000,- US$ in advance as I was speaking to
Peter three minutes ago . i t depends, as always, on our
tax-and-administration-secretary .
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Stephen HECK
Lapis Technologies, Inc .
1100 Marina Village Parkway, Suite 100
Alameda, CA 94501
USA
Linz, 7/4/92

Dear Stephen Beck,
Thank you very much for keeping us informed about all your
moves . We ap#ologize that we on our side did not keep you
informed about the problems we had to solve in the meanwhile .
But we hope to finalize our cooperation with this letter .
We confirm that
- we think you should absolutely be featured in the exhibition
- you should set up your own machines here in Linz
- you should perform and give a lecture during the festival .
For this we can offer you the flight (economy) from San
Francisco to Linz and back, accomodation during your 14 days
stay in Linz and a fee (like the others) of US$ 700,- .
Also we offer you 3000, - US$ from the budget of the Vasulkas to
restore your machines . They also pay the transportation of your
machines, if they can pick them up April 14 (together with Bill
Hearn's Vidium) to transport them to Iowa City .
You see, your participation in the exhibition will cost us
approximately 6 to 9000,- $ . We mention this only to let you
know how attached we are to the idea that you come to Linz .
Additionally Peter Weibel offers you a lecture at his Institut
ftr Neue Medien in Frankfurt and also for your compagnon Alison
Kennedy as the editor of Mondo 2000 . Each of you would get
1000,- DM, accomodation and train trip from Linz to Frankfurt
and back .
Dear Stephen Beck, we hope you share our feeling that we are
really interested to have you and your machines as our guest at
our festival . We hope we could give you the conditions to
participate .
B
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Katharina Gs6llpointner

To :
Att :

LIVA,
Linz
Wolfgang Lehner
Karl Gerbel

June 6, 1992

From : The Vasulkas,Inc .
Santa Fe

Gentlemen,
We are and have been for a long time a Not for Profit
organization with a Tax Exempt status . We know that the
Austrian tax laws are in the accord with our US status and
we have negotiated our first contract with LIVA on the Tax
Exempt provision .
we in turn are dealing with our subcontractors the same way .
Most transcriptions photowork and preparation for printing
was done by GET TYPE, INC ., the design and lay-out by
independent contractor Michel Sumner and his crew . Here
small independent producers become
independent contractors in accordance with STate of New
Mexico tax law . Please note, that your GUTSCHRIFT from June
25 subtracts 20% from the production budget of the Catalog .
Please adjust this part of payment to the original sum of
US$ 10,841 . We do not characterize this as an Honorarium
though, the term you used in your GUTSCHRIFT, to us it is an
Production budget which contais fees for many technical and
creative contributors .
And finally, please note, that your advance does not
carry a fee of an catalog chief Editor and no compensation
to the Vasulkas Inc . for technical and administrative
expenses . Our contract clearly states, that our obligations
include the pre-production of the catalog materials only,
but the logistics of making an interactive catalog was too
complex to do across two continents . i n a final decision
with Mr Weibel, our participation went far beyond that .
In spite of all the complications of this very complex
and challenging project, we all here enjyed workig for its
success and Woody is looking forward to seeing you on Monday
the 8th, when arrives to Linz .

Sincerely Woody and Steina Vasulka

SENT BY :LIVA Linz
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THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
(505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-0614

April 23, 1992
Katharina Gsoellpointner
ARS ELECTRONICA
FAX :
011/43(732)783745

Dear Katharina,
David Muller has asked us to inquire about the shipping
schedule . The shipping company has called and informed us that
you are planning to ship the equipment by air, which according to
Sherry, the representative of the shipping company, is a two day
process . David is getting very nervous about the shortness of
the time for his restoration and interfacing work . As we near
the May 4th date of the shipping we have collected sixteen
potential instruments (two of them currently in transit) - VIDIUM
& CLOUD MUSIC .
I realize that you need time for clearing customs . But how
long does that take? David would like as much time for his
technical work as possible .
It would be regrettable if the
instruments will only be sitting idle when he could continue his
work .
We urge you to re-examine the schedule and advise us if it
would be possible to allow David one more week for restoration,
and ship the instruments on May 11th .
Also, I am preparing an updated list for shipping . A few of
the items have different dimensions and values than we were
originally told .
I hope to have the list of changes and a few
additional test equipment pieces requested by Fadi by tomorrow .
Thank you for considering our request and we hope to hear
from you about this a .s .a .p .
Also, will the shipping company here be responsible for
clearing the items through customs on their return?
Regards,

r
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Dear Woody and Steina,
dear MaLin,
Thanks for your fax from April 1 .
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Enclosed please find the copy of the money transfer from March
24 . The delay of 8 days has been because of your changing the
conditions of payment twice (February 7 and March 2) .
Today we received your copy of the contract .
i
We didn't quite catch the compromise you are proposing
concerning the shipping back of the machin s . Could you please
list us all machines which have to go to S :nta Fe, and those
which have to go to Binghampton, because your list from March
30 shows another 5 places .
We are still waiting for the Austrian transport company to tell
us the costs just back to Iowa, then we ca ask them for
different costs to all the places you'll list us .
It doesn't seem to be a compromise for us, if you want another
2 .500,- US$ for shipping them from two places to their original
places in the US . So we have to wait for the company's
calulation as well as for your list to make further decisions .
Regarding the design of the exhibition it has always been clear
that this will be done by architects . Of course they have to

cooperate with the curators and the festival people concerning
conceptual matters . Also regarding the other installations
which shall be shown in the Landesmuseum always have been can
Peter's list of wishes, from the very beginning on . He
obviously never told you about this matter,of fact . Please be
assured that this is his conception o ;,thelexhibition as a
whole .

Enclosed please find a new version of the letter of
clarification and insurance . Some original material I collected
in the states also is sent to you by mail .!
Re . Stephen Beck : Again we have tried veryjhard to find a
possibility to make it possible for Stephen to come . So we can
offer you to pay his travel., hotel costs and a fee for his
lecture . Transportation and insurance coati until the
machines' arrival in Linz have to be paid from your budget, as
an extra shipping costs much more than having shipped all
machines together .
Re, Phil Morton ; we still have to check fi ancial
possibilities . If at all, we only could to e travel and hotel
costs, as well .
As for insurance we also need a photographl(polaroid) of every
machine for the insurance company until middle of may .
Kindest regards

L
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Dear Woody and Steina,
dear MaLin,
Thanks for your fax from April 1 .

Enclosed please find the copy of the money
24 . The delay of 8 days has been because o
conditions of payment twice (February 7 an

transfer from March
your changing the
March 2) .

Today we received your copy of the contract .
We didn't quite catch the compromise you ale proposing
concerning the shipping back of the machin s . Could you please
list us all machines which have to go to S nta Fe, and those
which have to go to Binghampton, because y ur list from March

30 shows another 5 places .
i
We are still waiting for the Austrian transport company to tell
us the costs just back to Iowa, then we carp ask them for
different costs to all the places you'll list us .
It doesn't seem to be a compromise for us,lif you want another
2 .500,- US$ for shipping them from two places to their original
places in the US . So we have to wait for the company's
calulation as well as for your list to make further decisions .
Regarding the design of the exhibition it has always been clear
that this will be done by architects . of course they have to
cooperate with the curators and the festival people concerning
conceptual matters . Also regarding the other installations
which shall be shown in the Landesmuseum always have been on
Peter's list of wishes, from the very beginning on . He
obviously never told you about this matteri,of fact . Please be
assured that this is his conception o ;,the !exhibition as a
whole .

find a new version of the letter of
clarification and insurance . Some originallmaterial I collected
in the states also is sent to you by mail .1
Re . Stephen Beck : Again we have tried verylhard to find a
possibility to make it possible for Stephen to come . So we can
offer you to pay his travel, hotel costs and a fee for his
lecture . Transportation and insurance cost until the
machines' arrival in Linz have to be paid from your budget, as
an extra shipping costs much more than having shipped all
machines together .
Enclosed please

Re, Phil Morton ; we still have to check financial
possibilities . If at all, we only could take travel and hotel
costs, as well .
As for insurance we also need a photographl(polaroid)
machine for the insurance company until middle of may . of every
Kindest regards
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Dear Woody and Steina,
Enclosed please find a copy of our letter to Stephen Back .
Regarding Phil Morton we can offer you (him) the same
conditions, but cannot provide very much more technical
equipment here in Linz which goes beside the stuff you already
told Fadi .
Please tell, us

if

this

is allrigki for you .
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message from Wolfgang Dorninger, ARS ELECTRONICA
tech dept .
my fax-number is LIVA/ARS E .
0043-732-783745

TECHchecklist for power supply
Power-supply LANDESMUSEUM - Francisco Carolinum
The power supply at the LANDESMUSEUM is very limited and
therefore it is really necessary to inform
maximum use of electrical power in watts . me about your
Each room at the Landesmuseum has two circuits of 10
Ampere/2000 Watts . There is a third with 10 Ampere/2000
Watts they don't like to use, but we have to .
Because of the very limited power supply I have to make sure
that you have enough for your installation/s .
So send me a fax as soon as possible to have time to install
new circuits of power supplies at the museum .
Note : 110 Voltage or 220 Voltage I
Thats it for first, greetings - Wolfgang Dorninger aka
Fadi
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THE VASULKAS, INC.
1.00 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501

(505) 471-7181/FAX .

(505) 473-0614
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PAX :
: 1 32)783745
Oil/40
Dear hat')ar "ta .

You should have received the original contract by Federal
Express mail today .
Did you realize that the original contract;
was sent March 16th, and did not arrive until March 28th'.
Of,

course, this made it impossible for us to sign it and return it
according to your schedule for the transfer of funds, stated to
be March 15th .
We have complied with all of your requests, yet .
according to our bank there has still been no transfer of funds
to our account .
Please realize that this jeopardizes the project.
a t this juncture .
Peter Weibe1 cal 1ed yesterday and was pleased
with the
progress of the exhibition .
He assured us that he would contact,
you today to make sure the funds promised are transferred .
Sincerely,

14-APR-1992
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Woody and Steina Vasulka
100 Route 6
Santa Fe, NM 87501
USA

March 16 th, 1992
VIII/V-145/92

Dear Steina and Woody,

Enclosed I am sending the contract for your signature . One copy for you and,
please, send one signed copy back .
Further may I ask you for sending catalogue-material, biographies,
artist's-portraits b/w, and photos for printed press-information, as soon as
possible .

Waiting for your soon reply,
best regards
LINZER VERANSTALTUNGS,GESELLSCHAFT mbH
i .A .

(Mag . Brigitte Vasicek)

Festival fur Kunst,

Technologie and Gesellschaft

.- .

(Dr .Katharina Gs6llpointner)

Veranstalter: Brucknerhaus

Linz

(LIVA)

and dsterreichischer

Rundfunk

/ Landesstudio

Oberosterreich

BRUCKNERHAUS LINZILinzer Veranstaltungsgesellschaft mbH (LIVA) - Untere Oonaulande 7, A-4010 Linz/Austria - Telefon (0732) 275225 - Telex 02-1011 - fax (0732) 283745

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
(505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-0614
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Dear Woody and Steina,
dear MaLin,
Thanks for your fax from April 1 .
Enclosed please find the copy of the money :zansfer from March
24 . The delay of 6 days has been because of ycur changing the
conditions of payment twice (February 7 and March 2) .
Today we received your copy of the contract .
We didn't quite catch the compromise you are proposing
concerning the shipping back of the machines . Could you please
list us all machines which have to go to Santa Fe, and those
which have to go to Binghampton, because your list from March
30 shows anotner 5 places .
We are still waiting for the Austrian transport company to tell
us tne costs just back to Iowa, then we can ask them for
different costs to all the places you'll list us .
It doesn't seem to be a compromise for tis, if you want another
2 .500,- US$ for shipping them from two places to their original
places in the US . So we have to wait for the company's
calulation as well as for your list to make further decisions .
Regarding the design of the exhibition it has always been clear
that this will be done by architects . Of course they have to
cooperate with the curators and the festival people concerning
conceptual matters, Also regarding the other installations
which shall be shown in the Landesmuseum always have been on
Peter's list of wishes, from the very beginning on . He
obviously never told you about this matter of fact . Please be
assured that this is his conception ot,the exhibition as a
whole .
Enclosed please find a new version cf the letter of
clarification and insurance . Some original material I collected
in the states also 6 s sent to you by rail .
Re . Stephen Beck : Again we have tried very hard to find a
possibility to make it possible for Stephen to come . So we can
offer you to pay his travel, hotel costs and a fee for his
lecture . Transportation and insurance costs until the
machines' arrival in Linz have to be paid from your budget, as
an extra shipping costs much mare than. having shipped all
machines together .
Re, Phil Morton : we still h&ve to check financial
possibilities . If at all, we only could take travel and hotel
costs, as well .
As for insurance we also need a photograph (polarcid) of every
machine for the insurance company until middle of may .
Kindest regards

SENT BY ; LIVA Linz-
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Letter of clarification
Linzer VeranstaltungsgesellschaftmbH, Untere Donaul&nde 7,
A-4020 Line, declares that it will take over the costs for
insurance and transportation of the machines listed by Vasulkas
Inc . in their letter from March 20, page 2 thru 6, which will
kindly be provided by artists and institutions to Vasulkas Inc .
t o be shown at the festival in Linz (dune 22 thru July 5,
1992) . The period for the insurance lasts from May 4 thru the
day of the machines' return after the exhibition . The
insurance includes the way from Iowa City, USA, to Linz ,
Austria and back to the places listed by Vasulkas Inc .
LIVA

Linz, April 2, 1992

Linzer VeranstaltungsgesellschaftmbH
i .A .
uv V
(Dr .KatharinW Gsbllp

V\,

Festlve1

flfr

Kunst,

Tachnologle

and Gasallschaft

" "

,Ma+f * Brigitte Vaelcek)

Vamnstalter .

Brusknarheus

Llnr

(LIVA)

and Ostarralchischer Hundfunk

/

Lendesstudio

Obsrdsterreich

BAUCKNIRNALIS LINI1L1ozer VerensteJtungsgessllschaft mbH JLJVA) - Untare 0oneuldnde 7. A-4010 LIhzlAustris - WOW (07321 275225 - Talax 02-1011 -Fox (0732) 283745
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Dear r}aLin,
dear Woody and Steina,

Concerning your latest fax :
we are still waiting for
transfer you the next rateYour signed contract before we can
of money . You sent a -signed
version of the draft
faxed
agreement
. The addendum's first
(Beck and Morton) still
two
points
have to be solved within
3 .is all right .
LIVA . Point
Regarding the shipping of
the machines (which does
work like it was arranged
in
the beginning) we told not seem to
are willing to take the
you that we
know that originally we job and send them to their owners . You
have arranged that they
go to Iowa,
come from and
So, if you send us the
of adresses, the we can
calculation (which will list
our
be
quite
different of course)make
can write you the letter
.
Then
we
of clarification sending
back to where you want
the
machines
them . Stephen's and Phil's
also dependent on the now
journeys are
higher costs for transport
.
So, as you can see, the
money transfering and a
letter of clarification whole
is
dependent
on two things nowchanged
l .receiving your signed
:
contract, 2, receiving
adresses .
the list of
We were talking to the
available space for the architects today concerning the
exhibition . Are you aware
will be some other
that there
pieces
be presented in the
Jeffrey Shaw's "Virtual
museum
as e .
Agnes Hegedus, "Anterior"Museum", Peter's "Cartesian Chaos".gor
one of the plans we were which is also a VR installation, on
sending you is Jeffrey's
where he would like to have
proposal
please contact the architectshis installation . All about this
.

Letter of clarification
LIVA Linzer VeranstaltungsgesellschaftmbH, Untere Donaulande 7,
A-4020 Linz, declares that it will take over the costs for
insurance and transportation of the machines listed by Vasulkas
Inc . in their letter from March 20, page 2 thru 6, which will
kindly be provided by artists and institutions to Vasulkas Inc .
t o be shown at the festival in Linz (June 22 thru July 5,
1992) . The period for the insurance lasts from May 4 thru the
day of the machines' return after the exhibition . The
insurancve includes the way from Iowa City, USA, to Linz ,
Austria and back to Iowa .
Linz, March 24,

1992

Linzer VeranstaltungsgesellschaftmbH
i .A .

ointner)

Festival

fnr Kunst,

Technologie and Gesel/schaft

.. .

Veranstalter:

Brucknerhaus

(

Linz

(LIVA)

. Brigitte Vasicek)

and Osterreichischer Rundfunk

/ Landesstudio

Oberosterreich

BRUCKNfRHAUS LINZILinzer Veranstaltungsgesel/schaft mbH (LIVA) - Untere Donaulande 7, A-4010 Linz/Austria - Telefon (0732) 275225 - Telex O2-1011 - Fax (0732) 283745

THE VASULKAS, TNC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
(505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-0614

3?czar- F; at"l .A r'i tIII ,
We are assuming that our signing of the contract gives gas
the authority to proceed . However, it was our understanding that
a payment of ATS 277 .740, was to be made into our account
immediately upon sending the technical, transportation, customs
and insurance information which we faxed to you March 20th .
Please inform us about the status of the payment as it is
critical for our proceeding in a timely manner . We checked with
our bank today and there has been no transfer .
Also, please note that in the letter of clarification that.
you sent on March 24th it, is stated in the last sentence that
"The insurance includes the way from Towa City, USA to Linz,
Austria and back to Iowa ."
T cannot use this letter as the
lenders want; to be assured that. the machines will be sent back to
them and not, back to Towa . Please send a corrected version of
the letter as soon as possible .
As per your request for the return addresses of the lenders,
we will only send after we have received the information
concerning the payment and the loan procedures between ARS
FLECTRONTCA and the lenders .
Sincerely,

TELEFAX
:]rn: ---I_--CONC, :

..

. .....,.............. ..» ._.. ..., . . ... .. ... . . . ... .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. .... . .
.. ..

dear woc;dy and Steina,

Concerning your latest fax :
we are still waiting for your signed contract. before we can
transfer you the next rate or money . You gent a signed faxed
version of the draft agreement . The addendum's first two points
(Beck and Morton) still have to be solved within LIVA . Point
'3-4s ail right .
Regarding the shipping of the machines (whicn floes not seem to
work like it was arranged in the beginning) we told you that we
are willing - ,Ztake the Job and send them to their owners . You
know that originally we have arranged that they come from and
go to "-owa,
So, it you send us the list of adresses, the we can r .%'
it
calculation (which will be quite different of Co11 .C
WP
can write you the letter of clarj .fication sending c ;-t:.
__llne
back to where you want them . Stephen's and Phil's journeys arE
also dependent on the now higher costs for transport .

So, as you can see, the

whole money transfering and a changed
letter of clari -, -catio is dependent on two things now :
1 .receiving youz signed ontract, 2 . receiving the list of
ad:. --ssee .
We were ta~.king to the architects today concerning the
availabl
>aCe for the exhibition . Are you aware that there
will be
other pieces be prese ;ted in the museum as e .g .
Jeffrey L :4's "Virtual Museum", Peter'- "Cartesian Chaos" or
Agnes Hegedus' "Anterior" which la also a VR installation, on
one of the plans we were sending you ie Jeffrey's proposal
where he would like to have his installation . All about this
please contact the architects .
Rey rd,,?
Katharina

.
Brigitte

THE VASULKAS,
TEL .

INC ./100 ROUTE 6/SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
(505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-0614

EXHIBITION TITLE :

PIONEERS OF ELECTRONIC VIDEO ART

EXHIBITION DATES :

JUNE 22 - July 9,
Opening June 21

EXHIBITION SITE :

Oberosterreichisches Landesmuseum
Schloss, Tummelplatz 10 Museumstrasse 14,
4020 Linz, Oberosterreich, Austria

SPONSOR :

1992

ARS ELECTRONICA

EXHIBITION PERSONNEL :

Peter Weibel, Artistic Director,
Woody & Steina Vasulka, Curators

EXHIBITION RATIONALE :
Sound synthesizers came first and were followed by various Audio/Video
Instruments created by a generation of artist/designers or artists in close
collaboration with engineers . Like so many others during the '60s, most of
these individuals lived an alternative life style outside of mainstream
They created an
institutions with little or no industrial affiliations .
independent technological base from which they profoundly influenced the
!lectronic generation of sonic and visual arts .
This exhibition concentrates on a specific class of electronic
instruments conceptualized and built during a particular period : mid '60s
to mid '70s . These instruments emerged in a time that was politically and
socially biased and was characterized by a disillusionment with the
"establishment" (particularly the war in Vietnam), and a Utopian vision
enhanced by psycho-active drug experiences . The overall design of the
exhibition should consider and reflect these elements .
All of the Audio/Video Instruments exhibited are to be presented
"live" and as fully functioning as possible . They will be made interactive
with auxiliary "interface control panels" designed by the Vasulkas .
"Interface control panels" are needed because the original instruments
are fragile and/or too complex . We urge the designers to establish a
system that discourages the visitor from directly touching the Audio/Video
Instruments .
Catalogue
The catalogue will serve as a guide through the exhibition . The
catalogue will contain basic information about the Audio/Video Instruments
with BarCodes printed in the catalogue .
With a light pen at each station
and theater the visitor can activate the laserdise and access sequences of
zound and both still and moving images related to the Audio/Video
nstruments .
The catalogue will include an overview written by composer
David Dunn, and a short essay by Judson Rosebush on the computer .
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Letter of clarification
LIVA Linzer Veranstaltungsgesellschaftnmbm, untere Dcnaul6nde 7,
-4020 Linz, declares that it will take over the costs for
insurance and transportation of the machines listed by Vasulkas
Inc . in their letter from March 20, page 2 thru 6, which will
kindly be provided by artists and institutions to Vasulkas Inc .
t o be shown at the festival in Linz (June 22 thru July $,
1992) . The period for the insurance lasts from May 4 thru the
day of the machines' return after the exhibition . The
insurancve includes the way from Iowa City, USA, to Linz ,
Austria and back to Iowa .
Linz, March 24, 1992

Linzer VeranstaltungsgesellschaftmbH
i .A .

(r

'9 "

Brigitte

Vdsicek)

SENT BY :LIVA Linz

;24- 3-82

; 12 :25
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TELEFAX
Cow-: a...... .........»................................ . ............................... ..
Pnan: ....L-.. (arcs. TM ?AM)
To: .. 4l

~" . .. .., .. . . r. .....
........ ............................ ........
...................~..~:...a..ta~c~rx. ...t...(.. S. a.. .....! ..Q4..-.j. ........ . ....................

Dear Woody and Steina,
dear MaLin,

Thanks for your taxes .
I'm sorry that there was some mix up with the faxes so that I
missed to send you the letter of clarification, which you find
enclosed . The original is sent by mail .
For the insurance and shipping back not just to Iowa but to all
different places we would need a list of all adresses where the
'ac?lines have to go back to . Please send it as soon as possible
as Brigitte has to ask for offers from transportation companies

as well as the insurance .
Kindest regards

TEL .
March 23,

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
(505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-0614

992

ARS KLECTRONTCA
FAX :
011,1 43(732)703745

a tha ;° i na,
., haN e Arran,ed for a r.rizc'k cc p -i t"k tip aid t - 'a r1 -"p3or't 1i :2y,v
pieces of e : u i pmc-nt th i -; wve4 .
i t, i s leaving Uvdnnsda .,' morning .
rim send i no et,tc-rs tomorrow co the c>wnery of the nc ;,ai pman t
i.s ;ur i ng. them that their property wi i i he insurvo by Me
Vasr1 l ka" , Tne ; . until May '1 t h , wh 'n 1 l; becomes the estH)-' ;s i i) - . , ,.
o ; ',RS ELti.CTRtsNICA .
At least fax a general Tettf r that
<' : :'sYi
spar

ir:niude with mine Lhat at'e=.is to Lhe' festival's intt'ni .i, .)n5 t .7
borrow r,iiv -cau i pment for hlin exhibition - and to
nsur , it .: shit)
t. rigid -eLurn it within a 5pecifiod time after + - he Poh-ibi ;,iou,
rev :.try unvasy insuring, picking-up and transporting ~h i'-i
equipment with nothing i n writing From you that t oan ;i rc- ;;er -, t to

the lenders .
have been ask i n ;= spec i S i na i ' y about your loan proc9drioes
Rini o
{`ehr'uary 24 and have not had any response .
1t . i s c`ri l ie'ai
for you to address this issue immediately .
We are enngiderlwr
postponing Lhe shipment of the mash i nes to 'owa until we ha%( ,
somrLhi nq i n wr tine to present to the t endors . Any f lrthF=f

delays w :11 shorten the very pr's,('.ious
t o work

Rvgardi

on

Qe

machines ano

the

Lime drat, David Mi!t
ii Let fa('e=; .

er

1a?<~.

TEL .
March 20,

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
(505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-0611

1992

ARS ELECTRON ICA
FAX :
011./43(732)783715
Dear Katharina,
Attached please find the information requested in your telefax of
March 11, 1992, that accompanied the Contract/Draft Agreement No . 3 .
As per paragraph two we are sending lists of the equipment for the
exhibition that include specific dimensions, weight :; and insurance
replacement values, plus a list of equipment for Fadi, and a
"Preliminary Program for the Designers" that explainn the
installation . We have already signed and returned by fax to you the
We are now
Contract/Draft Agreement No . 3 as of March 3, 1992 .
expecting an immediate deposit of the second payment . of ATS 277,740 .
Such a payment is urgent since we have made many expandiLures .
Sincerely,

MaLin Wilson
Attachments :
Inventory of Dimensions, Weight & Insurance Replacement Values
For Fadi - List of Installtion Equipment & List, of Test; Equipment
Preliminary Program for Exhibition Design

THE VASULKAS, INC ./100 ROUTE 6/SANTA FE, NEW MFXTCO 87501
TEL . (505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-0611
ARS ELECTRONICA EXffIBfTION/JUNE 1992
Inventory for Equipment Dimensions, Weight. 8:, lnSurance Replacement Valises
N .B . All measurements in inches and founds .
IRV* = Insurance Replacement, Value o f fully fund ; o :i ;~ l equipment.
in US$ .
Model #

PAIK SCAN MODULATOR
(a .k .a . as the "Wobbul_ator")
Display
SMC156B
Control Panel
none
McIntosh Amp
MC-60
Heath Ki.t Amp AA151
Interface Control Panel.
MOOG SYNTHESIZER
3 (Three) Racks with
components/ each
Keyboard
External Power supply
Interface Control Panel
Patch Cords

PUTNEY SYNTHESIZER
Main Unit Synthi VCS3a
Keyboard Synthi DK2
Pitch to Volume 739/3
Interface Control Panel

f1e_i~ht

W_i_ d 01 -

DgI)tii-

We i gh t: . _ IRV*15,000

10
4
8
5

18
14
111
16

29
10
10
12

35

.0
.5
.5
.5

.0
.5
.5
.0

.5
.0
.5
.0

53

-50
25
11

22,000
36 .0
36 .0
36 .0
4 .0
18 .5

17 .5
3 .5
3 .25

54 .0
54 .0
32 .0
25 .0

17 .5
30 .0
20 .0

12
12
12
10
12

.0
.0
.0
.0
.0

17 .5
9 .25
7 .5

25
25
25
8
::.0
2

20
11
7
2

3,500

VASULKAS INC ./INVENTORY
Model

March 20,

199G, 1~age 2 of :i

Height

Width_

Depth

kcIRV*

16 .0

24 .0

12 .0

35

25,000

Heard VIDIUM
30 .0
Displays/
12 .0
3 (Three) "XY"
Each
12 .0
12 .0
Interface Control Panel

48 .0
12 .0
12 .0
12 .0

18
14
14
14

95
27
27
27
2

12,000

CLOUD MUSIC, Installation

CVI (Colorado Video Inc .)
QUANTIZER
Control Panel
Interface Control Panel

.0
.0
.0
.0

5,000

12 .0
6 .0

19 .0
0 .0

12 .0
12 .0

20
6
2

CVI DATA CAMERA
Control Panel
Power Supply
Interface Control Panel.

5 .0
4 .0
4 .0

14 .0
19 .0
19 .0

10 .0
12 .0
15 .0

8
8
:2

6,000

PAIK/ABE SYNTHESIZER
Interface Control Panel

10 .5

19 .0

12 .0

21
2

15,500

BROWN FIELD FLIP/FLOP SWITCHER
Interface Control Panel

6 .0

19 .0

11 .0

13

7,500

VASULKAS INC ./INVENTORY
Mod el #

March 20,
Height

W idt h

De~~th

1992, Page 3 of ::
Weight. IRV*

SIEGEL DUAL COLORIZER
Control Panel
Interface Control Panel

8 .0
2 .0

19 .0
17 .0

12 .0
7 .0

9
3
2

6,000

BROWN MULTIKEYER
Power Supply
Interface Control Panel

17 .0
2 .0

20 .0
5 .0

14 .0
10 .0

21
2
2

8,500

19 .0
19 .0
19 .0
19 .0
19 .0
19 .0
8 .0

15 .0
21 .5
12 .0
9 .0
20 .25
16 .25
7 .0

RUTT/ETRA SCAN PROCESSOR
Control Panel Oscillators 9 .0
Control Panel Display
9 .0
Ramps
4 .0
Audio Interface
5 .5
Power Supply
9 .0
Display
9 .0
Tube
1040AKB4
11 .0
+Cables
Interface Control Panel
JONES 64 x 64
REAL TIME BUFFER
Interface Control Panel

7 .0

14
22
4
6
35
24
2

12,000

2
19 .0

MCARTHUR SAID (Spatial and Intensity Digitizer)
Main Unit
20 .0
20 .0
Control Panel
5 .0
14 .0
Interface Control Panel

8 .0

5

800

2

12 .0
10 .0

25)
8
2

5,000

March 20,

VASULKAS INC ./TNVENTORY
Model #

lic " i.ght

Wi dth ___

MCARTHUR & SCHIER DIGITAL IMAGE GENERATOR
19 .0
Image Generator
7 .0
5
.0
19
.0
Power Supply
4 .0
19 .0
Host Computer
5 .0
8 .0
Disc Drive
Interface Control Panel
*Optional. Device :
BECK GRAPHIC OUTLINER

6 .0

EQUTP MENT THAT WTLh NOT BE__- SHTPPFD_
To be arranged by the Vasulkas :
32 .0
BUCHLA SYNTHESIZER
4 .0
Keyboard
Interface Control Panel
Patch Cords

19 .0

1992, Page 4 of 5
hiT. TI~V*

~th

Wei

.0
.0
.0
.0

20
10
14
6
2

9 .0

9

500

35

12,000

nc

18
6
18
12

13,000

FROM- 1OWA_CTT Y,_ TOWA

24 .0
18 .0

To be arranged by Steve Beck & Peter Weibel :
BECK DIRECT VIDEO SYNTHESIZER
BECK VIDEO LOOM
To be carried as excess baggage by Phil Morton :
IP (Image Processor)

18 .0
10 .0

2

VASULKAS INC ./INVENTORY
Mode l #

March '0,
Height

Width _

Depth

1992, Page 5 of 5
Weight IRV*

AUX ILI ARY INDUSTRIAL 1?QUIPMENTrMu .l_ti,pl c~_ iJni t. s
21 (Twenty-one) PORTABLE CAMERAS : Each $180
Each
8 .0
6 .0
9 .5
:pub-Total Wei gh f:

21 (Twenty-one) LENSES : Each $50
5 .0

5 (Five) CCUs (Camera Control Units) :
8 .0

2 .0 diameter
Sub-Total Weight,

Each $100
3 .0
10 .0
sub-Total Weight

4
8=1

3,780

1,050
21

500
11

20

CABLES & ODDS & ENDS/ ESTIMATED

LAS ERDISC EQtjPM FNT Mult ipl e U nits
10 (Ten) PIONEER LASERDISC/Boxed
LD-V2200/ Each
10 .0
Total

AVAILABLE SHIPPING CASES
1 (One) Fiberglass
40 .0
2 (Two) Metal, Each 95# 25 .0
2 (Two) Metal, Each 155# 48 .0

23 .0
22 .0
Sub-Total Weight

26 .5
265

31 .0
42 .0
14 .0

75
190
310

25 .0
36 .0
38 .0

8,000

250

TEL .

(505) 471-7181

Date :
To :
From :
Re :

FAX .

(505) 473-0614

March 19, 1992
ARS ELECTRONICA, Fadi
The Vasulkas, Inc .
Equipment for the PIONEERS exhibition to be provided
by the festival on site

Audio :
3 (Three) 2 (Two)

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501

-

Good quality dual channel sound distributing
systems (Pre-amps, equalizers, power amps [100 W
per channel], speakers)
Average quality single channel sound systems
Cables, AC distribution
All European standard

Video :
16 (Sixteen)
15 (Fifteen)
10 (Ten)
200
(Two hundred)

Video display monitors (19" color, NTSC)
[for the Endotheater]
Video display monitors (19" color, NTSC)
[for historical instruments]
Video display monitors (17" color, N'I'SC)
[for Nanotheaters]
BNC crimped on (male) connectors

2 (Two)

BNC crimping tools

2,000 Feet

75 OHM video distribution cable

N .B . In addition to the historical instruments and auxiliary
equipment on the inventory list, the Vasulkas have secured 10
(Ten) Pioneer Laserdisc players, *LD-V2200 with 10 (ten) BarCode
Readers .

TEL .
Date :
To :
From :
Re :

(505) 471-7181

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501

FAX .

(505)

473-0614

March 20, 1992
ARS ELECTRONICA, Peter & Katharina
The Vasulkas, Inc .
Weekly Summary, March 16-20

Activities Completed
-Complete inventory with dimensions, weights
values
-Complete list of equipment for Fadi
-Purchase of eight Pioneer l.DV220 i.aserdisc harcode machines
-Transcription of Harrison interview
-Write PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR EXHIBITION DISIC ;N
-Box of texts sent to Peter Weibel
In progress
-Collection of materials to be sent to Peter
-Review of early tapes, cleaning, transfer, restorati on
-Arrangements for shipping everything to David Muller
during the week of March 23*
-David Dunn contextual essay complete up to 1965
-Catalog preparation
Katharina :
Now that we have made as complete an inventory its possible,
could you please address my question regarding the loan
procedures .
I have asked for information in many Ietters and
memos .
We need a letter of authorization to present to the
numerous people who are so generously lending equipmt ;nt to the
exhibition .
To meet our deadlines we must ship everything t. o
David Muller next week . We have arranged to begin t,Iiis on March
25, but have had no clarification from you about the loan
procedures and certificates of insurance .
I do not expect people
to release valuable equipment to us without documents from you
regarding our authority to act on behalf of ARS ELItit ;TRONICA .
Warm regards,

TEL .
March 20,

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
(505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-0614

1992

Eichinger oder Knechtl
Franz Josef Kai 29
A-1010 Vienna, AUSTRIA
Tel . 222/535-5424
Fax . 222/535-4039

Dear Architects,
We have been informed by Kathi-r i na Gsoel l loo i n tner i .hat you
have been asked by AILS ELECTRONICA to design the mu :;eum
installation of the PIONEERS OF EL,F.CTRONICA ART exh i 1) i L i on
scheduled for the Landesmuseum in Linz, June 22 - July 5, 1992 .
We are faxing you our "Preliminary Program for Lhe
l i' you riceci
Exhibition Design" so that you can look it over .
further information from us at this point, please ( " (,inset, u :i .
Sincerely,

MaLin Wilson
Exhibition Co-ordinator

THE VASULKAS, INC . TEL : 505/471-7181/FAX : 473-0614
Draft, 3/19/92, Page 1

PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR EXHIBITION DESIGN
"THE PIONEERS of ELECTRONIC ARTS"

I.

Ideology

II .

Catalogue

III . Distribution of hardware in Landesmuseum rooms
a.

Audio/Video Instruments & five Laserdisc Information
Stations (Rm . #s 2 .1, 2 .4, 2 .5, 2 .6, & 2 .9)

b.

Four Laserdisc Nanotheaters (#'s 2 .2, 2 .3, 2 .11, 2 .12)
and One Video Endotheater (# 2 .10)

IV .

Modular systems for equipment

V.

Lighting & Gray scale requirements

VI .

Security

VII . Maintenance

THE VASULKAS, INC . TEL : 505/471-7181/FAX : 473-0614
Draft, 3/19/92, Page 2

I . Ideology - The Audio/Video Instruments
Sound synthesizers came first and were followed by various
Audio/Video Instruments created by a generation of
artist/designers or artists in close collaboration with
engineers .

Like so many others during the '60s, most of theso

individuals lived an alternative life style outside of mainstream
institutions with little or no industrial affiliations .

Ttiey

created an independent technological base from which the-profoundly influenced the electronic; generation of sonic find
visual arts .
This exhibition concentrates on a specific class cal'
electronic instruments conceptualized and built during; a
particular period :

mid '60s to mid '70s .

These instrument :;

emerged in it time that was politically arid socially biased and
was characterized by a disillusionment with the "establisimerit"
(particularly the war in Vietnam), and a Utopian vision enhanced
by psycho-active drug experiences .

The overall design of the

exhibition should consider and reflect these elements .

Tin; VASULKAS, INC . TEL : 505/471-7181/FAX : 473-0614
Draft, 3/19/92, Page 3

All of the Audio/Video Instruments exhibited are to be
presented "live" and as fully functioning as ponsibie .

Th( " y Wi11

be made interactive with auxiliary "interface control
designed by the Vasulkas .
"Interface control panels" are needed because the originitl.
instruments are fragile and/or too complex .

We urge the

designers to establish a system that discourages the v i :; i t.o r- from
directly touching the Audio/Video Instruments .

THE VASULKAS, INC . TEL : 505/471-7181/F'AX : 473-0614
Draft, 3/19/92, Page 4

II .

Catalogue
The catalogue will serve as a guide through the exhibition .

The catalogue will contain basic information about the
Audio/Video Instruments with BarCodes printed in the catalogue .
With a light pen at each station and theater the

visitor can

activate the laserdisc and access sequences of sound and both
still and moving images related to the Audio/Video

Instruments .

THE VASULKAS, INC . TEL : 505/471-7181/FAX : 473-0614
Draft, 3/19/92, Page 5

III . Distribution of hardware in the Landesmuseum Rooms
We have received a floor plan of the second flc>or of the
Landesmuseum in Linz, where the exhibition is to be instailed .
We presume that all galleries from 2 .1 through 2 .12 witty nhe
exception of 2 .7 & 2 .8 are available for the "PIONEERS"
exhibition .
The exhibition has two conceptually different types of
information :
a . Approximately fifteen historical Audio/Video Instruments
with five supporting Laserdisc Information Stations
b . "Theaters" - both nano and endo - for the preservation of
audio and video art produced on historical instruments to be
produced on laserdisc by the Vasuli;as .

THE VASULKAS, INC . TEL : 505/471-7181/FAX : 473-0614
Draft, 3/19/92, Page 6

a.

Regarding the galleries with the historical Audio/Video

Instruments with the five supporting Laserdisc Infornratic~n
Stations :
Each gallery should have no more than three Audio/Video
Instruments,

with the instruments groupod according ( .o

purpose and functions - e . g .,
keying, etc .

iri " i r

scan processing, colorizing,

In each of they galleries with

Instruments there will

t

the Ai;dio/Vid,~o

be Laserdisc Iril'ormat i on Stat i t:>n :, .

of the five Laserdisc Information Stations will

be oompr i s,~d of a

laserdisc player with its own video display (moni to r) , a,rd
system (either small speakers arranged

F:a'Ah

ici

for proper acousi . i c :; or-

earphones), a place for an exhibition cater ogue and a -ar-Cod(>
light pen to read the BarCodes in the catalogue, and
the museum visitor .

<c

; :nai r f'or

The five Laser-disc
; Information Stal .jons will

contain identical discs that provide hasic information :~f)out the
Audio/Video Instruments,

their makers and the type

used to make music and video art .

)f hroee :-cses

THE VASULKAS, INC . TEL : 505/471-7181/FAX : 473-0614
Draft, 3/19/92, Page 7

We envision the Audio/Video Instruments and five Laserdisc
Information Stations in Rm . #s 2 .1, 2 .4, 2 .5, 2 .6, & 2 .9 .
N .13 . The historical Audio/Video Instruments are of varijus
configurations, sizes, complexity and functioning .
Regarding the Audio Instruments :
have been selected for the exhibition .

Three audio synthosizers
They may be simpiy

installed with amplifier/speaker systems, or they may bo coupled
with video companions .
Regarding the Video Instruments :

Each instrument, will

be

connected to its own video display (monitor), video inputs (from
one to six cameras), and interface control panel .

THE VASULKAS, INC . TEL : 505/471-7181/FAX : 473-0614
Draft, 3/19/92, Page 8

b.

Regarding the Four Laserdisc Nanotheaters in Room #'s 2 .2,

2 .3, 2 .11, 2 .12, and the one Video Endotheater in Room # 2 .10 .
The Laserdisc Nanotheaters in the small galleries will. have
laserdisc players for the different groups of sound and vid, "o art-.
programs, each with its own video display (monitor) with a good
integral audio system, and a place for the catalogue and RarCode
.Light pen .

The Nanotheaters also need chairs for the viewers .

The Endotheater in a larger gallery will offer the visitor
all of the programs that are on the laserdiscs

- both tree

Laserdisc Information Station discs and the four Nanotheater
laserdisc programs - to be shown on a regular schedule with a
larger scale display - a video matrix, a four by four grid of
sixteen stacked monitors .

THE VASULKAS, INC . TEL : 505/471-7181/FAX : 473-0614
Draft, 3/19/92, Page 9

IV .

Modular systems for all equipment
We suggest that the physical design of the equ1pmerlt .

supports (whether they are racks,

tables, platform_>, p( :,ies to Ls )

for the historical audio/video instrument components

ar(d

tale

auxiliary equipment, the Laserdisc Information Stati or, :,, arld

Theaters be of a modular character t.o accommodate vari o(is ,ii zes
and configurations of instruments and supporting equ i
includes video displays (monitors),
cameras per instrument),
players,

plac " r1 t

that

input devices (one to six

interface control panels,

lr.Lscrdisc,

1 ight pens, catalogues and cha i r:; for museum ,

i a i Lor :, .

Electricity must be (110V) and there will be many l :<ibles
connecting all of the equipment that. cou Ld to be 1>urld I

cad

wgether

in large conduits .
As mentioned above the historical. Audio/Video lrrstrumecits
will have anywhere from one to six input devices or

caicieras

in(i

the modular system should be flexible enough to accomm)dat .c
varying number of cameras that are set.--up to pan .
(N .B . We are currently preparing a list of ,.11

1 .I1(-

( ;(ju 1

pweclt

to be shipped from the US with size and weight spe( ",i l'il: ,ti0ns,
and a list of equipment to be supplied by ARS ELF "TUCN i i,` :1 . )

THE VASULKAS,

V.

INC . TEL :

505/471-7181/FAX : 473-0614
Draft, 3/19/92, Page 10

Lighting & Gray scale requirements
The light conditions in each gallery must, be nonl,rol led,

with no daylight .

The surface of each monitor needs to be

shielded from light reflections (this can be accomplished with
custom designed shields) and the rest of the room (except the
"Theaters") needs to be lit so that cameras on the "live"
Audio/Video Instruments will have good pick-up .
The walls should have either a rich textural surface and/or
a pictorial surface so that they can serve as image sources for
the cameras .

The walls should be monochromatic and rich in gray

scale gradations in order to provide good brightness to color
conversion material for colorizing units, which most of the
Audio/Video Instruments contain .
The character of the wall images should reflect the
historical period .

These could be photographs of the counter

culture or journalistic images of the war, or test pattern
abstractions - technological charts used to calibrate imaging
equipment, etc .

THE VASULKAS, INC . TEL : 505/471-7181/FAX : 473-0614
Draft, 3/19/92, Page 11

VI .

Security
Please note that most of the Historical Audio/Video

Instruments are hand built, fragile, and unique .

A discrete and

effective system of unobtrusive protection must be designed to
prevent tampering, vandalism and destruction .

THE VASULKAS, INC . TEL : 505/471-7181/FAX : 473-0614
Draft, 3/19/92, Page 12

VII . Maintenance
Do to the nature of the equipment in the exhibition, we
anticipate continuous, daily maintenance will be needed .
Consequently we request that a convenient, accessible workshop
area be designated for the use of the Vasulkas and the
technicians during the installation period .

EQUIPMENT THAT MAY NEED TO BE SENT DEPENDING . UPON_ AV .A I LA13
LINZ

i_I-TTY

IN

and
the on-going
For the
installation of the exhibition
maintenance during the exhibition the following equipment is
necessary .
N .B . This equipment can either be gathered by rack in Linz or
This will depend upon your -on<>mmend"tion .
shipped from the U .S .
NECESSARY__ TEST

EgUIPMFNT

OSCILLOSCOPE,ana .log, 50MHz bandwidth minimum, dual
sweep,
with manual

Lrsice, delayed

VIDEO SIGNAL GENERATOR
2 (Two) DIGITAL MULITMETERS, 3 1/2 digits
2 (Two) POWER SUPPLIES, variable with current limiting
VIDEO WAVEFORM MONITOR
2 (Two) VIDEO MONITORS, color, NTSC,

14 inch

LOTS OF PATCH CORDS

OPTIONAL `P EST EQUIPMENT
VECTOR SCOPE
DIGITAL STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE.

THE VASULKAS INC .
471-7181 FAX :473-0614
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE NM 87501
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Dear Woody and Steina,

Peters
Enclosed please find another draft agreement . Concerning
just a
keep
talking to the management board they are willing to
would
us
you
sum of US$ 10 .000, - . This is the sum Peter told
agree with .
only send the
The management board also said, that they will
concerning
the
money after we have got all the information
we
questions
technical, transportation, customs and insurance
list
of
all
were mentioning in our last fax(es), as well as aand sound stuff
equipment you need for presentation (like Video with his work .
etc .) This is very important for Fadi to go on
fax back a
So please send us the detailed informations and goes
like we
signed version of this agreement . Then the way which
you send
have proposed before : we send you the original,
back immediately .
.K .
Regarding the designers we still are waiting for their Obring
This has to come within this week . WO'~~rill immediately adress :
you in touch with them . In the meanwhile here is their
Gregor Eichinger and Christian Knechtl
"Eichinger oiler Knechtl"
Franz Josef Kai 29
A-1010 Vienna
Tel . (222) 535--5424
(222)535 -4039
FAX
Kindest Regards

Brigitte Vasicek

Katharina Gsbllpointn'er
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SENT BY :LIVA Linz

;11- 3-92

; 17 , 54

;

0043732783745

5054730614 ;# 2

entered into by the Linzer Veranstaltungsgesallschaft mbH,
LIVA-Brucknerhaus, Untere Donaul&nde 7, A-4010 Linz/Austria,
and Wolfgang
managing director,
represented by Karl Gerbel,
Lehner, executive manager, and the artists
Vasulkas Inc ., repesented by Woody & Steina Vasulka, Route 6,
Box 100, Santa Fe, NM 87501, USA .

Subject of the contract is
a)
Providing of a concept in substance for an exhibition on
at 0 .6 . Landesmuseum
the topic "pioneers of Electronic Arts"
Francisco Carolinum in the framework of ARS ELECTRONICA 92 in
Linz from June 22 thru July 5, 1992 .
(minimum of 8
b) selection of the machines to be presented
machines) ;
these have to be fully ih function and must be
presented be uasd by visitors in an interactive wey .
c) The machines have to be packed and prepared for transportation not later than Monday, May 4, 1992 in Iowa .
d) Preparation of texts and pictures for a catalogue which
will be published in cooperation with Peter Weibel and will
(opening of the exhibition) .
be produced until June 22, 1992
This includes essays by woody and Steins Vasulka, MaLin Wilson,
David Dunn and other persons to be designated by the Vasulkas .
e) Organizing and technical supervision of the exhibition in
(including set
1992
Landesmuseum from June 9 thru July 9,
includes
the
preparation
and
down)
;
this
also
and
strike
up
packing of the machines for transportation back to the Us .
f) Preparation of material for presentation at
(video tapes, slide-shows, possibly CD-ROM discs)

Landesmuseum

g) A lecture on "Pioneers of Electronic Arts" in the week from
June 22 thru 27 at Landesmuseum, Date has still to be coordinated with Peter Weibel/LIVA .

;11- 3-92

SENT BY :LIVA Linz

; 17 :55

;

0043732783745-

5054730614 ;# 3

2

of ATS
a)
The presentors guarantee that a total budget thousand
sevenhundredtwentysix
brutto
(i .w .
726 .375 .- are US$
that
Schilling ;
threehundredseventyfive Austrian
1992)
5th,
February
from
65 .000 . -- netto, current rate 11,175
will be provided for the project .
(e .g . per diems, telephone
All fees, complete overall costs
technical costs as well
and
and office costs etc .), production
the US are to be
within
costs
travel and hotel
as transport,
covered in this amount .
b) Travelling and hotel costs for

room from
David Mueller (flight from Iowa to Austria and v .v .,
June 9 thru July 9, 1992),
and
woody & steina Vasulka (flight from Frankfurt to Austria
v .v ., room from June 9 thru July 5, 1992),
are not included in the amount mentioned above in 1I ./a .

c) The payment will. be payed in rates as follows :
1 . rate :
2 . rate :
3 . rate :
4 . rate :
LIVA

US$ 5 .000,- (rate 11,502)=ATS 57 .510,Dec 5,1991
ATS 279 .375,Feb 14, 1992
ATS 277 .740,March 16, 1992
paid by
by bank transfer after deduction of all bills
ATS 111 .750,-

The contract partners bind on
claims of third-party persons .
Linz, March 11, 1992
On behalf of

LINZER VERANSTALTUNGSGES mbH

ppa
(Ing .Mag . Wolfgang Lehner)
(Karl Gerbel)

holding LIVA

harmless against

Santa Fe . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
On behalf of
Vasulkas Inc .

(woody & Steina Vasulka)

TEL .
March 10,

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
(505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-0614

1,992

Terry Hixson
Troxell Communication, Inc .
2730 San Pedro NE, Suite H
Albuquerque, NM 87110
FAX : (505) 883-1750

Dear Terry,
We would like you to reserve ten Pioneer 1,D-V2200PB units
for us .
After the purchase of the first two units, we are
waiting for the second installment of our funds from Austria .
Woody would like you to investigate the possibility of a E)rice
As you know we are a notreduction if we buy this many units .
of
these machines is for a
for-profit organization and our usage
Doesn't your company offer
museum exhibition in Linz, Austria .
a discount under such circumstances? Woody will be in touch with
you very soon .
Respectfully,

SENT BY :LIVA Linz

;20- 2-92

;

16 :12

;
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Dear Woody and Steina,
I was talking to Peter today regarding the effort to raise
budget to an amount of 65 .000,- US$ which can be transferedyour
to
you without any tax reductions . Though the Austrian tax laws
are very rigid we have tried very hard to fix your budget
this amount, which costs us a total od ATS 181 .593,- of ourto
budget . For this we had to kill an other project, but as
we concern your contribution so important, we succeeded in
doing that .
Now, we are going to send you a new contract .
Regarding the 4 .rate of payment we unfortunately have made the
experience that after the festival still bills are sent to ARS
ELECTRONICA which the artists have not included in their
(e .g . hotel bills, material etc .) . To sold this problem webudget
offer you to send a credit confirmation to your bank on thiscan
sum . The 3 . rate will be raised relatively to the higher total
budget . I hope this finally makes it possible to you to work on
the exhibition which we are considering to be the main event of
ARS ELECTRONICA .
"
Kindest regards

Katharina Gs6llpointner

Department of the Treasury

Internal Revenue Service
District Director

Date :

MAY

Employer Identification Number:

U 3 1983

85-0300025

Accounting Period Ending:

March 31

Form 990 Required :

I>

(X] Yes

E] No

Person to Contact:

The Vasulkas, Inc .

EO Technical Assistor

RT . 8, BOX 100 471-7181
SANTA FE, NM 87501

Contact Telephone Number :

C214) 767-2728
EE :EO :7215 :JH

Dear Applicant :
Based on information supplied, and assuming your operations will be as stated
in your application for recognition of exemption, we have determined you are exempt
from Federal income tax under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code .
We have further determined that you are not a private foundation within the
meaning of section 509(a) of the Code, because you are an organization described
in section 170Cb) C9) CAl Cvi) and 509Ca) O) .
If your sources of support, or your purposes, character, or method of operation
change, please let us know so we can consider the effect of the change on your
exempt status and foundation status . Also, you should inform us of all changes in
your name or address .
Generally, you are not liable for social security (FICA) taxes unless you file
a waiver of exemption certificate as provided in the Federal Insurance Contributions
Act . If you have paid FICA taxes without filing the waiver, you should contact us .
You are not liable for the tax imposed under the Federal Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA) .
Since you are not a private foundation, you are not subject to the excise taxes
under Chapter 42 of the Code . However, you are not automatically exempt from other
Federal excise taxes . If you have any questions about excise, employment,_or other
Federal taxes, please let us know .
Donors may deduct contributions to you as provided in section 170 of the Code .
Bequests, legacies, devises, transfers, or gifts to you or for your use are
deductible for Federal estate and gift tax purposes if they meet the applicable
provisions of sections 2055, 2106, and 2522 of the Code .
The box checked in the heading of this letter shows whether you must file
Form 990, Return of Organization Exempt from Income tax . If Yes is checked, you
are required to file Form 990 only if your gross receipts each year are normally
more than $10,001F . If a return is required, it must be filed by the 15th day of
of the fifth month after the end of your annual accounting period . The law imposes
a penalty of $10 a day, up to a maximum of $5,000, when a return is filed late,
unless there is reasonable cause for the delay .
1100 Commerce St ., Dallas, Texas 75242
EB

(over)

Letter 94700) (5-77)

You are not required to file Federal income tax returns unless you are subject
to the tax on unrelated business income under section 511 of the Code . If you are
subject to this tax, you must file an income tax return on Form 990-T . In this
letter, we are not determining whether any of your present or proposed activities
are unrelated trade or business as defined in section 513 of the Code .
You need an employer identification number even if you have no employees .
If an employer identification number was not entered on your application, a
number will be assigned to you and you will be advised of it . Please use that
number on all. returns you file and in all correspondence with the Internal Revenue
Service .
Because this letter could help resolve any questions about your exempt status
and foundation status, you should keep it in your permanent records .
If you have any questions, please contact the person whose name and telephone
number are shown in the heading of this letter .
Sincerely yours,

Glenn Cagle
District Director

cc :

Lawrence S . Taub

* For tax years ending on and after
gross receipts are not normally more
990 . For guidance in determining if
more than the $25,000 limit, see the

December 31, 1982, organizations whose
than $25,000 are excused from filing Form
your gross receipts are "normally" not
instructions for the Form 990 .

Letter 947(DO) ( 5-77)
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Dear Woody and Stein.,
Rega = I yag your fax end phone call with Po-er we '_lave to ue'.l
v .at of legal. reasons we have tom.. keep
of the budget
Project
.
a
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so
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e
n'-mber of .he machines C'O'L.'.. care going }O prepare
beeins; shipped to Linz .
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for better
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February 24,

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
(505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-061t-f ~,
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ARS ELECTRONICA
FAX : 011/43(732)783745
Dear Katharina,
We are very gratified that you consider the "Pioneers"
exhibition to be so important . We, too, have devoted a great
effort to making this exhibition wonderful and we . will continue
to rely on you to bring it to fruition .
Attached are Woody's drawings that indicate our current
thinking on the machines we are projecting for the installation .
Please note that there are fourteen machine stations, with a few
more possibilities .
All of these machines will be "live" . Also,
we think we have found the perfect interface for public use - the
Pioneer LaserBarcode System .
As we continue to develop this exhibition we are now in need
of more detailed information from you . We need a floor plan of
the museum galleries as soon as possible . Of course, we know
that you have selected very good designers, and now, we need to
begin a dialogue with them .
Regarding technical
opportunity to work with
Vasulkas at previous ARS
for Wolfgang from Woody .
Wolfgang .

support, we are very pleased to have the
Wolfgang Doeninger, who has assisted the
Enclosed is a note
ELECTRONICA events .
Also, please copy the drawings for

You asked about the size and weight of the machines for
shipping information . Obviously, I also need to provide you with
correct information which includes the packing and containers,
As soon as possible I will
and this will take more research .
work I will need
To
continue
our
pre-production
send it to you .
a letter of authorization from ARS ELECTRONICA so that I can
contact official representatives of institutions, e .g . the
Everson Museum .

Page 2 of 2, 2/24/92, Wilson to Gsoellpointner

The Everson Museum has approved the loan of Tambellini's
BLACK SPIRAL contingent upon our restoration of the machine
.
We
are sending a technician - David Jones - from Binghampton to the
museum to assess the condition of BLACK SPIRAL .
The museum has
asked for loan forms and I assume they will also ask for a
Certificate of Insurance .
It is my understanding that the
Vasulka corporation will be responsible for the insurance during
the restoration period, but that the
loan must be contracted through ARS ELECTRONICA .
Beginning May
4th the BLACK SPIRAL will be the insured by ARS ELECTRONICA .
(Or
will it be the borrowed and insured by the museum?) .
I need
clarification on this so that I can communicate clearly to the
owners of the machines that we wish to include .
Please
illuminate us on this very important legal matter .
Warm regards,

TEL .
February 24,

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
(505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-0614

1992

Wolfgang Doeninger
ARS ELECTRONICA
FAX :
011/43(732)783745
Dear Wolfgang,
Here are my arrangements for fifteen live machines . Beside
each machine station we are conceptualizing the possible
implementation of interactive laser disks that will be accessible
via a bar code with a light pen . The visitor to the exhibition
will be able to access maximum information about each particular
tool . The bar code will be printed in the catalog and, possibly,
a display or hand out that will make each station interactive .
We are also working to assemble a selection of video images made
on the machines, and organized by families of images .
These will
contain full length video compositions . We prefer the video on
disk family of images to be separated from the machine stations .
However, we have not been informed about the space nor have we
been given any staff to contact at the museum, yet . We will be
relying heavily on you . We are also eager to know the designers,
so we can start deconstructing the space and specifying all of
the technical equipment, design and hook-ups that you need to
implement .
All of this is indeed preliminary, but we need to kick off
the ball .
From your team here,
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The
LaserBarcode
System

The NEXT GENERATION . . . .. .

The Synthesis and Integration
of Print and Video into

a POWERFUL, NEW MEDIUM .

About the LaserBarcode System
111111111111111111111111111111111111111
The LaserBarcode System is made up of 5 parts :
printed material with barcodes included on the page
(maps, textbooks, magazines, catalogs, etc.), a LaserDisc
player (the hD-V2000), a video disc, a barcode reader
(the UC-V904BC) and a television to bring it all together.
All a user needs to do is run the pen scanner over a
barcode accompanying a body of text or an illustration ;
he will immediately get the information he needs in both
sound and picture form, no matter where it is on the disc.

The
Hardware

LaserVision player
(LD-V2000)

pen scanner (reader)
(UC-V104BC,
wireless also
available)

Features

" a high level of attraction, due to the ccniplcmentary interaction
between the printed word and the power of video
" a single screen can be used in (,r variety of ways
" easy operation
" the hardware is incxpcrrsim and simpler than most of' today's
elaborate interactive systems
" barcodes can be made easily

The LaserBarcode Authoring System

With this new system, whole strings of commands for LaserVision
plapo'rs c,rn he contained in cnc irtrovrde . For extirrtplc . Iracing one
harcode can command the hlaycr to do the series of operations
shown in figure below.
So even if the operation you want to c, xccutc is one that would he
loll .- ;rod corrtldirtted when done lid comcnhowtl rortnrtoo omtro l,
Ow kascrh(,trcodc syslcnt allow" ion for conrplolc il \ III ualll\
with a simple wave of your hand .
Also, it used to be necessary, in order for he able to its( , c(Impincilt,
I
such as a LaserVision player to its fullest, to brconic\( , , \ familiar
with its operation . With the LaserBarcode System . hrnvcvcr. knowledge or prior experience is not necessary . SO anyone can operate it
with case .

T17eLaserBarcodeSystem
Trace the scanner on over the
barcode of the video you want to see.

Picture yourself reading a book or magazine. Imagine, adding
moving images and sound to that book, what a powerful medium
you'd have . Pioneer's LaserBarcode System makes that vision a reality.
By simply running the compact, pen-shaped scanner over barcodes
included on the pages of printed matter, you can easily call up captivating video to supplement the information contained in lesson plans,
text books, presentation materials, self-paced learning programs, or
any kind of text material . Using this system with a LaserVision player
means that you don't even need to bother with operation command
buttons . All aspects of playback control, including one-frame advance,
pause, and audio channel selection, etc. are now possible with a single
wave of the scanner pen .

A freedom and flexibility availability
only with LaserBarcode-a plus in any
field .

With Pioneer laser videodisc technology and the LaserBarcode
System at your disposal, full color high quality moving images, still images and sound are summoned with a wave of your hand to allow you
to integrate videodisc material with printed text . When your idea is
something for which static photographs aren't enough or for illustra-

tions that desperately need motion in order to be vividly expressed . . .
When you want to incorporate narration to match the level of the reads
(or shall we say viewer?l . . . When you plan to use music or art and when
it would be more effective to appeal directly to the senses of sight and
sound . It's now all possible. . .

With the otation of using the scanner
pen as a wireless control or by simply
plugging it directly into the LD-V2000
or other compatible LaserDisc Player,
you have an interactive LaserBarcode
System .

System set-up consists of operating the scanning pen with an
LD-V2000 or other LaserDisc Player with LaserBarcode compatibility .
That's it! You've made an interactive LaserBarcode System with unlimit
ed application in industry, business, or education . To maximize application potential, cooperative efforts are now underway with LaserVision
industries concerning the worldwide standardization of barcode .
To assist in the preparation of custom barcode material, the
LaserBarcode Tool Kit, a barcode printing utility compatible with a varit
ty of MSDOS word processors and printers, is available from PIONEER .

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
TV

Areas in which the LaserBarcode System has
been applied :

UC-V104BC Scanner Pen

E encyclopedias
" hobby magazines
" education and training programs
" introductory manuals for new products and new
technologies
" home shopping, for visual demonstrations of
products in catalogs
" entertainment video, such as games of adventure
E many others

LD-V2000 Series
LaserVision Player

inYPUhI

J

Printed Material

"The LaserVision mark certifies compatibility with other laser optical
video products bearing the mark ."
~pMIJMM'

~YVV~ rE.M

Laser Disc is a trademark of Pioneer Electronic
Corporation

This mark expresses compatibility with LaserBarcode
systems . Please use this equipment in conjunction with
7L1111~~1 barcode systems displaying this mark

0 PIOIVCCR"

PIONEER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION

4-1, Meguro 1-Chome, Meguro-ku,
Tokyo 153, Japan

umuuiuuuuu~~iud~nu~i

LaserBarcode
SAMPLE

PIONEER COMMUNICATIONS OF AMERICA, INC.
East
Central
West

600 East Crescent Avenue
Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458-1827
PHONE (201) 327-6400
(800) LASER ON (Toll Free Outside NJ)
FAX : (201) 327-9379

6250 River Road
Rosemont, IL 60018-5127
PHONE (312) 318-8840
FAX (312) 318-8870

1058 East 230th Street
Carson, CA 90745
PHONE (213) 513-1016
FAX : (213) 513-1381

Printed in Japan 89 040 J

Barcode Commands
uumrAnunnunduuuii

Commands used in the LaserBarcode System can
be divided into the following five categories :

0 independent commands
" chapter search commands
" chapter playback commands

7~pes of Barcode Commands at a Glance

" frame search commands
" segment playback commands

M

Independent Commands

Used for choosing audio, video, and player commands (PLAY, PAUSE, STEP FWD,
STEP REV, REJECT, etc .) .

di 1 11

(13.5mm-~

Chapter Search Commands (CAV only)

To search for the starting point
of a chosen chapter and freeze
the image on the screen .
Also to set the audio and video
characteristics.

--18.9mm---

Audio Characteristics
CHI
CH2
Stereo
Off
Hold previous setting

7

Video Characteristics
on
Off
Hold previous setting

Chapter Playback Commands (CAV, CLV)

To play back a selected chapter under user-set audio and video characteristics .
For example, when watching chapter 3, playback would begin at the head of the
chapter and freeze (in CAV playback) or stop (in CLV playback) at the point where
chapter 4 would start.

111111 1E ~ 1~ 11111
2a .3mm- -~'
i-

fame Search Commands (CAV only)
ii--_

29 .7mm-

To search for a chosen frame and freeze it on the screen . Also to set the audio
and video characteristics .

__~

Segment Playback Commands
(CAV only)

play back a seleeu~d frame under assigned audio and video characteristics.
hor c~xc.imhlc, the scrics of commands by which the player would search for frame
10,000 and play back from there to frame 11,000 with the video setting on "ON"
and the audio set for stereo. With the bar code system, this data is expressed as
numerical values, in this particular case, as follows:
To

40 .5mm

-1

~

12V cate9 ory

---2-10000-11000-1 3-9~\
Start Frame

Stop Frame

Video On

Check Sum
Audio Stereo

li

EVERSON MUSEUM OF ART
401 Harrison Street, Coneniunity Plaza, Syracu e, New York 13202

315 474-6064

19 February 1992

MaLin Wilson
Special Projects Coordinator
The Vasulkas, Inc .
Route 6
Box 100
Sante Fe, NM 87501
Dear Ms . Wilson,
This is to advise you that the Museum's Loans Committee has
today approved the loan of Aldo Tambellini's "Black Spiral"
to the Pioneers of Electronic Video Art exhibition, subject
to the conditions outlined in our previous coorespondence .
There is also a one-time $100 loan processing fee .
If you are still interested in borrowing the work, please
forward the appropriate loan forms to my attention so that we
may initiate the process .
I look forward to hearing from you .

John Rexine
Registrar
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TEL .
February 24,

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
(505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-0614
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ARS ELECTRONTCA
FAX :
Olt/43(732)783745
Dear Katharina,
We are very gratified that, you consider the "Pioneers"
exhibition to be so important . We, too, have devoted a great .
effort to making this exhibition wonderful and we, will continue
to rely on you to bring it to fruition .
Attached are Woody's drawings that indicate our current
thinking on the machines we are projecting for the installation .
Please note that there are fourteen machine stations, with a few
Also,
more possibilities . All of these machines will be "live" .
we think we have found the perfect interface for public ; use - the
Pioneer LaserBarcode System .
As we continue to develop this exhibition we are now in need
of more detailed information from you . We need a floor plan of
the museum galleries as soon as possible . Of course, we know
that you have selected very good designers, and now, we need to
begin a dialogue with them .
Regarding technical
opportunity to work with
Vasulkas at previous ARS
for Wolfgang from Wood' .
Wolfgang .

support, we are very pleased to have the
Wolfgang T)oeninger, who has assisted the
ELECTRONTCA events . Enclosed is a note
Also, please copy the drawings for

You asked about the size and weight of the machines for
shipping information . Obviously, T also need to provide you with
correct information which includes the packing and containers,
As soon as possible T will,
and this will take more research .
send it to you .
To continue our pre-production work T will need
a letter of authorization from ARS ELECTRONTCA so that T can
contact official representatives of institutions, e .g . the
Everson Museum .

Page 2 of 2, 2/24/92, Wilson to Gsoel.1pointrier

The Everson Museum has approved the loan of Tambelli.ni's
BLACK SPIRAL contingent upon our restoration of the machine . We
are sending a technician - David Jones - from Binghampton to the
.of BLACK ;PTRAL .
The museum has
museum to assess the condition
will
also
ask for
Isked for loan forms and T assume they
Tt is my understanding that ,he
Certificate ()f Tnsurance .
Vasulka corporation will be responsible for the insurance during
the restoration period, but that, ,he
Beginning May
loan must be contracted through ARS ELECTRONICA .
(Or
the
insured
by
ARS
ELECTRONTCA
.
4th the BLACK SPIRAL will be
T =seed
will i t be the borrowed and insured by the museum?) .
c arification on this so that T can communicate clearly to the
Please
owners of the machines that we wish to include .
illuminate us on this very important; legal_ matter .
'k-

Warm regards,

TEL .

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
(505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-0614

February 24, 1,992
Wolfgang Doeninger
ARS ELECTRONICA
FAX :

011/43(732)78374 .5

Dear Wolfgang,
Here are my arrangements for fifteen ive machines . Reside
each machine station we are conceptualizing the possible
implementation of interactive laser disks that; will be acc~~ssi ble
via a bar code with a light pen . The visitor `;o the exhibition
will be able to access maximum information about each parl.ic ;ilar
too] . The bar code will. be printed i n the . atal og and, possi b i v,
a display or hand out that will make each station interactive .
We are also working to assemble a selection of video images made
on the machines, and organized by families of images . These will
r-ontairi full length video compositions . We prefer the vide(- =__on
d_isk-fam i I- y:__of i mimes to be separated from =,he mach i nc stations .
However, we have not been informed about the space nor have we
been given any staff to r;ontact at the museum, yet; . We will be
relying heavily on you . We are also eager to know the de , signers,
so we can start deconstructing the space and :;pacifying al ; rf
the technical equipment, design and hook-ups that, you need to
implement .
All of this is indeed preliminary, but we need to kick c,ff
the ball .
From your team here,

SENT BY :LIVA Linz

;20- 2-92

; 16 :12
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Dear Woody and Steina,
Y was talking to Peter today regarding the effort to raise your
budget to an amount of 65 .000,- US$ which can be transfered
you without any tax reductions . Though the Austrian tax laws to
are very rigid we have tried very hard to fix your
to
this amount, which costs us a total od ATS 181 .593,-budget
of our
budget . For this we had to kill an other project, but as
we concern your contribution so important, we succeeded in
doing that .
Now, we are going to send you a new contract .
Regarding the 4 .rate of payment we unfortunately have made the
experience that after the festival still bills are sent
ARS
ELECTRONICA which the artists have not included in their to
budget
(e .g . hotel bills, material etc,) . To sold this problem
can
offer you to send a credit confirmation to your bank on we
this
sum . The 3 . rate will be raised relatively to the higher total
budget . I hope this finally makes it possible to you
work on
the exhibition which we are considering to be the mainto event
of
ARS ELECTRONICA .
11

Kindest regards

Katharina Gs6llpointner

SENT BY :LIVA Linz
18/02 '92 14 , 38
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SENT BY :LIVA Linz
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; 13 :38
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To:
....1 .... ................. .. ...:.yt..1.....Ji1 .. .f .......%..:.. . .......... ...w.......+`. ..

Dear Woody and

steina,

Thanks for your fax from Feb .11 . Though you have not signed the
draft agreement we sent you, we are able to transfer an amount
of US$ 31 .250,- (brutto), which is a netto amount of AT$
279 .375,- to your bank today . Unfortunately we are not allowed
to send you more than 50% of the whole production sum before a
contract is signed . Enclosed please find the final contract and
.*As I told you
send it back to us via fax
already, then we can transfer another rate to you (or rather
give it to you directly here in Linz in April) .
For today's preproduction sum we also should require a small
report for our executive secretary on what approximately you
have spent the money until now .
I hope very much that this gives you the opportunity to take up
your activities for ARS ELECTRONICA immediately and am looking
forward to seeing you here .
Kindest regards
Katharina Gs811pointner
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entered into by the Linzer Veranstaltungsgesellschaft mbH,
LIVA-Brucknerhaus, Untere Donaulande 7, A-4010 Linz/Austria,
and Wolfgang
managing director,
represented by Karl Gerbel,
executive
manager,
and
the
artists
Lehner,
Vasulkas Inc ., repesented by Woody & Steina Vasulka, Route 6,
Box 100, Santa Fe, NM 87501, USA .

Subject of the contract is
a)
providing of a concept in substance for an exhibition on
at 0 .6 . Landesmuseum
the topic "Pioneers of Electronic Arts"
Francisco Carolinum in the framework of ARS ELECTRONICA 92 in
Linz from June 22 thru July 5, 1992 .
b) Selection of the machines to be presented (minimum of 8
machines) ;
these have to be fully in function and must be
presented be used by visitors in an interactive way .
c) The machines have to be packed and prepared for transportation not later than Monday, May 4, 1992 in Iowa .
d) Preparation 'of texts and pictures for a catalogue which
will be publishAd in cooperation with Peter Weibel and will
be produced until June 22, 1992
(opening of the exhibition) .
This includes essays by woody and Steina Vasulka, MaLin Wilson,
David Dunn and other persons to be designated by the Vasulkas .
e) organizing and technical supervision of the exhibition in
Landesmuseum from June 9 thzu July 9,
1992
(including set
up and strike down) ; this also includes the preparation and
packing'-of the machines for transportation back to the US .
f) preparation of material for presentation at
(video tapes, slide-shows, possibly CD--ROM discs)

Landesmuseum

g) A lecture on "Pioneers of Electronic Arts" in the week from
June 22 thru 27 at Landesmuseum . Date has still to be coordinated with Peter Weibel/LIVA .
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;
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II .

a) The presentors guarantee that a total budget of ATS
581 .100 .-- netto (i .w . fivehundredeightyone thousand onehundred
current
that are US$ 65 .000 .- brutto,
Austrian Schilling ;
will
be
provided
for the
5th,
1992)
rate 11,175 from February
project .
(e .g . per diems, telephone
All fees, complete overall costs
and office costs etc .), production and technical costs as well
travel and hotel costs within the US are to be
as transport,
covered in this amount .
b) Travelling and hotel costs for
David Mueller (flight from Iowa to Austria and v .v ., room from
June 9 thru July 9, 1992),
woody & Steina Vasulka (flight from Frankfurt to Austria and
v .v ., room from June 9 thru July 5, x,992),
are not included in the amount mentioned above in II ./a .
c) The payment will be payed in rates as follows :
rate :
2, rate :
3 . rate :
4 . rate :
LIVA

US$ 5 .000,- (rate 11,502)=AT$ - 57 .510,Dec 5,1991
ATS 279 .375,Feb 14, 1992
ATS 50 .000,
June 9,1992
all
bills paid by
by bank transfer after deduction of

The contract partners bind on
claims of third-party persons .
Linz . . . . . . . . . . .
on behalf of
LINZER VERANSTALTUNGSGES mbH

ATB 194 .215,--

holding LIVA

harmless against

Santa Fe . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
on behalf of
Vasulkas Inc .

ppa
(Ing .Mag . Wolfgang Lehner)
(Karl Gerbel)

Woody & Steina Vasulka
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SENT BY'
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rY,
a)
The presentors guarantee that a total budget of ATS
581 .100 .-- netto (i .w . fivehundredeightyone thousand onehundred
current
Austrian Schilling ; that are US$ 65 .000 .- brutto,
for the
1992)
will
be
provided
February
5th,
rate 11,175 from
project .
(e .g . per diems, telephone
All fees, complete overall costs
and
technical costs as well
and office costs etc .), production
hotel
costs
within the US are to be
travel and
as transport,
covered in this amount .
b) Travelling and hotel costs for
David Mueller (flight from Iowa to Austria and v .v ., room from
June 9 thru July 9, 1992),
Woody & Steina Vasulka (flight from Frankfurt to Austria and
v .v ., room from June 9 thru July 5, 1992),
are not included in the amount mentioned above in II ./a .
c) The payment will be payed in rates as follows :
US$ 5 .000,- (rate 11,502)=ATS 57 :510,
Dec 5,1991
ATS 279 .375,- '
Feb 14, 1992
11 .17
ATS 50 .000,
June 9,1992
all
bills paid by 41 410
deduction
of
by bank transfer after
ATB 194 .415,-17 . 10
again
0q,
T
The contract partners bind on holding LIVA harmless
claims of third-party persons .
7, . rate :
2 . rate :
3 . rate :
4 . rate :
LIVA

Linz . . . . . . . . . . .
on behalf of
LINZER VERANSTALTUNGSGES mbH

Santa re, . . . . . . . . . . . . .
on behalf of
Vasulkas Inc .

ppa
(Ing .Mag . Wolfgang Lehner)
(Karl Gerbel)

Woody & Steina Vasulka
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LINZER VEAAN$TALTUMIGSOESELL6CHAFT M5H

entered into by the Linzer Veranstaltungsgesellschaft mbH,
LIVA-Brucknerhaus, Untere Donaul&nde 7, A-4010 Linz/Austria,
and Wolfgang
represented by Karl Gerbel, managing director,
Lehner, executive manager, and the artists
Vasulkas Inc ., repesented by Woody & Steina Vasulka, Route 6,
Box 100, Santa Fe, NM 87501, USA .

subject of the contract is
a)
providing of a concept in substance for an exhibition on
the topic "Pioneers of Electronic Arts" at 0 .0 . Landesmuseum
Francisco Carolinum in the framework of ARS ELECTRONICA 92 in
Linz from June 22 thru July 5, 1992 .
b) Selection of the machines to be presented
(minimum of 8
machines) ;
these have to be fully in function and must be
presented be used by visitors in an interactive way .
C) The machines have to be packed and prepared for transportation not later than Monday, May 4, 1992 in Iowa .
d) Preparation `of texts and pictures for a catalogue which
will be publisried in cooperation with Peter Weibel and will
be produced until June 22, 1992
(opening of the exhibition) .
This includes essays by woody and Steina Vasulka, MdLin Wilson,
David Dunn and other persons to be designated by the Vasulkas .
e) Organizing and technical supervision of the exhibition in
Landesmuseum from June 9 thru July 9,
1992
(including set
up and strike down) ; this also includes the preparation and
packing'of the machines for transportation back to the US .
f) Preparation of material for presentation at
(video tapes, slide-shows, possibly CD-ROM discs)

Landesmuseum

g) A lecture on "Pioneers of Electronic Arts" in the week from
June 22 thru 27 at Landesmuseum . Date has still to be coordinated with peter Weibel/LIVA .
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Dear Woody and steina,
Thanks for your fax from f'eb .11 . Though you have not signed the
draft agreement we sent you, we are able to transfer an amount
of US$ 31 .250,- (brutto), which is a netto amount of AT,S
279 .375, - to your bank today . Unfortunately we are not allowed
to send you more than 50% of the whole production sum before a
contract is signed . Enclosed please find the final contract and
.' As I told you
send it back to us via fax
already, then we can transfer another rate to you (or rather
give it to you directly here in Linz in April) .
For today's preproduction sum we also should require a small
report for our executive secretary on what approximately you
have spent the money until now .
I hope very much that this gives you the opportunity to take up
your activities for ARS ELECTRONICA immediately and am looking
forward to seeing you here .
Kindest regards
Katharina Gs6llpointner
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a)
The presentors guarantee that a total budget of ATS
581 .100 .-- netto (i .w . fivehundredeightyone thousand onehundred
Austrian Schilling ; that are US$ 65 .000 .- brutto, current
rate 11,175 from February 5th, 1992) will be provided for the
project .
(e .g . per diems, telephone
All fees, complete overall costs
and
technical costs as well
and office costs etc .), production
hotel
costs
within
the US are to be
travel and
as transport,

covered in this amount .

b) Travelling and hotel costs for

David Mueller (flight from Iowa to Austria and v .v ., room from
June 9 thru July 9, 1992),

woody & Steins Vasulka (flight from Frankfurt to Austria and
v .v ., room from June 9 thru July 5, 1992),
are not included in the amount mentioned above in II ./a .
c) The payment will be payed in rates as follows :
1 . rate :
2, rate :
3 . rate :
4 . rate :
LIVA

US$ 5 .000,- (rate 11,502)=ATS 57 .510,-Dec 5,1992
ATS 279 .375,Feb 14, 1992
ATS 50 .000,
June 9, 1992
by bank transfer after deduction of all bills paid by
AT9 194 .215,-

The contract partners

bind on

claims of third-party persons .

Linz . . . . . . . . . . .

on behalf of
LINZER VERANSTALTUNGSGES mbH

holding LIVA

harmless against

Santa Fe, . . .
on behalf of
Vasulkas Inc .

..........

ppa
(Ing .Mag . Wolfgang Lehner)
(Karl Gerbel)

Woody sc Steins Vasulka
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Frankfurt, 19 .2 .1992
Peter Weibel to The Vasulkas,
I confirm here that The Vasulkas have my personal guarantee that
the total budget of 65 .000,--$ for the planned show at Ars
Electronica will not be scaled down .
Since The Vasulkas are not an institute it cannot be expected that
they pay enormous sums in advance in behalf of the project .
Therefore it is agreed that everything is paid in time for the
benefit of the project . Just 10 .000,--$ are kept back to the
moment of the arrival of The Vasulkas in Linz, June 9th .
it is also agreed that the traveling and hotel costs for David
Maller and The Vasulkas are paid extra by LZVA .

VASULKAS, INC .
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
U .S .A .
Tel ; 505/471-7181
Fax_ 505/473-0614

February 14, 1992
ARS ELECTRONICA
011/43(732)283745
FAX=

Dear Ing . Mag . Wolfgang Lehner & Karl Gerbel,
For your information there has been no deposit. of money as
promised by the letter and contract: under your names which was
Your contract differs radically
faxed to us on February Lath .
from the agreement reached between the Vasulkas and Peter Weibel
6c. assured that we will only
by telephone on February 9th .
consider contracts that also carry the authorizing initials of
Peter Weibel .
Also, please note that. there is an inconsistency in your
calculations of ATS currency exchange rate of 11,175 as per
Febraury 5, 1992=
ATS 581,000 = $52,000
ATS 726,375 = $65,000
Respectfully,

MaLin Wilson
Project Co-ordinator
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Draft Agreement Between Vasulkas, Inc . & LIVA
For the purposes of the exhibition, the Vasulkas will prioritize
the selection of the machines based upon their characteristics,
availability and condition,
and provide as many good quality,
documented machines as possible within the constraints of the
budget .
Interactivity will be contingent upon the limitations of
the budget .
Machines will be ready to ship by Monday, May 4,
1992 .
As per tapes, etc, we are committed to providing the best quality
possible within the budget you have given us .
Texts and pictures for a catalogue will be provided by Woody and
Steina Vasulka, MaLin Wilson and David Dunn .
Re proposed paying conditions :
For the amount of $65,000 to cover our work as organizers
and curators within the US we will do the pre-production of
the exhibition, within the limits of the budget .
We
understand that this amount includes our presence in Linz
during ARS ELECTRONICA, but excludes air line t ickets to
Linz and accommodations in Linz .
Payments in ATS are acceptable, however they must be made on
the following schedule to realize pre-production :
30,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
5,000

-

US$
US$
US$
US$
US$

immediately
February 15
March 15
June 15
July 6

Judson
Rosebush's
independently .

contribution

will

be

A $30, .000 .00 deposit will be made immediately into the
Inc . bank account :
Bank of Santa Fe
P . O . Box 2027
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87504-2027

Woody Vasulka, Vasulka, Inc .

Representative of LIVA

Date

Date

contracted
Vasulkas

VASULKAS, INC .
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87 :101
U .S .A .
Tel : 505/471-7181
Fax : 505/473-0614
February 11,

1992

ARS FLECTRONiCA
FAX :
011/43(732)283745
()ear Kathar .ina,
On Sunday, February 9, 1992, Peter Weibel called to inform
us that there would be a deposit into our account on February 1()
for the amount of $40,000 .00 so that we could proceed with the
exhibition for ARS ELECTRONICA . We have contacted our bank and
there has been no deposit . The Bank of Santa Fe also indicated
We are happy -'-,o accept ATS exchange
that it cannot accept ATS .
rate but our small. town bank can only receive US Dollars by wire .
Please note that the conversion from ATS to US Dotlars mus be
done by the Austrian bank .
As we have indicated, we can no longer work from our own
resources on your project . We are stalled until funds arrive .
Sincerely,

MaLin Wiison
Exhibition Coordinator

VASULKAS, TNC .
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE, NEW MEXTCO 87501
U .S .A .
Tel : 50 .5/471-7181
Fax : 505/473-0614
February 7,

1992

ARS FLECTRONTCA
FAX :
011/43(732)283745
Dear Katharina,
We can no

longer negotiate with ARS ELECTRON TC : .

The insistence that we provide
12-15
fully
Functional
machines that are set up for interactivity with
the puh1 i n
is;
misplaced .
You must
understand that we have already wonsiderod
this problem for two months .
Personally we would love Ca rosLore
twice that many machines .
We have also consulted with Stephen
Beck
and the Explorakori r.rm
in San Vranc i sco regard i.ng
the.
interface
for the public .
Tt has been
a
topic of daily
discussion here .
These machines are handmade
e)Il and f rag i l e _
t.h<=y
. w~fra i d
definitely be destroyed by public usage .
Beyond the restoration
of these old machines, the interface presents a
very
challenging
problem .
We are not magicians, but are anxious to do
a: much as
is feasible .
Our budget cannot possiblyi-nelude the trave ;
and sodging
for three people in Linz from June 9 - July 9
as you propose .
The schedule of payments
i n your draft cc>nt raot would
he
impossible for us .
We ara not capable of proceed inn under
These
conditions .
We are unwilling :,o accept or discuss nhe i rrat i osca
I
schedule of payments n the draft agreement .
Sincerely :

MaLin Wilson
Exhibition Coordinator

VASULKAS, INC .
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
tl . S . i1 .
Tel : 505/471-7181
Vax : 5C)5/473-0614

February 5,

1992

ARS ELECTRONICA
011/43(732)283745
FAX :
Dear Katharina,
P l ea ,:e be assured that. to
We still have not herd i'rom you .
and have beer,
date we have been proceeding in god faith
However, i t
C,A .
r-xpecting the same good t'ai t.h from ARS ELECTRONI
f f detai l s
i ~;r :; ,
has become i.mposs i ble (.o reed (>ia r team more t>rc~m
i>roceed after
need to be negotiated in the cont.r~r,ct, we will only
Then, we can fine tune the
there is an immediate triyment .
You ;nust understand
contract as we continue with the exhibition .
:; wore impossible
that we keep losing momentum, <_nd the task look
W( " f'ee i It-, i :-; i n (tie be :A:
each (lay a:; tho time :oho r tens .
its immediately .
interest of ARS EI,ECTROt :I(.A to communicate w i t.h
Sincerely,

MaLin Wilson
Exhibition Coordinator

VASULKAS, INC .
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
U .S .A .
Tel : 505/471-7181
Fax : 505/473-0614
January 30, 1992
ARS ELECTRONICA
FAX : 011/43(732)783745
Dear Katharina,
Your fax of January 27th has been considered and we are
willing to proceed with the exhibition based upon the following
clarifications . To proceed through your letter with our concerns
and questions Re Woody and Steina's curating fee :
We do not understand the phrase - "including overall costs"
Re my coordinating fee :
This amount will be internally adjusted, i .e ., Woody and
Steina will use a portion of their fee to pay me . ARS
ELECTRONICA clear, does not understand the necessity and
scope of my respon ibilities .
Re David Dunn's essay length of approximately 100 pages :
The normal rate of compensation for American writers for
museum catalogues is $1 .00 per word . The average number of
words on a double-spaced page of text is 300 . We shall
however adjust his fee, and he is to proceed with his part
of the research and writing .
Re the preparation of the machines :
Although you cannot see how the cost for preparing eight
machines for the show will be $40,000 US$, I think that is
because you are not aware of the circumstances .
The most important consideration is not simply that
there are accessible machines in working order, but rather
that the selected machines are in working order and are
fully documented . Woody and Steina are intimately familiar
with the machines and they understand the characteristics of
each tool that gives it significance . As an example of
costs - on Woody's recent visit with Stephen Beck - Beck
estimated the cost to restore only one of his devices called
the "First Direct Synthesizer" at between $3,000-5,000 . We
are still in the process of evaluating costs .

Re your question about technical instructions and schematics
being paid twice :
David Muller is a technician, not a draftsman or graphic
artist . He can provide pencil drawings, but these are not
suitable for presentation . Technical schematics need to
be done by a professional .
Re the shipping of the machines from NYC :
All machines will be sent to David Muller's workshop in
Iowa, where each machine will be checked by David and Woody .
Why do you want the machines sent to NYC, when they will
already be assembled in one location?
Re the budget estimate limitation to only eight machines :
In the January 7th budget we estimated the cost for making
only eight machineSfully operational with complete
schematics . As I have indicated above, we are fully aware
that there are many machines that could be collected .
However, we intend to assemble an exhibition that is a
meaningful and expository history . For example, the six
machines you mention that were proposed by Ralph Hocking are
partially in question . Although Ralph initially said the
machines were in working condition, he has since told Woody
that they would probably need some work, and that he might
have a student who could work on them . Obviously this is
not the kind of assessment which allows us to confidently
include a machine in the exhibition .
Woody and Steina are traveling to Binghampton this
weekend and will personally review all of the machines based upon the criteria of their importance and condition .
For the purposes of the exhibition, the Vasulkas will
prioritize the selection of the machines based upon their
characteristics, availability and condition, and provide as
many good quality, documented machines as possible within
the constraints of the budget .
Re the Frank Gillette video installation :
The Vasulkas have known Frank Gillette from many years and
like his work, however his video installation has no
priority for the Vasulka's in the concept of the exhibition .
If ARS ELECTRONICA can invite him from a different budget,
his work could be included and he would surely be welcome,
but as curators responsible for the selection of
participants for this exhibition, Gillette's work is not at
the top of the list .

Wilson to Gsoellpointner, 1/31/92, Page 3 of 5
Pertaining to the same situation, in mid-January we had
long telephone conversations with Stephen Beck and Dan
Sandin who both conveyed their excitement that they had been
invited to Linz for the festival . We understand that Beck
will be showing his current work as a separate project, but
there has been no further mention of the invitation to
Sandin & Morton . We are most anxious to know what
commitments have been made that will affect the Vasulka's
curatorial decisions? We need to know this very urgently .
This brings up the question of maintaining appropriate
curatorial emphasis in the exhibition . We are very
concerned that the exhibition and catalog reflect the
significance of the period as can be best accomplished .
We believe that this is best done by Woody & Steina in
collaboration with Peter .
We are also becoming quite anxious about the museum
input .
It will affect our planning and pre-production . We
feel that now is the time for us to be in direct
communication with someone at the Landesmuseum to discuss
the capabilities of the museum and their technical
expertise . Could you please let us know who we are to
communicate with directly at the museum? - to enquire about
such critical matters as the electrical capacity of each
gallery and the availability of monitors and audio speakers,
the potential for sound isolation, etc .
Re the production of tapes and discs :
There appears to be a confusion about the components of the
exhibition that we have proposed . The components we
envisioned in our January 7th proposal for the exhibition
included machines installed at "stations" that are
interactive and use CD-ROM discs to carry all of the
information about the machine and its capabilities including
samplings of video art made with the machine .
The compilation of the history of electronic video art
on tapes or discs is distinct and separate from the
interactive machine stations .
In our ideal exhibition, Woody wanted all pictorial
documents and information to be presented on laserdiscs with
CD-ROM technology . Obviously, this desire for interactive
programming in the exhibition will need to be mitigated, and
may be altogether impossible given the budget . Woody has
asked me to send to you an estimate for interactive stations
from a Santa Fe company as an example of costs . Also
attached is information that Woody recently received about
a system by Lucas Deeco, that he considers perfect for this
exhibition . Woody suggests that you may want to contact the
Austrian representative (address enclosed - see attached) to
3

Wilson to Gsoellpointner, 1/31/92, Page 4 of 5
enquire about a possible donation of this technology to the
exhibition .
Regarding the collection of archival video art and the
assembly of tapes or discs for exhibition, there are many
concerns and difficulties in transferring early formats to
get high quality results . Again, we are committed to
providing the best quality possible within the budget you
have given us .
Re proposed paying conditions :
For the amount of $65,000 to cover our work as organizers
and curators within the US we will do the pre-production of
the exhibition, within the limits of the budget .
You have
stated that this amount includes our presence in Linz during
ARS ELECTRONICA, but excludes air line tickets to Linz and
accommodations in Linz . Does this mean that you do not need
David Muller or Woody during the installation, but only
during the festival days? You also mention Bob Okane . What
is his role?
However, your proposed schedule of payments is
unworkable for us . We shall need the cash flow before the
exhibition opens, not after .
We are not an institution
with an annual operating budget and for work to proceed,
especially at this late date, we will need a commitment of
funds on the following schedule .
25,000 - US$
immediately
15,000 - US$
February 15
15,000 - US$
March 15
5,000 - US$
June 15
5,000 - US$
July 6
Re a verbal request from Peter Weibel regarding the inclusion of
early digital tools :
As Woody and Steina have stated from the beginning, their
interest is with analog and some hybrid machine systems, and
they feel that Judson Rosebush would have to be added to the
team to cover the digital history properly . Rosebush sent
us his resume after we received the request to include
digital machines from Peter (which was after our January 7th
proposal) . Attached is a resume sent to us by Rosebush, who
would be available for an additional fee of $5,000 if the
digital is to be included .

Wilson to Gsoellpointner,

1/31/92, Page 5 of 5

Re your statement "we also can pay overall costs on rendering of
accounts as soon as you send the bills ."
Please explain, we do not understand .
Does this mean that
payments could be made before the scheduled deposits that
are proposed?
We would like to reiterate that we are consider this
exhibition of great historical importance and are pleased at the
opportunity to present the creative individuals in early
electronic video . Of course, as a museum professional for many
years, I realize that to fully cover this complex topic we should
have two years and a commensurate budget . We regret the
shortness of time and budget, but are willing and anxious to do
as much as is feasible .
Sincerely,

MaLin Wilson
Exhibition Coordinator
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SANTA FE

INTERACTIVE

Project :
Contact :
Deadline :

Ars Electronica Exhibition Proposal
Woody Vasulka
June Opening

1/19/92
Preliminary Ideas
Module 1 : Interactive Information System (touch screen)
on the exhibit
IDEA : One central station that presents general information
would
as well as a detail database of the Artist and their tools . Any video
need to be provided .
1 . Introduction, Categories
Graphics

Video
" Audio
2 . Artist & Hardware (10-12 showcases)
Artist
- Portrait
- Biography
- Artist statement (w/audio & images of artist working)
- Samples of work
+ Hardware
- Product shot
- Technical specs
- Features

Estimated Cost : $ 15-20K

SANTA 1l u9URMnY1INC
1101 f .-d

SPW

Santo io . AM
ffl
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,13A1

3911 " 3111

AYIIl'IB1
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505-982-3738

SANTA FE INTERACTIVE

414 P02

JAN 20 1 92 19 :09

Module 2 : Simulated Interface to Hardware Exhibit
IDEA : Three stations could be used, one for each category of hardware .
Each station could consists of a two monitor system (one large monitor is
an option) . The user interacts directly with the hardware interface
simulation on Monitor A . Monitor B displays the results of the user
interaction . The stations would be positioned to maximize general
audience viewing as well as close proximity to the actual hardware
device . The three stations need sufficient distance from each other to
avoid viewer congestion and system audio competion (see diagram idea) .
1.

Graphics Station (1 . Graphics, 2 . Audio, 3 . Video)
" General Description (needs to integrate with Module 1)
e Menu of 3-4 Hardware interfaces, simplified (Monitor A)
*Simplified hardware interface
- View Demonstration
Canned animated demo of how to
operate "The Machine"
- You Try It!
User controlled
" Display

--

Source Images/Sound
Several small windows display original
source material .
This material may need to be a prepared database if
actual images/sounds cannot be achieved in real
time from the actual device
Final Assembled Image/Sound

Estimated Cost : $ 20-40K

video
device

video
device

19
samples
video

04

Audience
can view
Z-D work on
wells as well
as the
hardware .

w,

Judson Rosebush Biography
1990

Judson Rosebush is a producer and' director of computer
6nimation, an author, and media theorist . 14:e graduated from the
Oollege of Wooster in 1969 and received an ; PhD from Syracuse
University . He has worked in radio and television broadcasting,
Oaund and video production, print, and hypo-ipedia.

He corioplutad lilt;

first eomput:er animations in 1970 and founded Digital Effects Inc, in
New York (1978-1985), the company which; ~irtually introduced
computer animation to the commercial marketplace. He has
e-khibited computer generated drawings and .films in numerous

museum shows and his computer drawings hove been reproduced in
hundreds of magazines and books . He Is skilled at computer
programming and system design as well the' graphic arts.
Rosebush Is the co-author of Computer. Graphics for Designers
End Artists, published In 1986 by Van Nostrahd Reinhold Co., and is
currently completing a book on Computer Animation. He Is the
author of the serialized Pixel Handbook. C}ther credits include work
for major advertising agencies and networks, scenes for feature
films (including , TRON), and lectures at com~uter graphics
donferences worldwide . He currently produbos and directs a wide
variety of special effects work for film and' video, consults and
Lectures on 'animation, aids in software and ° facility planning, and
writes--text as Well as software . During thi?~ past year he has coauthored and directed one hour television programs on Volume
Visualization and HDTV and the Quest for . Virtual Reality, writing
"The Procedurallst Manifesto" an statement ; on computer art
published In Le~onardo, publishing a tutorial ol) Using APL for
Gornputer Graphics Notation, and programming a HyperCard
controlled videadisc system .

JAN-29-92

WED
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JUDSON ROSEBUSH

t
F

Conference and Workshop Presentations
1976-1989
s

Tutorial Phairman, 'Programs in Com e uter Animation,'

computer Graphics New York, New York, 190.

Keynote Speaker, "Small Computers it the Arts,° Philadelphia,
989 .
.
"Hypermedia: How to Make this Technology Work for You,"
taltirnore Computer Conference, Baltimore, 1989 .
Artist in Residence, Penland School, Penland, NC, 1989 .
ACM National Lecturer, 1989-1991 .
"Retro-Computer Graphics," Connecticyt College Arts and
Technology Symposium, New London, CT, 1989.
s
Tutorial Chairman, °Introduction to Computer Animation,'
$iggraph, Boston, 1989.
Tutorial Chairman, "Program in Comptter Animation,"

Computer Graphics New York, New York, 19q'9.

"Using APL for Mass Media Applicatiods," APL Plus Client
Conference, Bethesda, MD, 1989.
f
"A Night of the Round Tables: The Maifiy Facets of Television,"
the New York Chapter of the National Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences, February 23, 1989 .
"Why We Need to B e Serious about C t mputer Art Education,"
Symposium on . Computer Graphics in Educat~on, Mairst College, 1989 .
"Computer Animation Trends in America," Computer Graphics
Berlin, Berlin, ` 1988 .
"Tutorial : Animation Techniques," NC* 1988.

Tutorial Chairman, "Introduction to Computer Animation,"
Siggraph, Atlanta, GA, 1988 .
"Two Da~+ Course for Education professionals in Computer
Graphic,," SUNY, Stoneybrook, NY, 1987 .
"Keyn;ote;ihe"
Address," Syracuse Universit y Conference on
Arts, Syracuse University, 1987 .
Computers in
"Six Futgure Directions in Computer ~nimatlon," New York City
$iggraph, New York, September, 1987 .
"Computer Animation Techniques," Computer Art and Design
Conference, School of the Art Institute of Cicago, 1987 .
"Computer Animation in Advertising," =Visual Communications
congress, New' York, June 1887 .
"Tutorial :, Inside the Studio," NCGA, Philadelphia, 1987.
Tutorial Chairman, "Advanced Computer Animation," Siggraph,
Anaheim, CA, J987.
"Tutorial: Inside the Computer . Graphics Design Stgudio," NCGA,
Anaheim, 1986 .
Tutorial Chairman, "Advanced Computer Animation," Siggraph,
ballas, 1986.
,
'
"innovative Computer Images in the Commercial Graphic
Community,' Arts and Technology Symposiu,.. , Connecticut College,
New London, C, 1986 .
"Advehtutes in Fantasyland," ITVA, Princeton, 1986 .
"Seminars," Learning Annex, New York ; 1986 .
"La creativita nell'uso della gratica c mputerlzzata e
4ell'animazione'," L'immagine Ellettronica, Bologna, 1986.
"3D Shaded GHraphics on the Harris System," Keynote Address
at the Harris User Group Annual Meeting, Ft.' Lauderdale, 1986 .

`

1986 .

"ComOut&' Aided Art," Artists Talk On Art, New York,

February

"Creativity and Computer Graphics," NCGA, New York,
October 4, 1985.
"Tutorial :: Designing Computer Animation (Secret Synapse),"
NCGA, Dallas, TX, 1985.
Tutorial Chairman, "Advanced Computer Animation," Siggraph,
$an Franclsco, 'CA, 1985.
"Current Trends in American Computer Animation,' Paragraph,
Paris, 1985.
"Oomouter Graphics and Videodisc," Oranklin Film Festival,
0astle Mill, , Massachusetts, 1984 .
"How to Begin Designing Computer Graphics," Giants of Design,
Smithsonian, Washington DC, 1984.
"Ten Da$ign Ideas for Computer Graphics That Are Still New,`
Convergence, Montreal, 1984 .
"The Computer-Video Fusion," Video dulture, Toronto, 1984 .
"How to Use Computer Animation for logo Production,"
Broadcast Design Association, Los Vegas, 1984 .
1984 .

'Organising A Computer Graphics Facility,' On Line, London,

'Character Animation by Computer," ~anadian International
Animation Festival, Toronto, 1984.
Tutorial bhairman, "Advanced Computer Animation," Siggraph
'84, Minneapolis, 1984 .
.1984 .

"Tutorial : Computer Animation in Advoriising," NCGA, Anaheim,

JUDSON ROSEBUSH
Art Exhibitions
1975-1989
Cynthia Goodman, Curator, "Digital VISIons : Computers and the
Arts," Everson'Museum, Syracuse, and the l6M Gallery, New York
(Space ++ In the video portion), 1988.
"WYSlWfG : What You See Is What You `Get," Blair Art Museum and
Johnsoh Art Museum, PA, 1988.
"Floating . Records," Siggreaph Art Show, 1987.
Adele Shtern, curator, "Pixels: Computer Generated Art
Exhibit," Bridgeport, Connecticut, 1987 .
Patric Prince, curator, Siggraph Art Show, 1986 (Space++)
210 Video Gallery, Music Video Promotions, New York, 1985 .
Siggraph '83 Traveling Art Show, Detroit, Tokyo, 1983.
Long Beach Museum of Art, Long Beach, California, 1983.
Vancouver Art Gallery, December 1983 .
17th Biennai International, Sao Paulo,` Brazil, October 1983 .
Rachel Gellman, curator, Museum of the Surreal and
Fantastique, New York, Friday, March-April ~1982 .
Communlty Workshop, Global Village, New York, Friday, March
9, 1979.
"As We See It,' Museum of Holography, December 1, 1978 thru
February 25, 1979, hologram (Carol Goss, Judson Rosebush, Don
belch, Jeff Kleiser, Hart Perry, Steve Rutt) .i
Brooks Jackson/Gallery lolas, New Yor)c, 1977 (one man) .

TEL .

THE VASULRAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
(505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-0614

January 31, 1992
Judson Rosebush
Tel . 212/398-6600
Fax . 212/757-8283
Dear Judson,
Thank you for your fax with letter and curriculum vitae of
January 27 . ARS ELECTRONICA has sent us a reduced budget . We
have sent along your letter and vitae with a bid for your fee .
I certainly hope that we can work together, and will keep
you posted .
Regards,
MaLin Wilson
Special Projects Coordinator

Dear Woody and Steina,
'

.~~

f°r

Finally we've made our decisions for
AR ELECTROMICA S2 and would
like to tcall you our proposals
concern ng your concept .
Referring to your FAX from
January
we have to make some
additions
concerning
financial and organisation
personnel fees We can offer
matters . As
Woody and SLelaa - curating
ig . +
ncluding overall costs)(
MaLin Wilson - ccordinating
c
David Dun" - essay
vU
David Mueller - technical exp . 8000

David Dunn's essay about history
of video and audit caluctronics
should have a length of apprnximtply
1Q0 pages wh ich would be
~+ the equivalent length to the fee 1
as European standard .
Wu ayi-we with the travelling
costs, but cannot see how the costs
for the preparation of R mar_hirpm
you arc Lu3gatir+g,
chnw
hP the rum
If David r3ucllcrfnris the
paid -,fitI'Lw111
a honoxar4um
8000 US$, how can technical
c£
and schematics be paid
twice ? We propose a total of instructions
US$ 15 .000 for the machines beefing
restored and prepared, that also
acng an sending
them to one place within Lhe ITS ( includes pkid
Wt11Ct1 S"OUIja b-&
 Nc) to have
them shipped to Europe . We.,_.
3'don't
quite
j
understand . Why
are talking about u8-t ._g .
concerning t our meeting you
,o
Santa Fe we iyere talking machines
in
abouL L11W bix iytachines
proposing. ;-- and another
Hocking was
8 which I mentioned in my Ralph
report . we also
would-like to show F,rank Gillettes video
installation and
8uchla's music syn esizer (Vocoder),
which propably sits in the
USA .
._._~~__. ._ . .
For the production of twelve
tapes or discs we cannot see
higher costs than US$ 12 .000 demo
all
together,
besides we'd need to
know more exactly how th ey 'd
be presentdd
e, prouced and what
exact the posts are for how many
and how many discs
Voyager wants to do the software tapes
as a sponsor, it would be. If
a
great thing, otherwise we don't think we
can afford these coy
As you can see this all is Just
the USA 0 which means that we alsothe pre - production of th show in
h ave to pay transport nd
insurances, all travelling
costs
for
Europe (including hotels etc .), the you and other artis s to
design, another technical. expert who catalogue, the exhib Lion
speaks German and h s to be
a connection between David and
thehibii
exton
personnel t the . ./
museum, Bob Okane and other persons
to be trained etc .
a
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Woody and Steina Vasuika
Santa Fe, NM
December 6 thru 7, 1991

Referring to a concept for the show (a total budget of US$ 1Q0.0QQ t,s
available) Woody proposes the following -.

David Mueller receives all the equipments (machines} in Ohio to restore them ; he
probab'y has to install there a studio for that work He should restore them to the

''spirit of the tool". Woody and David are working on the description together, . . ,
Beyond that every machine could be put
,;' " , ;to be presented
where
Florian Srody showed
interactiv . This could happen at Voyager in L .A .
interest in cooperation? .
There has to be made a selection of the tapes and interviews with artists which
should be dome by MaLin Wilson.
There has to be done the writing for the catalogue . Linz and Santa Fe will decide
iso the catalogue sh~ - ~°11 be done 'n cooperation (collecting the
this togethe
real, p~ : jiraphs, taps, films
David Dunn { .ppeare VE . : ~ r oposeQ i:c v
Inventing ail those maonines of that time
at: De

hinb7

-° an article on the sociological point of

!0" rady who says he has all skies and tapes on electronic sound
an 3tays in contact with Woody,

. `i- na rec " ~

the check of USA 5, 000, , in advance for cu¬acing the show.

=f the following machines which Woody and Steina have,
Take
e George Srown Woyer
R Ljef/Etra SC:'
)cessor
. devices of C,
.d gown
- Siegel" Sy;
cnd Video
it

sizer (whose?)
ill send tle concept for the show and a budget until jianuary 1 .

The following machines should be discussed to be 9n the show C
ch hAs Ralph Hocking
;
Eric SiegeVe- 4. apex (Magic Box? rCoior zer? ;
- Steve Beck's Synthesis
Stein? Beck's Videola
Dan Sand!n's and Phil h"lorlcr;'s ; Image processor !'

Bill Hearn's V uium
Bill Heam's Synthetic Flattern Generator
Aido Tarr;bellini"s Slack Spiral (Black Video 11?)

_ Ted Tadlock's display maohne (where s that?)

SENT BY :LIVA Linz

;27- 1-92

; 20 :07

;
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As we have only a total of 100 .000 US$ for the WHOLE event, you
propably will understand that we can't offer you more than a
maximum of 65 .000,- US$ for your work as curators and
organizators within the US . Also we consider you responsible for
the working and functioning of the show during ARS ELECTRONICA
from June 22 thru 27, as you will be present the whole time here
in Linz .
The 65 .000 $ would include all the work you are mentioning in
your concept except the changings we are talking about in this
letter . We are also enthusiastic about the list of interviews you
were sending us which we consider as part of the concept, too . Of
course the curating includes essays for the catalogue as well as
its edition together with Peter Weibel .
As paying conditions we'd propose to pay you the whole budget in
three parts :
immediately
20 .000,- US$
March 15
.000,US$
25
20.
July 6 (end of show)
010-0-1,=
Of course we also can pay overall costs on rendering of accounts
as soon as you send us the bills .
We hope to get your answer very soon to be able to send you the
money and contract immediately after your confirmation . We are
looking forward to have a great exhibition and catalogue here in
Linz and send you and MaLin
Warm regards
i .A . Katharina Gsdllpointner
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TEL .

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
(505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-0614

DATE :

January 7,

TO :

Katharina Gsoellpointner & Peter Weibel,
ARS ELECTRONICA

FROM :

The Vasulkas,

RE :

Exhibition of earl, -.v video tools and tapes I .entatively
titled - PIONEERS OF ELECTRONIC VIDEO ART :
THE TRIBE THAT WORSHIPPED ELECTRICITY

1992

Inc .

ATTACHMENTS :
Letter from Woody
Letter from MaLin
Project Description
List of responsibilities
Description of personnel & their duties
Curriculum Vitae of personnel
Proposed budget for initial. act..ivities
To date lists of tools, tapes, interviews

TEL .
January 7,

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
87501
(505) 471-7181/FAX .
(505) 473-0614

1992

Dear Peter/Katharina,
We are still debating
if and in what
dealing with early
volume we should be
digital imagery and
Pioneering work in
machines .
Although
(with the exception computers comes from academia and industry
of computer films
by the Whitne y br
there are a few
others),
significant contributions
seventiesby individuals
in the early
we know and have
(McArthur, Schier, Jones,
been
and others), and by associated with
much less .
others that
However, the logistics
of making early computerwe know
hardware operational is
awesome .
I am thinking of
Judson Rosebush - an
involving
excellent
historian, producer of
computer craft, etc . book-s on
just too asses the
access the early
scope
of
the
subject and
hardware .
So, let's recapitulate
:
We estimate the budget
of restoration of
machines we are choosing
the
For the exhibition analog/hybrid
between $3,000-5,000
to be somewhere
They will all need
and an input source each .
interface panels
(TV camera) plus
an information package,
projected costs (at
an average of $4,000)
The
devices is $31,400 .
in
the
budget
for
(It is probable
eight,
that the costs will
substantially lower than
be
the estimate, but
If digital. devices
we cannot be sure .
are
involved the expenses
Of course, we could
could double .
have fewer devices .
This brings me to
the realization that
the budget and the
the technical part
seminar (which I would
of
should be fundable from
like to preserve)
other sources, e .g .,
electronic industry or
sponsor from the
parties interested
purchasing the machines .
in utlitmately
We will send the
send a longer fax now list of tapes by mail., as we do not
.
want t; 0

Woody

TEL .
January 7,

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
(505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-0614

1991

Dear Katharina,
Thank you for asking about my mother . She is recovering from
a very grave illness .
Please excuse our delay in preparing our
proposal and budget, which is due, in large part, to my trip to
care for her .
Based upon our discussions with you, we are submitting a
more detailed analysis of the project and a budget for our
activities .
It is our understanding that the Vasulkas, Inc . will
serve as the agent and representative of ARS ELECTRONICA in the
U .S .A . for the purpose of organizing the exhibition of early
video tapes and tools (that, we have tentatively subtitled) PIONEERS OF ELECTRONIC VIDEO ART :
THE TRIBE THAT WORSHIPPED ELECTRICITY .
The complexity of the project, and the shortness of time to
accomplish our tasks makes us feel some urgency in further
clarifying our responsibilities to continue our work .
As stated
in previous communications this will take the full time efforts
of a team - Woody and Steina, myself, David Dunn, and David
Muller . We have all been working in good faith, as you (. --an see
from the enclosed, and, of course, for us to proceed swiftly we
hope to have a quick response from you . We will also need funds
soon (by January 15th) to move ahead with the necessary
swiftness .
As you know, we consider the honorariums for the
individuals on the team to be the most essential part of our
budget- it is the only way we can get all the work done .
Please review our proposal and let us know how to proceed .
This is the way we see its now, but realize that all things can
change, and we seek your guidance .
Warm Regards,

MaLin Wilson
Special Projects Coordinator

ARS ELECTRONICA "Pioneers" Project Description
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EXHIBITION TITLE : Tentatively PIONEERS OF ELECTRONIC VIDEO ART :
THE TRIBE THAT WORSHIPPED
ELECTRICITY
EXHIBITION DATES :

JUNE 22 - July 9, 1992
Opening June 21 - time

EXHIBITION SITE :

Oberosterrei-chisches Landesmuseum
Schloss, Tummelplatz 10 Museumstrasse 1-1,
4020 L~inz, Oberosterreich, Austria

EXHIBITION PERSONNEL :

Peter Wei.bel, Artistic Director,
Catalogue Editor
Dr . Katharina Gsoellpointner, Artistic
Advisor
Woody & Steina Vasulka, Curators*
MaLin Wilson, Coordinator*
David Dunn, Researcher & essayist*
David Muller, Technician & restorer*
?
, Museum curator
?
, Museum technician
Eichinger or Knechtle, Exhibition
Designers

EXHIBITION LIST :
Hardwa re - Electronic video and audio machines, some analog, some
hybrid (analog & digital) dating from approximately 1968-1975 .
Ideally, some of these machines will be fitted with interface
ports so that. they are capable of interactivity with the museum
audience .
The general (standard) interface (panel) must be
decided, perhaps with an industrial designer (or by us, or by the
museum staff?) .
Also, the input for the machines must be
provided by television cameras . Attached is a list of the
machines deemed to be most significant to date .
This list is not
final - it will be affected by availability, condition, and
expense of repair and shipping .
Software - Early tapes will be edited and transferred to a
current format for exhibition purposes .
Some tapes will_ be
edited for use with "live" machines, preferably on laserdisc .
In
our estimates, all. pictorial equipment should be presented can
laserdiscs, including informational material associated with
"live" machines, where, perhaps, a CD-ROM technology would be
proper .
This is still a point of debate amongst ourselves, and
we are consulting with the producers of interactive programming
to make a more accurate estimate of the costs . Attached is a list
of tapes (or excerpts of tapes) which we are currently
considering for exhibition purposes .

ARS ELECTRONICA "Pioneers" Project Description
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EXHIBITION INSTALLATION :
Selection - Woody & Steina in consultation with Peter Weibel will
determine what is most significant for exhibition, including
machines, tapes, and documentation, i .e ., schematic drawings,
photographs, posters, etc . .
The Vasulkas will be on hand for the
installation in the museum from June 7 - June 22 to work with the
technicians
;
;
.
Equ ipme nt - In addition to the machines shipped from the U .S .A .
ARS ELECTRONICA and/or the museum must arrange for additional
equipment to show tapes during the exhibition - i .e ., t. .v .
cameras, monitors, projectors, and speakers as needed .
It
be important to determine the technical . staff available in
and to determine how the appropriate installation can be
accomplished at the museum .
Desi n - All design will be provided for by Eichinger or
Knechtle . A schedule will be needed from ARS ELECTRONTCA that is
agreeable to the designers and the museum so that materials :an
be prepared for their use .
EXHIBITION CATALOGUE :
A catalogue for the exhibition will. be edited by the Vasulkas and
Peter Weibel ., Artistic Director of ARS ELECTRONICA . Woody
Vasulka and David Dunn will write descriptions of the early
machines and an essay that is an overview of the socio, political
and philosophical concerns of the era .
MaLin Wilson will provide
biographical information on the artists & tool_ makers, and a
chronology of important events .
MaLin Wilson will also
coordinate the permissions for copyrights and reproduction rights
from the participating artists and technicians . The design and
printing of the catalogue will be done in Austria .
A schedule is needed so that all materials can be ready at the
proper time .
Since the Vasulkas will be teaching in Frankfurt
from April. - July 1992, it woijl. .d be best for Mal+in Wilson to come
to Europe for a week to work with them and Peter Weibel .
EXHIBITION ARTISTS & TOOL MAKERS RENTAL FEES -???
This is one of the most difficult parts of the plan to project
this time .
It is not known if the participating tool designers
and artists may require fees to include their work in the
exhibition .
Hardware - For the toolmaker, restoration of their machine and
inclusion in the exhibition/catalogue may be payment enough, but
this will. most certainly be an individual arrangement, with each
situation unique to the personality . Consequently, the amount
needed has not been estimated .

ARS ELECTRONICA "Pioneers" Project Description
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Sof tware - For the artists most of their tapes will need to be
reformatted for the purposes of the exhibition .
Again the total
cost, is very difficult to estimate at this time . The rang of
rental fees for showing artist's tapes can be anywhere f rom
$35 .00 to $250 .00 depending upon the artist, the work(s)
selected, and the frequency of play .
There is a body of work
which has been produced institutionally where a fee is n o t;
rnecessaril.y required, and some industries may donate their work
for free .
EXHIBITION RELATED SEMINAR & TRAVEL -???
In our first communications we proposed a techno-aesthetic ; preinstallation seminar where technical and criticat language should
be discussed with the authors of the machines and the potentially
"new" interface with the humanities . At the same time we hoped
to initiate and train personnel to operate the machines for the
exhibition .
At this point we cannot anticipate the travel
expenses nor honorariums for the speakers, as we do not, know what
tool makers ARS ELECTRONICA would wish to invite . Of course,
Woody and Steina will be in Europe and any
instal.lation/training/ lecturi.ng by David Dunn, David Muller or
MaLin Wilson would be included in their fee, but. travel expenses
(including accommodations and meals) in Europe have not been
included in the U .S .A . activities budget .
We understand that You
and Peter have decided on a l i.mi ted attendance of (1
;h ree
artists/technicians) .
Ideally we believe that a pane .!. should
consist of Jean-Pierre Boyer, Don Buchla, Beck, Morton/Sandin,
David Dunn, the Vasulkas, plus a few more depending on their
:importance and ability to articulate .
EXHIBITION SHIPPING & INSURANCE -???
The shipping arrangements for machines to be restored and tape
duplication/transfer to laserdiscs within the U .S .A . will be
coordinated by the Vasulkas Inc . While we can assist with the
arrangements and estimates of value for insurance coverage to
Austria we can not anticipate fully and accurately what the costs
will be at this date .
However, ARS ELECTRONICA is surely aware
that the machine restoration will be much more reasonably done in
the U .S .A . because of the availability of the parts and the low
value of the dollar .

U .S .A ./VASULKAS INC . EXHIBITION PERSONNEL
Woody & Steina Vasulka, Curators, will locate, {" ontact, and
continue to interact with all of the artists, technician* and
other key personalities of the period .
They will interview these
personalities, collect tapes, documents and machines from them .
Their on-going task will be to evaluate the significance of the
materials .

ARS ELECTRONICA "Pioneers" Project Description
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Woody wil_1 be the primary person responsible for the
grand overview, the hardware (tools) and the technical
aspects of preparing the exhibition .
Ile will_ interview
the tool makers, physically handle the machines, and
work with David Mulller to test, repair and create
schematics of the machines . He will also oversee the
interactive component for the exhibition/installation,
and the laserdisc technology needed for the programs .
Steina will be in charge of the software or videotapes .
She
will view all the possible tapes, and oversee the
restoration from earlier, obsolete formats to a current
format ready for exhibition .
Steina will also be the main
financial officer .
MaLin Wilson, Coordinator, will organize al.l of the activities
of, and materials collected by Woody & Steina, David Dunn and
David Muller . A curator since 1973, she will also co-ordinate
all research, arrange the shipping & insurance of machines and
tapes, the collection of archival. documents and photographs, and
their reproduction .
She will schedule the preparation and
transfer of all materials so that they are received by the
curators, editors, and designers in Austria in a timely fashion .
David Dunn,
interviews,
the similar
provide the
background,
machines .

essayist,
will pursue original research, conduct.
and gather materials that explore the relationship of
characteristics of audio and vi.deo . David Dunn will
socio, economic, political, and philosophical
in addition to writing specific descriptions of the

David Muller, technician & restorer, will set up a workshop for
receiving all of the machines that need restoration, test the
machines, restore the machines in dialogue with the authors, and
complete documentation of the machine so that schematics and
block diagrams can be clone .
lle may also specify interface ports
so that the machines can be "live" during the exhibition . We
agree with David Muller that his work ends with the information
"in pencil." - meaning that his work is not to appear in the
exhibition .
We agreed that a graphic artist will interpret this
information for the installation .
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VASULKAS . INC .
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO) 87501
U .S .A .
Tel : 50 .5/471-7181
Fax : 50 .5/473-0614
January 15,

1992

ARS REECTRONICA
FAX :
011/43(732)283745
Dear Katharina,
We have received your
fax and appreciate your embarrassment.
over the shortened
budget; for ARS ELECTRONICA .
Of course,
we
feel that this
i s such an important exhibition conceptually and
historically
that we are quite saddened by ` .hey situation .
As of
today we are suspending our work on the exhibirion until wo hear
from you .
For your information,
we have fully expended the
$5,000
advance, which
includes the airline tickets and travel expenses
for Woody
and David's visit
to California . from
January '.'.3-27 .
They will complete this trip .
As the time continues to pass, we are faced with the reality
that without a firm contract and funding in hand,
an exhibition
with
a catalogue looks more and
more impossible
to accomplish
with the fullness and attention i t deserves .
Of nourso, a modest
exhibition could
be pulled together,
but the concept
ready
deserves
full
exposition .
Could
we
suggest
that this
exhibition/catalogue be schedu l_ed to coincide with next. year's
ARS EIaECTRONICA festival .
With the proper lead time, and
the
opportunity to work closely with they museum and the desinners we
could do this show the right way .
Woody and Steina and I will
be anxious to bear 'rom you and
Pener .
We realize that you are in a very difficult. position, and
only wish to be as supportive and
helpful as possible .
We send
you and Peter our affection .
Warm regards,

NOTES REGARDING A SCHEDULE OF PROPOSED PAYMENTS
TO ACCOMPLISH OUR
RESPONSIBILITIES ON TIME
Based upon the enclosed budget we request ; funds
be transferred to the
corporation account in the following amounts on the
following date :-; :
January 15
Hon . $
15,300
TT-ave t
3,350
Tools
15,700
Tapes
8,000
Repros
1,1 .25
Overhead 1, .500
44,1375
Roc , d
-5,0()0
Amt .
39,975

February 15

March 15
i5, .'y00

1.5,700
8,000
1,1.25
1,50()

8,000

26,325

24,800

June 10
1.5,40;0

1,500
15,400

Please be assured that all unused funds will be
returned to ARS
ELECTRONICA .
Deposits can be made directly into the Vastlkas ?nc,
bank
account :
4 .56-643
Bank of Santa ;'<e
f . t) . Box 2027
Santa Fe, New Mexico
37504-2027
Personnel
We sijggest that all hone
First third - Janu,Second th i. rd - Febj
Last third/in Austj

-)f o~je third

.~

Travel
As to the res , , of the fi
travel money .
The trav
travel will be for the
machines, tapes and doe
Total - January 15

°°

`;

._Tools - or Hardware
David Muller will need
finished restoring the
deposits of funds to cover the expenses .
Half - .January 15
Half - February 1.5

for all of the
ry 15th .
T3ie
ecti orl of

Re__

Re_- ._Tapes or Software
First third - January 1 5
Second third - February 15
Last, third - March 15

,nary Ist arid be
we need two

VASULKAS, INC .
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
U .S .A .
Tel : 505/471-7181
Fax : 505/473-0614
January 13,

1992

ARS ELECTRONICA
FAX :
011/43(732)283745
Dear Katharina,
Thank you for the faxes of January 7 and 13 .
We are busy
here .
Woody has been talking to Judson Rosebush, the additional
team member we will need to include .
Rosebush is an expert, on
the digital_ machines and information .
The inclusion of Lhe
digital was requested by
Peter during a recent telephone
conversation .
I have requested Rosebush's curriculum vitae and
will send it to you as soon as it arrives .
We think that
Rosebush should receive the same fee as David Dunn for a very
similar task - his expertise, research and an essay .
I have read through your report .
You were very busy!
Regarding the interview with Tambellini and Siegel I feel that, we
still need to get more specific information from them .
Woody
will be visiting with Siegel next week .
Obviously we are anxious to have a firm agreement with you
based upon the concept and budget that was sent to ,you . To move
forward we need a ct" ontract and a deposit of funds .
With affection,
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Obernahmebest9tigung

Mit der Obernahme von 300 Stuck Katalogen "Eigenwelt der Apparatewelt" a S
200,-- erklare ich, dap damit samtliche Forderungen von Seite der Vasulkas Inc .
an die LIVA betreffend "Ars Electronica 92" abgegolten sind.
Weitere Forderungen werden von der LIVA nicht mehr zur Kenntnis genommen .

Linz, 19 .11 .1992

(Steina Vasulkas)
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Linz,

12/27/91

Dear Win . Dear SISMa and Woody,
:wnx yo" for yni7 FAY from Zez . 21 . well, finally :V back to
1 7 ' 0 Wally varY exhouszed . The j=rnay W59 a areaz
anC very interes1ing trip thoogh 1 feel prezty consumed", : me-,
-wonderfol people and learzed a Mt .
This is ny report of 741
.ast toys : afner Mn Sandin in Chlcagc 7 met Aldo Tambellini i .
Boston anj did an lntaivie ,"O with nim . ~, went no the Computez
Mu s w .r
-°e, hn7 1 o . +" . Wink tha :e are any iniaresting zhlnj-~
T New York Z
ZernL ". our sAnw .i
men nrhara We M Frank
llen7n ano seems to have his 'wipe cycle" V
vope, 7 als-,
.y, abonz his
and Gloria E :ra, all! ZCM me a 1 F"
:toes!:
ork ana also wtere no find his machine
r :ver ?~Ino the last two days Ove :uaz star
repori . 1 ;sees !V11 be Anished next geek W
aer Pate : to discuss ry
,e
him, 711 send you K
aierial wfthin We next dayE 11 also have 70 have the inzi .:
iscrAhal a% d Me picznres developped) .
19 yo
Aonher . MaLln, I hope she is well again and Y=
sy abDut her,
1

4AS! yC . all a Happy Tel
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VASULKAS . INC .
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE ~ NEW MEXICO B7501
U .S .A .
Tel : 505/471-7181
Fax : 505/473-0614
December 26 ~ 1991
ARS ELECTRONICA
FAX :
011/43(732)7837
Dear Katharina ~
We are most concerned that we have not heard from you .
Please qive us feedback about your New York and Boston contacts .
Were you able to meet with Tambellini and Etra? Are you
preparinq a report for us? What materials did you collect? Did
you meet any people that you invited to Ars Electronica?
Your silence has worried us~
Warm reqards~

**V4--

We hope that vou are well .
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VASULKAS, INC .
ROUTE 6 FOX 100
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
U .S .A .
TEl : 505/471-7181
FAX : 505/473-0614
December 21, 1991
FAX :

011143(732)2837

Dear Katharina,
We hope you are safely home and well .
We are most anxious to know the results of your visit .
I
have only today returned from caring for my mother . We will be
preparing a detailed proposal and budget for you so that you can
have it by January 1 .
Thank you for sending the Dill Hearn tapes. Did you pick up
any other documentation . photos . or do any interviews?
If so,
please send us copies .
Warm regards,
MaLi n
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IN nLirl,

Thanks for your fax and all the informations, There are a fe ,,,
changes 1r ry .3-1 ; , Cdule, please n .ctice :
I will stay in Chicago from Dec 15 thru 17 now, as I hsve too
if 1 J , :tist stay a half day . That means that

liLtf.e tlra4 there
T 1 11 be in moatnr-

only from 17 thru 18, in. Washington from IS
an6
then
in
NYC, where ;r leave on Dec 21 .
L'iru 19
A hotel in Santa Fe will be booked for me, but please can y--.
reserva the shuttledack ; arriving in Alburquerque on Dec .5 at
12 .30 (noon) ; leaving Alburquerclue on Dec . 7 at 6 .30 a .m .

.
r`lelQ
. .,
a :rd Son biego sd that
already :av8 a car reserved fOw LA
~won' L be a prop-c : .
A problem I s ",J11 see ..4 my Journey to Binghampton which I hopa
t.o be able to do Just for two days (one night), Y think it wou 1 A
be best 'LU coo this from Monday Dec .2 till. Tuesday, Deo .31 and
think I'll go there by bias or piano Thie also depends on w':ere
have to as , 4<<y tra.vel agency to aria-~°could stay there,
thing
.)
So
please
notice these two days four my
the whole
.Hocking/Sherry
Miller and D . Jorc s and
w1th
R
appointments
. ~cArth', : ,
All the rest seems q'.:ite clear iF ~. .e moment, please keep me
::ntormeM abou~ " , . . '-er rixed ap;t.ments .
my

kindest

S4.~tie~~.~

~
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THE VASULKAS, INC .
99 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
(505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-0614

November 21, 1991
Dear Katharina,
Please be assured that we are contacting the necessary
people regarding your scheduled visit and that while you are in
Santa Fe we will devote ourselves full-time to you .
Following is
a list of the people that we feel you need to see during your
travels . All of these people will be spoken to before you arrive
and you can make the daily appointments . Everyone that Steina and
Woody has contacted have been very enthusiastic and forthcoming .
They have many archival materials, notebooks, old tools .
Those people that we have already contacted have an asterisk :'
Contact

Telephone #

Contribution

New York/Binghampton : November 31 - December 4/5
Nam June Paik
Currently in Dusseldorf for retrospective
'Barbara wise,
212/255-0315
Organized first
widow of Howard Wise
video exhibition :
& executor of estate
TV AS A CREATIVE
with Frank Gillette, Artist
MEDIUM, 1969
(Also, Barbara possesses some early period technological art .
Howard Wise sponsored Eric Siegel's colorizer and synthesizer)
Bill Etra
201/585-2120 or
(Actually in New Jersey) 201/567-3169

Rutt/Etra scan
processor

C . T . Lui
Owner of CTL
Electronics,
video equipment store

Early history &
manufactured first
keyers/colorizers

212/233-0754

John Godfrey
203/227-3439
Former technical director
of WNET Workshop
Ted Tadlock (spelling?)
Binghampton
Ralph Hocking/
607/687-5045
Sherry Miller
Founders of Experimental Center
Also : David Jones
Donald McArthur

Large collection of
experimental tools
including N .J .Paik
installations/
machines

N .B . Binghampton is remote and very inconvenient to visit, but we
consider it a very high priority . Please be forewarned that it
will take 4 1/2 hours each way no matter how you decide to go plane, bus or auto .
Santa Fe : December 5 - 7
If you inform me of your arrival time I will make a reservation
for you on the airport transport called the Shuttlejack, from
Albuquerque to Santa Fe (a distance of 60 miles) . We will also
make a reservation for you at a reasonable but well-located
inn/hotel for the nights of December 5 & 6 .
Los Angeles/San Diego : December 7 - 11
Koko, wife Peter K
-, t)n h
Founder of Homer Productions
Michael Scroggins
San Diego
Eric Siegel --./

Original video
synthesizer

Ron Hayes
Shua-Abe synthesizer
WGBH - Boston
N .B . In Los Angeles you will probably need to rent a car and then
drive to San Diego .
San Francisco : December 11 - 15
'Skip Sweeney
415/648-9040
(He looks forward to meeting you,
& has all the early posters in his
possession)

History - early
feedback
experiments/
First video
festivals

Bill Hearn
415/848-6121
Inventor of Videum
Engineer for E .A .B Lab Electronic Assoc . of Berkeley
(Has an early notebooks with drawings, some partial machines, a
video and a 16 mm film)
Stephen Beck
synthesis

415/

Don Buchla

415/528-4446

History NCET-KQED

Chicaqo : December 16
Dan Sandin
213/892-6893
Phil Morton

Artist/video
Sound synthesis/
History
Image Processor

We are still tracking down the people and telephone numbers
for many of the visits you will make after Santa Fe . We predict
that Los Angeles/San Diego will be rather sparsely scheduled, but
that San Francisco will be heavily scheduled .
As far as Boston we have only two suggestions Fred Barzyk &
Aldo Tambellini
BLACK SPIRAL
(Tape &
installation)
As to the remainder of your time in Boston and Washington we are
sure that you have good information from Christine Schopf .
We look forward to your upcoming visit as we are anxious to
begin work on this interesting exhibition/catalog .
Warm regards,

wl~

November 14, 1991
liatharina Gsoellpointner
Ars E:lectronica
Dear hatharina,
Woody, Steina and I have met to discuss your letter of
November 12th regarding your up coming visit to the U .S . We
are most anxious to establish direct communication with you .
This is a complicated project, and to meet the schedule in
.June will require a great, deal of coordination and
conc , eritrated effort, by many different, people . We are
anxious to initiate our efforts as soon as possible .
We are very excited about an "origins of video"
evhihition and publication .
Looking at your proposed
itinerary we realized that. we should clarify the focus of
our curatorial interest . Our expertise in the origins of
enrly video is concentrated on the creative individuals who
made personal tools, hot.h early analog and eari,." digital .
The primary criteria of our interest are the personal
M-t . i s t,/c " reator as inventor, who consequently created wc ;rk
in teal time and witli hybrid electronic tools .
Utilitarian
us"s of video (including commercials, pop tochno-(-ulture and
scientific visualization) produced in institutional and
industrial environmants with an emphasis on animation are
outside of our knowledge and interest .
Regarding your itinerary, many of the individuals you
will need to see are rather inaccessible and eccentric .
Tt
t .ill be necessary for Woody and Steina to negotiate by
telephone with most of these individuals at length to
arrange your meetings with them . Tt might. even be necessary
for Woody or Steina to accompany you in a few cases . Tn
order for us to proceed we must be clear about, our request
fc;r thr, minor administrative fee of $600 .
If you really
w,"int to move forward this money should be tele-transferred
to our account so that, we can concentrate our efforts toward
your project .
WE " look
forward t.o working with you on this important
areri of knoi,:Ied.ge - a period in video that wil I become
hard(-r and harder to reconstruct as time continues t.()
d .i -;t,an(-e us .
Warm regards,

Malin Wilson
Coor~d ina.tor
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Dear stems arfl V,'c~ :5c1y,
taank you fOr your fmxes from Nov . 4 and 7 .
1 wool¢ like ro
discus your proposals and concept with
you
"r thea
I've made up a travelling plan ' , r beginning at Santa Fe
of
^eC6
.nber
.Looks like this
-ich
:
leaving from Austria and arrlv_ y in A'YG
At NOV, 30 .
NYC ; 30/1 : thru 5,12
leaving NYC on 5/12 going to Santa Fe
thru 7/12
leaving Santa Fe on 7/1,2 going to L .A ./San
Diego thru 11/12
leaving L .A . On 11/'? for San Fran . th : ;: 15/"2
leaving San Fra.ri, on 15/12 for Chicago thru
leaving Chicago ors 16/+2 for bosto :i (Computery6/1i
Muse=,) thru 17/12
leaving Boston on ].7/12 for Washington
(Smithronian)
Chru 1g/12
18/1.2 : back to NYC and Aus- :ia
This schedule is made up after your 1.1st from Nov,4,
proposing to go to aostan and Washington as Christine I'm also
Schbpf from
CRF recornended it to me, If yo ;: think, it
wouldn'tbe
please tell me . Besides I'd like to ask if you see any possible,
possibility to vistit Silicon valley MuseUrYt . This
CUUld be
connected with my stay in .
.A
L
7 would be very glaa if you could arrange it w;,th
Pr - sons on your list, that I'll he there tho days all the
..nova . After this 1 can fix the 6613y appointments mentioned
also would to thankful, is you'd do this for me in myself, but
certain cases
(e .g . 1f some of the artists/inventors have a
difficult
time-table etc .)
At my stay in Santa Fe we also can prepare our contract
and clear
the budget . 1 think it'll be possible to bring the
administrative
fee as wall .
If You think 1t should be necessary that one of
is coming
with me to some p"~acea please tell r:e so that we you
can cocrdinate
a,;, _ a c, haduIa .
I'd be happy to receive your answer ver

soon .

-

SENT BY :LIlrA Lint
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Dear Woody and Steina,
Finally we've made our
deciaiona for ARS ELECTRONZCA 92
like to tell you our proposals
concerning your concept . and would
Referring to your FAX from
January 7

we have to make some
additions concerning financial and
organisation
matters . As
personnel fees we can offer
Woody and SLeina - curating
15000 (including overall costs)
MaLin Wilson - ccordinating
5000
David Dunn - essay
3000
David Mueller - technical exp . 8000
David Dunn's essay about history
of video and audio electronics
should have a length of approximately
100 pages which would be
the equivalent length to the
fee as European standard .
We agree with the travelling
costs, but Crlnnot see how the costs
for the proparatinri of $ macMinam
for tha

ahnw will hA the 811111
Yvu arc "Oudg"irzg . Ig David
Mucllcr lo paid s+ith a honaraa-Lum
8000 US$, how
o£

can technical
and schematics
twice? We propose a total of instructions
US$ 15 .000 for the machines be paid
restored and prepared, that also
beeing
them to one place within Lhe Us includes packing and sending
them shipped to Europe . We also (which should be NYC) to have
are talking about just 8 machinesdon't quite understand . why you
Santa Fe we were talking abOLL L11e. Concerning to our meeting in
nix machinea Ralph Hocking
proposing, and another 8 which I
was
mentioned
in my report . We alao
would like to show Frank Gillettes
video installation and
euchla's music synthesizer (Vocoder),
which propably sits in the
USA .
For the production of twelve
tapes or discs we cannot see
higher costs than US$ 12 .000 demo
all
together,
besides we'd need to
know more exactly how they'd be
presented,
produced and what
exact the costs are for how many tapes
and how many discs . If
Voyager wants to do the software
as a sponsor, it would be a
great thing, otherwise we don't think
we can afford these costs .
As you can see this all is just
the pre- production of the show
the USA, which means that
in
we
also
have to pay transport and
insurances, all travelling costs for
Europe (including hotels etc .), the you and other artists to
catalogue, the exhibition
design, another technical expert
who
speaks German and has to be
a connection between David and the
exhibition
personnel at the
museum, Bob Okane and other persons
to be trained etc .

SENT BY :LIVA Linz
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for the WHOLE event, you
offer you more than a
maximum of 65 .000,- US$ for your work as curators and
organizators within the US . Also we consider you responsible for
the working and functioning of the show during ARS ELECTRONICA
from June 22 thru 27, as you will be present the whole time here
in Linz .
As we have only a total of 100 .000 US$
propably will understand that we can't

The 65 .000 $ would include all the work you are mentioning in
your concept except the changings we are talking about in this
letter . We are also enthusiastic about the list of interviews you
were sending us which we consider as part of the concept, too . Of
course the curating includes essays for the catalogue as well as
its edition together with Peter Weibel .
As paying conditions we'd propose to pay you the whole budget in

three parts :
20 .000,- US$
25 .000,- US$
20 .000,- US$

immediately
March 15
July 6 (end of show)

of course we also can pay overall costs on rendering of accounts
as soon as you send us the bills .
We hope to get your answer very soon to be able to send you the

money and contract immediately after your confirmation . We are
looking forward to have a great exhibition and catalogue here in
Linz and send you and MaLin
Warm regards
i .A . Katharina Gs6llpointner

Dr . Gerald O'Grady
Director
342 Abbott Hall
Buffalo, NY 14214
USA

4/11/91

Dear Mr . O'Grady,
Peter Weibel was asking me to contact you concerning your text
about the history of electronic music instruments as well as
photos and slides on the collection of Mr . Bode . We would like to
have this for a catalogue which will be issued at an exhibition
about the pioneers of electronic arts which will take place at
Ars Electronica 92 (22-27/6/91) in Linz .
Maybe it could be possible, too, to show the slides at the
exhibition itself . But before all we would like to see the
material to be able to think about using it - if you'd agree with
that at all .
I'm going to the US in Novemer/December, maybe we could arrange a
meeting and talk about the whole thing . Then I also can tell you
more about the festival and the exhibition which of Woody and
Steina Vasulka are the curators .
With kindest regards
Sincerely
Linzer Veranstalt ,~ngsgesmbH
i .A .

(Dr . Katharina Gshllpointner)
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THE VASULKAS INC .
471-7181 FAX :4T3-0614
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE NM 87501

THE VASULKAS, INC .
June 1, 1992
Dear Katharina,
Today, I have reviewed the "loose end" between ARS ELECTRONICA
Please respond to the following concerns :
and The Vasulkas, Inc .
Re Phil Morton :
In a May 5 fax you indicated that ATS 40,000 had set aside for
Phil's visit and in a May 6 fax agreed to paying $2,000 US for
rental and shipping (since he could not actually come) . Based
upon your promise Phil has spent many hours restoring his "IP"
and shipped the instrument to us . You must send us $2,000 US so
that we can bring this instrument to Linz for the exhibition .
Re catalog :
In your May 25 fax you said that you would "try to transfer"
$10,350 . Woody has already communicated with you about this, but
upon reviewing the correspondence I am concerned that you only
mention $10,350 and do not address the full budget agreed to by
Peter Weibel for editing, layout and design of the catalog 14,735 US$ . Are you ignoring this budget and the balance of
$4,385? The full amount was promised by Peter Weibel .
Re shipping :
Have the instrument crates arrived safely? Are they at the
museum yet? I hope that you noticed that our 14 crates were half
the cubic feet estimated, i .e . shipping costs should be less than
you anticipated . As you know we are concerned about return
shipping and re-import to the US . The Vasulkas had to pay a
custom fee after the last year's Ars Electronica to get their
equipment back . A number of the pieces will have to be separated
and crated for return shipping .
Re Buchla :
Please remember that as per your fax of March 26th ARS agreed to
pay the excess baggage charge for hand carrying the Buchla to
Linz . This cost will be due to the Vasulkas upon their arrival in
Linz .
Re David Muller's per diem in Linz :
As an employee of the Federal government in the U .S ., David
Muller is accustomed to receiving a standard published per diem
rate when he travels . You have not informed us what his per diem
rate will be during his lengthy stay while he serves as
technician on your exhibition installation in Austria .

Re final payment to The Vasulkas, Inc . :
In our initial contract (excluding the catalog) The Vasulkas
Since the
agreed to pay all expenses incurred in the U .S . .
bills
have been
contract states that they will be paid after all
received by ARS ELECTRONICA and there are no outstanding bills
for ARS ELECTRONICA to pay, please note that the final payment of
$10,000 US will be due and expected upon the Vasulkas arrival in
Linz .
I would like to reiterate that all payments to The Vasulkas, Inc .
are tax-exempt .
Based upon your fax of May 25 we expect the first payment of the
Because of our
catalog costs - $10,350 .00 - be paid immediately .
our
sub-contractors
based
their rates
tax-exempt status all of
cannot
be
penalized
by
a direct
upon such a status and they
the
taxes
.
We
also
calculate
that
payment in which you deduct
due
to
The
Vasulkas,
Inc
.
:
the following funds are
Morton restoration, rental & Shipping . . . . . . . .
Catalog editing, design, layout, film . . . . . . . . .
Balance of final of exhibition curatorial fee .
Buchla shipping to Linz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.$ 2,000 .
.
4,385 .
. 10,000 .
.
?

If there are any significant differences between our
understanding of the above and yours, please inform us before we
depart for Linz . Woody leaves very soon .
This is going to be a wonderful exhibition and catalog .
Regards,

MAXIMUM TRAVEL PER DIEM ALLOWANCES
FOR FOREIGN AREAS
SECTION 925, A SUPPLEMENT TO THE
STANDARDIZED REGULATIONS (GOVERNMENT
CIVILIANS, FOREIGN AREAS)

April 1,

1992

Any place in Austria is $98 per
day lodging, plus $68 per day
for meals and
incidental expenses, for a maximum per
diem of $166, US dollars .
The regulations give the traveler
a choice of taking per diem, or
itemizing
expenses for a maximum of 150x of
per diem, or $50 more, which ever
is larger .
The University of Iowa pays its
employees under government contracts
, the per
diems lisied in this document . 'Rather
than a maximum amount, It is the
amount
everyone gets .

GENERAL POWER OF ATTORNEY
STATE OF NEW MEXICO )
COUNTY OF SANTA FE

)

ss

I, Steina Vasulka, having a present mailing address of
Route 6, Box 100
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501
which is located in Santa Fe County, New Mexico, appoint my friend,
Lawrence Steven Taub
of Santa Fe, New Mexico as my attorney-in-fact having a general
power of attorney .
A . Powers : Without limiting the scope of this general power of
attorney, my attorney-in-fact is authorized to act for me and in my
name, place, and stead, and on my behalf, and for my use and
benef it
Financial Accounts : To open, maintain and close
1.
checking, savings or brokerage accounts in any bank, savings
and loan association, credit union, investment firm or similar
institutions ; to receive, endorse, and deposit negotiable
instruments made or drawn to my order ; to issue, receive or
endorse with my name checks, drafts and orders for the payment
of money to or from any account of mine (including those
payable to my attorney-in-fact) ; to agree to and sign in my
name any authority, signature card or other document related
to those accounts .
2.
Safe-Deposit Boxes : To lease, maintain and close
safe-deposit boxes in any banking or other institution ; to
enter any safe-deposit box or place of safekeeping of property
now or in the future maintained in my name or on my behalf
without anyone else being present ; to agree to and sign in my
name any authority, signature card or other document related
to a safe-deposit box .
hold,
manage,
sell,
Sale
or
Exchange :
To
3.
exchange, lease, make contracts for any term irrespective of
the duration of this general power of attorney and to convey
or transfer any property owned by me, including real property
or any interest in real property, at the prices and upon the
terms and conditions and in the manner as my attorney-in-fact
shall determine .
4.

Investments :

To

retain

without

liability

for

depreciation or loss any investments originally owned by me or
acquired on my behalf by my attorney-in-fact, and to invest
and reinvest all or any part of my property in real property
or any interest in real property, certificates of deposit or
other interest-bearing financial accounts or investments,
stocks (both preferred and common), bonds, notes and other
obligations of corporations, shares in real estate trusts,
mutual funds, and in any other kind of property ; to buy, sell,
and trade in securities of any nature, including short sales
or on margin, and for those purposes to maintain and operate
margin accounts with brokers, and to pledge any securities
held or purchased by brokers as security for loans and
advances made to my attorney-in-fact .
5.
Borrowing : To make advances and to borrow money in
my name upon any terms and conditions as my attorney- in-fact
may determine to be reasonable ; to issue promissory notes
payable by me and to secure their payment by mortgaging or
pledging any part of my property .
6.
Debts and
Expenses :
To compromise,
compound,
release, and discharge debts and claims of every kind, nature
or description owing to or by me ; to pay taxes, expenses,
costs and charges incurred or arising in connection with the
administration and management of my affairs .
Real
Property
Management :
enter
7.
To
into
real
property
;
to
develop
real
possession of
improve or
property ;
to construct,
alter or repair buildings or
structures ; to settle boundary lines ; to grant easements and
other rights ; to partition and to join with co-owners and
others in dealing with real property ; to enter into, renew,
extend or renegotiate leases .
8.
Corporate
Activities :
To
participate
in
corporate reorganizations, recapitalizations, consolidations,
mergers,
exchanges,
liquidations
and
creditors'
and
bondholders' agreements ; to exercise voting rights and issue
proxies (which may be discretionary and with power of
substitution)
in
connection with any
stock
or
other
securities ; to exercise rights and options to purchase shares
of stock and to sell the option stock or retain it as an
investment ; to sell or redeem fractional shares of stock .
9.
Agents and Related Parties : To employ brokers,
agents,
investment counsel,
custodians,
accountants and
attorneys ; to deal with or to hold or invest any part of my
property in common or undivided interests with any person or
entity
regardless
of
the
relationship
between
my
attorney-in-fact and that person or entity .
10 .

Execution

of

Instruments :

To

execute

deeds,

executed and delivered by my attorney-in-fact shall bind myself and
my
heirs,
personal
representatives,
distributees,
legal
representatives, successors, and assigns .
C . Inducement : For the purpose of inducing any bank, broker,
custodian, insurer, lender, transfer agent,or any other party to
accept the authority of my attorney-in-fact granted in this power
of attorney as currently effective, I represent, warrant and agree
that, if this power of attorney is terminated for any reason
whatsoever, I and my heirs, personal representatives, distributees,
legal representatives, successors, and assigns will save that party
harmless from any loss suffered or liability incurred by that party
in acting in accordance with this power of attorney prior to
receipt of written notice of termination, regardless of the length
of the period of time elapsing after the date this instrument is
signed by me .
D . Liability of Attorney-in-Fact : Under no circumstances shall
my attorney-in-fact incur any liability to me or to any person
claiming an interest in property through me for acting or
refraining from acting as my attorney-in-fact, except for my
attorney-in-fact's own willful misconduct or gross negligence .
E . Duration : The authority of my attorney-in-fact shall
commence and be in full force and effect on the date of execution
of this instrument and shall remain in full force and effect for
the remainder of my natural life or until such earlier time as I
give notice in writing that the authority is revoked . In the event
I am at any time incompetent, incapacitated or unable to act on my
own behalf because of any physical or mental infirmity, mysterious
disappearance, duress, or for any other reason, the authority of my
attorney-in-fact shall continue in full force and effect ; the
authority of my attorney-in-fact shall not lapse by reason of the
appointment of a guardian or conservator of my person or property .
This instrument is intended to create a durable power of attorney .
F . Guardian : I nominate Lawrence Steven Taub of Santa Fe, New
Mexico as conservator and guardian of my estate and guardian of my
person in the event that protective proceedings for my person or
estate are commenced .
G . Governing Law : This power of attorney shall be governed by
the laws of the State of New Mexico . Should any provision of this
instrument be held invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction,
that invalidity shall not effect the other provisions which shall
remain in full force and effect .
H . General Power of Attorney : This instrument is to be
construed and interpreted as a general power of attorney . The
enumeration of specific items, rights, acts, or powers is not
intended to, nor does it, limit or restrict the general powers
granted to my attorney-in-fact .

I have signed my name this ) Z

IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
June, 1992 .

44

day of

Steina Vasulka

STATE OF NEW MEXICO )
COUNTY OF SANTA FE

)

ss .

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me on this
day of June, 1992 by Steina Vasulka .
OFFICIAL SEAL'
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THE MAGICAL EYE
intermedium
Peter Weibel in THE MAGICAL EYE (expanded mouiej -ev~ eclby Valie Export and Peter Weibel . A real sound
picture, a resonating screen! The first self-generating sound
screen in the world . Normally sound is produced in the projector .
Wii.it i.hC 1iyili, avuud i iim mr-i.nud (pr1ui.uyrdphCd zivuIId) dCVC1UPCd by
Vogt, Engel and Mesalle in the 1920s, sound frequency is converted
into light fluctuations which, in turn, influence the lightsensitive sheet of film strip moving by at a constant speed
. When
the film is shown, the light of the lamp is modulated
by the
fluctuations in brightness recorded on the edge of the film strip .
A photo cell records the light fluctuations that control the
loudspeakers after a given amplification . In THE MAGICAL EYE the
sound is produced on a screen equipped with photo cells and
rrlallc . The light nrndllres snivnd . which iG unril lnlld cinrp it has
been greatly amplified . The film used is a film with abstract
patterns . If a pattern is dark then the sound is deep, if it is
bright there is a high sound . The light valence is not measured as
the sum of the whole surface . Rather, the individual pulses of
diverse cells are added depending on how the light falls on them .
The result is a powerful sound collage . It is not the soundtrack
that produces the light fluctuations but the projected film (or
the audience or the lighting in the room, etc .) . The screen,
equipped with a number of photo cells, directly converts the light
P 1 ur+sia f i nnc S of n znio rid P rPrc~~o»r i Pc
T1,prP i s n cnpr i i' i r Sn~~nd P nn
each film at each moment . Expanded cinema : the light of the
surrounding space and the light of the film as well the action of
the audience can all contribute to creating a film .
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Santa Fe, Nov 3, 1991
Ars Fie ;-±ronica, Brucknerhaus, Linz
Att : Dr . Katharina Gsoellpointner
Dear Katharina,
As usually, the information you need the most is the
trickiest. to get . This is really looking far back and people
are -pread all over . . .
There are at least four locations you may have to
visit, tiarr T~rancisco, 1, .A ./San Diego, New York/Binghampton,
Chioagn and Santa Fe of course . We can hardly graarantee the
appoirit,ments in every case right now, but, given more time
anal m :)re effort it should he possible . We are getting the
t .c-lephones and addresses to .gethpr, but we need to get our
real t,r, am working on it. . We have t.r~+cked dawn some more
tolephorws and you will find them included, but, they have t.o
he
on Monday . T glaess, this i s a massive work and
needy n full time attention . . .
We , are also working on the curatorial concept, and will
send ~- ou our version of the budget, regardless of the
particutar share of the execution - hopefully before
Thursdav . We have also looked into our archives and have
found plenty of interesting items there, (information,
i nt(-,rv i (>ws , articles) . The plot seems to be thickening . . .
More names and numbers (addresses will be in the next fax) :
San Fran(,i sco
--__------____
Don Puchla (Sound synthesis,hist.ory) tel : 415 528 -1446
SergF Ts;erepni n ('Mod» 1 ar synthesis)
Price TToward (director Of National (;enter fo ExperA ments
in Tcl(- ision at KQED in San Francisco)
His phone t in Texas : 214 744 1300
Steve Pack (Video synthesis, history NCFT-KQED)
Skip 1~0 ,;( , eney (Video feedbacks, history Video Fret, America)
tel : 415 648 9040
u~k--T,ary Templeton (Mixer/c" olorizer at N(ET-KQED) 7 rWi
Tai l l lh,arn (Vi deum at . the FtpIoratnriUm, EAB Lah (Electronic
t.el : 415 848
tel : 415 821
Howard Guttstad (history)
tel : 415 654
Jody (-iiilerma.n ( .information)
t .el : 115 787
Ed 'Taw,.c, nhaum (information)
Jerry- Hunt (early audin/video t.ools)
(early video processing)
(
7,agnn( ,
- " rea t i ve t.F" (-h at NQFD) now i n N . Y .
Jeff Schior (digital videotools)

TU L

5~ F Py` ~p0
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Los Anve1Ps/San Diego
--------------------Eric:, Fiiegel (original video synthesizer)
Ron TTr-IYes (visual music on Shua-Abe synthesizer ar WGBHBost.on
Binghrimpton(N .Y . )
---------------Experimental Center, Ralph Hocking,

Sherry Miller .
tel : 607 687 5045
E,irly '" .J .Paik pieces constructed there, large collection of
video experimental tools . Many artists worked there in early
seventios till now . Important for many reasons . Some
personalities involved there in different times :
Walter Wright, J-P Boyer,
Jones send many others .

Gary Hill, Don McArthur, David

New Fork :
George Brown (early hybrid vi(3eotools)
Ernie Gusella (Early videosynthesis)
Bill ltra (Rutt/Etra scan processor) tel : 201 785 2120
201 567 :3169
Ch i cav,n
Dan Sandin

(IP - image processor)

Phil Morton

tel :

213 892 6893 h
213 996 3112 w

The title would be somewhat in the direction of "non
indus " ri ;ally developed, personalized video/audio
(ele(-t- tunic" ) tool building and their impact on art making" .
This

is all for now,

Woody + Steina

stay tuned . . . .

SENT BY :LIVA Linz

; 7- 2-92 ; 13 :29

Draft Agreement
between Vasulkas Inc .

;

0043732763745

50547306144 5

& LIVA

activities by the Vasulkas Inc . :
Providing of a concept in substance for an exhibition on the
topic "Pioneers of electronic arts" at O .b .Landesmuseum
Francisco Carolinum in the framework of ARS ELECTRONICA 92 in
Linz from June 22 thru July 5, 1992 .
Selection of the machines to be presented (12 to 15 pieces) ;
theses have to be fully in function and must be presented to be
used by visitors in an interactive way .
The machines have to be packed and prepared for transportation
not later than Monday, May 4 in Iowa .
Preparation of texts and pictures for a catalogue which will be
published in cooperation with Peter Weibel and will be produced
until June 22, 1992 (opening of the exhibition) . This includes
essays by Woody and Steina Vasulka, MaLin Wilson, David Dunn
and other persons to be designated by the Vasulkas .
Organizing and technical supervision of the exhibition in
Landesmusuem from June 9 thru July 9, 1992 (including set up
and take down) ; this also includes the preparation and packing
of the machines for transportation back to the US .

Preparation of material for presentation at Landesmusuem (video
tapes, slide-shows, possibly CD-ROM discs)
A lecture on "Pioneers of electronic arts" in the week from
June 22 thru 27 at Landesmuseum,
The payment at an amount of ATS 581 .100,-(= brutto 65 .000,US$ ; current rate 11,175 from Feb .5) includes the following
costs :
- for the complete activities mentioned above
- for complete travelling costs
- for lodging costs in Austria
- for complete overall costs (e .g . per diems, telephone and
office costs etc .)
The payment will be payed in rates as follows :
1,502)=ATS 57 .510,US$ 5 .000,1, rate : Dec 5,1991
ATS 150 .000,signing
the
contract
2 . rate : after
ATS 150 .000,
3 . rate : June 9,1992
of
all
bills paid by
after
deduction
4 . rate : by bank transfer
ATS 223 .590,LIVA
The contract partners bind on holding LIVA harmless against
claims of third-party persons .

SENT BY :LIVA Linz

; 7- 2-92

; 13 :27

;

0043732783745-

5054730614 ;# 2

Linz, 6/2/92

Dear Woody and Steina,
dear MaLin,
Thank you for your fax again, I m very sorry that all this takes
such a lot of time, but we really are trying hard to make the
best conditions for doing this important exhibition within our
budget situation . Referring to your fax from Jan 30 :
Recording your coordination fee and David Dunn's essay we
gratefully appreciate your appointment .
The selection of the machines of course is up to the curators, we
also do not insist on showing Frank Gillette's machine, this
seems to be a misunderstanding . The importance of the
presentation shall be up to the curators, we understand quite
well, how important curating and selecting the machines for the
vasulkas is, but still would like to insist on at least 12 to 15
machines being presented here .
Referring to the technical instructions and schematics we
consider that for the restoration necessary schematics have to be
included in the fee of restoring and reparing the machines . Any
further schematics would be much more of interest for the
catalogue than for the show itself . Actually we cannot afford to
have schematics done just for the show to present them . So if
David considers them to be necessary for the restoration he has
to include them in his tee .
Peter still does not understand in what kind of technology the
pieces will be presented . We cannot present the machines just
sitting, lying or standing around like in a historical museum .
The show must have an event character, that means visitors must
have the opportunity to use the machines, to interact with them,
to see live what they can do . It installed stations are possible
within the budget, we'd be happy .
If all machines are prepared for transport in Iowa we of course
agree with you that this would be the best point of shipping them
directly to Europe .
We are sharing your care of maintaining appropriate curating
emphasis of the exhibition at your concern, that the exhibition
and catalogue reflects the significance of the period . Therefore
we agree with you not to contelxlt` Dan Sandin and Phil Morton, as

SENT BY " LIVA Linz

; 7- 2-92

; 13 :28

;

0043732783745-+

5054730614 ;# 3
2

we do not want to effect the Vasulkas'curating decisions .

However
in our understandment Steven Beck was part of the histories . We
will not show his current work as a separate protect, but want to
have him first in the framework of the "Pioneers" . He would be
the only person besides the Vasulkas and David Mueller to be
invited personally to come to Linz, if the Vasulkas agree .
concerning the production of CD-ROM discs we are going to contact
the Austrian representative Ernest Steiner in Vienna for a
possible donation .
Concerning your attendance in Linz it would be necessary that
woody and Steina and David Mueller to be here in Linz during the
whole period of the show, as well as the set up and set down
time . Bob Okane could be available as technical assistent if
necessary . As contact person from ARS ELECTRONICA we can offer
you Wolfgang "Fadi" Dorninger again who you should know well as
an excellent technician and organisator . There is no specialist
within the museum itself .
Enclosed please find a contract proposal which we'd send you as a
final one if you agree with everything . As soon as we have first
the faxed and signed by you version we send you the second rate
of money .
Referring to your proposal including Judson Rosebush Peter would
include him at the proposed amount, if 3 to 4 pieces of working
machines shown here in Linz would be included in his work . He
also would like to know what Judson would like to have as fee
Just for a catalogue essay .
Please be assured, that we know that to fully cover the topic
would need two years and a much higher budget, but we have only
this limited possibilities within the frame of a festival and
not a museum . It is always up to a festival to do what it can to
show the historical part of arts .
For our organisation we also would have to know very soon the
exact size and weight of the machines which will have to be
transported from Iowa, also any other transportation material .
Also we need rather urgently a list of the described machines
(name, owner, what can they do) and before all, their values
insured .
we also would like to inform you that David Mueller has to bring
his declaration of residence directly from a US tax office . This
declaration says that he won't stay in Austria longer than 183
days and that his income in Austria won't exceed US$ 3000,- .
otherwise our executive secretary has to keep 20 % of all
payments to/for a US resident .
Now, we have planned the following dates for you to be here,
please can you confirm this so that we can make the room
reservations :

SENT BY " LIVA Linz
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Woody and Stein* : June 9 thru July 5
David Mueller : June 9 thru July 9
Please be aware that you have to check your flights to Linz .
As we have a new executive secretary we only can d ATS dontrlhcts
1 the rates
from now on . This also means that you would receive
get
in
ATS
.
you still
Kindest regards
Sincerely

Katharina Gs811pointner

Dear Peter Weibel,
Thank you for your FAX message . While I look forward to meeting you in person at Ars
Electronica, I have learned much about you and your work from the Vasulkas . I have also
heard very good things about your Institute for New Media, and I am honored by your
invitation to me to come there for a symposium after the Ars Electronica . ( Also I hope
you are recovering your health as I heard that you were hospitalized recently .)
First I am honored by the invitation to participate in Ars this year . There is this artistic
dilemma for me - to focus on my "classical" work of early years, or my contemporary
work. In light of the information in your letter I regret to hear that there is a mixed
concensus on the presentation of the "early" days and video instruments. However in
respect of your position, and in support of your efforts to champion the "heroic
importance " of the early years, I hope to cooperate as much as possible with you and the
Vasulkas to insure the success of the exhibition .
Second, thank you for the pledge of travel costs, hotel, and expenses to attend to Linz for
the festival, and perhaps as long as one week prior in order to install the exhibitions . I
also would indeed like to have a formal forum to make a symposium about the overview
of my work . And as you indicated, a formal committment to be able to return to Linz next
year to create a contemporary installation for 1993 . What about an honorarium for the
presentation I would make at Linz, to help offset expenses here?
Third, there is the need for me to have at least one assistant to accompany me . I trust
this can also be provided for by Ars Electronica for travel costs and expenses . My
assistant will share my hotel room, so no additional cost there .
Fourth, I would like to enlist the assistance of local art school students to apprentice
under me during the installation process. I like to do this to both teach techniques to
motivated and talented students, as well as to learn from them about local art situations,
and to share news from California . Perhaps you can recommend to me the contact at the
local art university in Linz . They also help me with the installation and operation of the
synthesizers .

Fifth, I am also asking Ms. Christine Vannaschy at the Pompidou Center about going there
for a symposium presentation after Linz . I need to improve the financial returns from this
big trip to Europe by making other appearances in order to subsidize the expense of time
and materials to restore my Video Synthesizer and Video Weaver for the interactive show
at Linz . Perhaps if you know here you could put in a good word for me???
Finally, in order to satisfy my desire to have a contemporary work of mine in presence at
Ars Electronica, I have submitted two animation entries and one music entry to the Prix
Ars competition . These are excerpted movements from my larger new work
"Atmospheres", the first portion of which I premiered at ARTEC '91 in Nagoya, Japan last
year . I would love to be able to extend it at Ars Electronica next year, or at some other
forum in Europe .

As for logistics, it is going to be tight on time to complete all restoration work on the
video synthesizers in time to ship them to Linz to arrive by June 10-15 . I am
investigating shipping and crating expenses, and will be intouch with the Vasulkas about
the . However, my preliminary information is that shipping the large synthesizer to Linz
and back could cost as much as USD $1300-$1500 . I also assume that Ars Electronica will
provide adequate shipping and exhibition insurance to cover any damages or losses to my
instruments during their travels and appearances .

So we need to formalize some agreements, get contracts and budgets approved, and
generally make the comittments firm in order for me to allocate time and people to begin
the restoration work .
I trust that at a later date we will be able to enjoy conversations of a more theoretical
and aesthetic nature about electronic images and art forms, once these practical matters
have been resolved .
Thank you again for your interest in my work, and for the invitations to Linz and to
Frankfurt . I look forward to meeting you in person at Linz .

Best

Regards,

Stephen Beck
CC : Vasulkas

TEL .

(505) 471-7181

Date :
`to :
From :
i"e :

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501

FAX .

(505) 473-0614

March 6, 1992
ARS ELECTRONIC A, Peter & Ka thar -ina
The Elasul kas , Inc .
Weekly Summary, March 2_6

Plcase note that from now until the  pioneers" c " xhit i.t .ion wo wil
be sending you a weekLy summary of our activities .
Ac t i vi t es c . ompl e_t,ed
-,assessment of Tambellini's BLACK SPIRAL., Everson Museum poor condition
-Confirmation of machine restorations from ET(`
Pail Wobbulator
CVT Quantizer
CVI Data Camera
Putney Synthesizer
Rutt/Ftra
McArthur SAID (Spat i a i and Intensity Digivizer)
-Confirm Rosebush wi l write essay on early digital
-Woody &. David make trip to Co i o ratio for researc i /c,o i l ect. i. ort
of photos, slides, patents, films and documents, and
interview inventor Lee Jarrison
-Clarification with Peter regarding "Pioneers" catalog
(approximately 300 pages), and ARS ELECTRONTCA catalogue (10
pages of material due by April 15)
-Confirmation with Peter of bath Beck"s and Morton's travel
to Linz for festival
-Location of important first generation
Moog synthesizers in New York & Zurich
Buchia synthesizer in Colorado
CLOUD MACHINE in Pennsylvania
Paik/Abe at Otto Pienc's center, MTT
-Receipt of arch i va t photos & documents from for ion/ ;laid ; n
-Purchase of packing case's and research on proper pac i.ag
of machines
x

J-9- progress
-Purchase & experimentation of Laser BarCode softwaro
Lzat i or!
-Copies of catalogue materials to he sat. t :. Peter
ut,

i

I

Weekly Summary,

March 2-6, continued,

page 2 of 2

--Review of early tapes . ( -,leaning, transfer
,'r-,
estorat i on
- iih i ppi ng data for all mac=hines
-Catalogue writing
--Finalization of machines
-Negoti.ations with Stephen Beck re : r- estorat .ion of eac-l y
march inns
-Concept=ualization of appropriate
exh i b i t i o~i nsta l l itt i onContact, inventor George Brown
rack parts of Bil i liearn's VIDIUM
iig

eleci .ronic; gathering of phot.ot-Traohs :rid i .herrtui l
printing from video tape
-In ; .reduction to exhibition designers
--Letter of authorization and c tari t'ication of loan tic
procedures and centi.ficates of i.nsuranne
--Payment schodute
-1 .'a i.a l og preparation
to at.har i na :
We neect Vole the original materials Chat.
'l'ambell ini garve to you so that the information to he t,ranforred
to i aserd i sc; .
Please send .
NotF-

TEL .
March 30,

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
(505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-0614

1992

ARS ELECTRONICA
FAX :
011/43(732)783745
Dear Katharina,
We only Just received the contract, . Ste i na has :; i :fined
i. t. and
we are returning it with an addendum by express mail .
From the beginning of this project we have been
continually
discussing with ARS ELECTRONICA our responsibilities
for the preproduction and installation of the "Pioneers" exhibition
.
We
have tried very hard to clarify and understand
every detail that
we could anticipate .
Please realize that this is .a very
complicated project with extremely difficult problem:-;
i'or us to
solve on your behalf .
For example, regarding the shipping, I have rov i owed
~z i 1
correspondence between us .
The only mention of shipping by ARS
1:LECTRONICA is the agreement that we haves the
machines p;iokod and
ready to ship to Austria from one site, which we
joint,ly agreed
would be Iowa City .
It is only within the last three weeks that
the question of return shipping was brought up
by ;.is, :;c, that '
could explain to the lenders about tho return of* their
oqu i lament
after the closing of the exhibition .
We have never co :isict(" red
return shipping as part of our responsibilities,
which have
always been concentrated on pre-production and
instaliat,i()n .
Tn
your letter (dated March 26, and received by fax
today, March
30), paragraph 2, you claim "that originally we have
ari - an ;ed
that they come from Iowa" - which is correct and ''gc~ :,o Iowa" which is not correct - because nothing was ever i,rrangf d for
thc,
return .
As to the specifics of the most recent fax, as notod
above,
we have reviewed the contract and written
an addend, m .
/',ftor
discussing the problem of return shipping, since
Woody w,11 be in
Linz overseeing the handling and packing, we
would like c .o () f f'(->r .
a compromise and variation on the return shipping
.
a
reminder :
We are now in the process of restoration of all of
the
machines, and the list of equipment. (sent: to you
Mar(-.ti : .'0) cannot
be viewed as final .
If Woody and David Mul l er c-.an' t, mai<c : t hese
instruments funcsti on for exhibition purposes there
i s nc; roa :son

Vasulkas, Inc . t o

ARS ELECTRONICA,

March 30,

1992, I,, :.ge 2 c:f

to send them . Again, I beg you to rocogniz e the de-l icat,e rraLure
of dealing with old, handmade, idiosyncratic equipiw-rit. . Of
course we are committed to providing no less than 8 C+rily
functioning instruments as per the contract .
Our proposal for the return of the equipment . i-; , .fiat we :
divide the return shipment to two destinations - I3i_nL-;lt.on and
New Mexico . I am sending you the return addresses (excluding
Beck & Morton) so that you can appreciate the redistribution
task . Obviously no one has budgeted for this yet, and if we
assume the duties to redistribute the equipment to its- owners
after the exhibition, we would need a commitment of ~`fcrsl _;nat,e~cf
funds (after the exhibition closing, but no later t .harc Juiy Itrth)
for this purpose from your budget, arid need assurance : ; from you
that your insurance would cover the equipment untii it; is
returned to the lenders . Our preliminary estimate for the return
would be $2,500 based upon the costs of collecting .
You must realize that we are doing the best we ( ;in under
very trying circumstances, and that withholding the rie--xt transfer
of funds on the basis of a small detail is putting us in an
untenable position for fulfilling your project . Ai*t,c%r- ai I , you
initiated this exhibition, arid we have been working in good faith
with often very limited information from you . For c-;xample, tire
were not aware that there were, other pieces to be prcserrced in
the museum and do not understand the implications for t.fe
exhibition installation . Who is allocating they gai lc :rif .-s in the
museum? We admire the artists work you mention very mucrr but.
would have appreciated earlier
notice . We also still iravc> had no
word about the loan procedures and papers, which are critical .
We do not see how to proceed if we are placed in . :.n
adversarial position, and beg; you to appreciate the cciwlrl ex ; t.y of
the project that you have asked us to undertake . You c;cust
understand that we have assumed major liabilities on behalf of
ARS ELECTRONICA, and take our duties very seriously .

P .S . Regarding the request for catalogue materials in the letter
of March 16th, accompanying the contract, we are preparing them
and they will be sent to meet your deadline .

THE VASULKAS,
TEL .

INC ./100 ROUTE 6/SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
(505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-0614

Lenders to the exhibition/Return addresses :
Ralph Hocking and Sherry Miller Hocking
Experimental Television Center Ltd .
180 Front St .
Owego, New York 13287
Tel & Fax : 607/687-4341
The Vasulkas,

Inc .

(same as above)

Attention : Norman Lowrey
Music Department
Drew University
Madison, NJ 07940
Tel : 201/408-4321 (office)
201/316-8142 (home)
Sara Seagull_ & Larry Miller,
Executors
Estate of Bob Watts
107 W . 28th St .
212/564-5477 (studio)
212/268-6757 (fax)
c/o Steve Anderson
Sonoma State University
1801 East Cotati
Rohnert Park, CA 94928
707/664-2330 (office)
700/795-3508 (home)
Gary Hill .
911 Western Ave .
Seattle WA 98104
206/789-5949 (home)
206/623-8858 (studio)
206/623-1421 (fax)
Michael Czajkovsky
Aspen, Colorado

Tl*"-

THF VASIII .KA :i , INC .
100 ROUTH 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
TEL . (505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-061.4
ADDENDUM TO CONTRACT, March 30,

1992,

fi.g e

t

Regarding Section If, b) you mention only the trave " I and
hotel costs, but no per diem . ARS Ff,RCTRONICA must pi-ovide a
standard per diem amount for Woody & Steina Vasulki, .trid David
Mul_ler while they are working on the exhibition in Lirir t'or ARS
ELECTRONICA .
As contractors for the pre-production of the AI"S I"'LECTRONICA
"P :i.oneers" exhibition we are responsible for insuranct> or
shipping charges until the pick-up of the equipment on May 4,
1992 .
It is our understanding that as of May 4, 19512 ARS
ELECTRONLCA will arrange for shipping, insurance and customs
clearance of the exhibition materials .
Please note, that it is also our understanding; that ARS
ELECTRONICA - and not the Vasulkas, Inc . - will be rc slxonsible
for the costs of returning (.- he machines and equipment, t;o t.heir
owners .
It i s also our understanding that we are not; i-espons i b l e for
any of the costs related to the design and execution oi' the
catalogue and installation at the Landesmuseum for galieries 2 .1,
2 .2,

2 .3,

2 .4,

2 .5,

2 .6,

2 .9,

2 .10,

2 .11 & 2 .12 .

Ten pages of materials will be presented to AliS t?LitCTRONICA
for inclusion in the festival catalogue on April 15, the
exhibition catalogue materials will be sent to Peter Weibel .
30
Santa Fe March Jam, 1992
Linz, Date
on bi~hal f' of the
on behalf of
Vasulkas, Inc .
LINZER VERANSTATLUNGSGES mbll
Ing . Mag . Wolfgang Lehner

Woody/St .eina Vasu .lka
W

TEL .
Date :
To :
From :
Re :

(505) 471-7181

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501

1992
May
ARS ELECTRONICA, Katharina
The Vasulkas, Inc ., MaLin
Fax of May 8, 1992

FAX .

(505) 473-0614

R-< MD

Yes, it is correct that Phil Morton and Gary Hill are missing .
Neither designed or built the first instruments .
Following is another correction on the CLOUD MUSIC credit line .
Please make this correction as Sara Seagull continues to be quite
upset because she has not received a signed loan form from you
yet .
Re short versions of the bios - we will fax on Monday .
We need to know about David Muller and Woody's flight
arrangements . Have you made the reservations yet? Will you
confirm David Muller's flight from Iowa City to arrive Monday,
June 8, and Woody's flight from Frankfurt also to arrive June 8 .
It would be best if they could arrive to the Linz airport on the
same flight or very close together . According to travel agents
here there does not seem to be any available connection to arrive
in Linz on Monday, June 8 .
They could arrive on Sunday the 7th
if there is a hotel available . The other alternative is Tuesday .
Also, David Muller does have a good travel agent in Iowa City and
he could make his own reservation if he had funds from you
immediately :
David Muller
RR 7, Box 6
Iowa City, IA 52242
319/337-4962
Please give us the travel information as soon as possible .
Also, following please find our sample title page for the
Please confirm .
exhibition catalog .

N9~-

0,0

1974 - 1979
Robert Watts, CLOUD MUSIC (Hybrid audio/video installation)
David Behrman (Courtesy of The Robert Watts Archive, Sara Seagull /
and Larry Muller in collaboration with David
Bob Diamond
Behrman, and Bob Diamond

12 May 1992
Dear Peter Weibel,
I am Michael Sumner, the graphic designer for the Vasulka's catalogue/book . Woody explained all the new
developments, asked me to fax you some sample pages , and tell you about what needs to happen to make
sure the book gets to the printer in time.
The pages I have sent you are just sketches, and they are in the old 8 1/2 x 11 inch format that I had been
working with. However, now that the book is to be printed in Germany I will re-design based on the new size .
I believe you told the Vasulkos 17 x 24 cm, is that correct?
The book is now being produced in Pogemaker. Woody said you would rather have it in Quark. For me to
switch to Quark at this time might not be a good idea . I have been producing books on Pagemaker since
version 1 .2, and I really do not know Quark. There is a severe (SEVERE) time constraint as it is, so I would
like to avoid the additional problem of changing software in mid-book .
In the "Related Documents' section of the book there are 40 consecutive po es of articles and papers that
have to be used as photostots. They will be pasted-up on mechanical boars.
` .
There are photographs and drawings throughout the book. These will need to be holftoned and stripped in
by the printer .
There are 500 Bar Codes throughout the book. These will access music, still images, and short sections of
video samples. They will be retrieved from four or five different disks. The master toes have not yet been
put together . Some decisions have to wait until the book is roughly paginated . And, I can't finalize some
sections of the book until the tapes and Bar Codes are finished . It's o problem. Then, after all Bar Codes are
really finalized, I hove to create and insert one by one all of the Bar Codes. Then the Bar Codes have to be
proofread in situ to make sure the one that is supposed to show the face of Robert Ashley doesn't bring up
John Cage .
The Bar Codes contain enormous amounts of information. What is really happening is two books have to
be produced that overlay and intersect each other. One of them is invisible so you tend to forget about it.
Our greatest problem is time. I was only called in two weeks ago. Now that the book has grown by 85 manuscript pages, and changed trim size, I will need an assistant or I cannot finish in time. I will need the assistant
full-time for the last fourteen days . Even with their help the earliest I can promise to ship the final disks and
boards is June 5. The assistant will cost about $1300.
Complicated as all this sounds, I do not think the printer will have problems, and probably no one need go
to the expense of delivering the disks and mechanicals to Frankfurt in person . Money would be better spent
in the actual preparation of the book .
Also, about the cover and binding, we were making a wire bound book . Is this still true or are we making
a cosebound book? If so, I will need exact dimensions for the jacket, spine, and flaps.
I am very pleased to be worki with you. The other Ars Electronica books I have seen are beautiful, and
have content too. I get very tire of designing empty books.
Please call or FAX me with your questions and answers.
Both FAX and telephone number: 505-421-1110
Sincerely,

4/1
MICHAEL SUMNER
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THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
(505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-0614

Dear Peter,
Please read Katharina's fax with these remarks .
Re flights :
I sent Katharina a bill for the air tickets - Frankfurt/Linz/
I can send her the
Frankfurt for $225 each, $450 for us both .
bill from the travel agency if necessary, but must be paid now .
Re Phil Morton :
She indicated in an earlier fax that 40,000
What does she mean?
ATS was set aside for Phil's visit . There must have been as much
(For your information, Katharina invited both of these
for Beck?
guys during her December trip . We would never have invited
either .)
Re catalog :
It looks like an eventual $5,000 down the road - depending on the
Could
tax and administration secretary . We need $10,000 now .
it
either
out
of the
you get a loan somewhere? I will guarantee
(our
fee)
or
the
our
Media
mythical remainder of the Linz money
Schule fee in the fall . We will not leave you holding the bag .
If we are over budget that will be our responsibility and we will
pay for it .
Re shipping :
What is so bad about 14 boxes? It was the same weight and half
the cubic feet . We were worried about re-import to the US as we
had to pay a custom fee after the last year's Ars Electronica .
Re exhibition space designation :
A "program booklet" has never been mentioned to us before - we
must have flexibility to re-arrange the tools room by room .
Re information :
We will fax the instrument section from the catalog-in-progress .
We'll try to reach you in a couple of hours by phone .
Much love,

TELEEAX
DAB:

. .4-171`:~ ..~°
..Z..

r.:. . . .

Cow.: . ................. ...... .. . ............... ........
PAflM:

...

.. . .

(tscL THa FAas)

........................... .............

Dear steins,
Sorry I'm answering
during the last four only today, but, I took a short
days . Regarding all
holiday
meanwhile :
your faxes in the
Re flights :
Gitti is going to book
(arrival Linz) to July ag flight for David Mueller from
June 7
(departure Linz) . We will
as soon as we have the
inform
him
confirmation
we'd propose, as
. Concerning your
time
is
flights
so
short, that you book
yourself and you will
and pay them
your arrival here in get the airfare money immediately
take quite a lot of Linz . You know, our money transfers after
time until the Y
always
come to you,
Re Phil Morton :
We were in touch with Peter
too, of course,
and Stephen's matters,
As
I
Phil'
wrote you in my regarding
agree in renting Philrs
fax from May 6, s
1P
for
a sum of US$ 2
we
taxes) which would
.000,- (including
an your budget . We not cover the transportation
. This should be
cannot afford having
.7 .000,-, because
Phil
here
we simply do not have
for
.(2000,-5) was taken
the money . This US
from
the
sum for
left a lot . Resides
where now i sn t
that we have a lotStephen,
the whale show
of additional costs
.
for
Re catalogue :
Thanks for bios
corrections
will try to send and
you 5000,- US$ . inRegarding your catalogue we
Peter three minutes ago
as I was speaking
. It depends,advance
to
tax-and-admi nistration-secretary,
as always, an our
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Re shipping :
The only thing you always were expected to do was to prepare an
exact shipping list . As the company told us, it's 14 instead of
9 boxes now . This is also the reason why the company did not
pick up the boxes immediately on Monday . For the customs return
affairs the equipment lists have to be identical with the
export list from the USA . Gitti will do all buerocxatically
necessary things, so please don't be anxious .
Re exhibition space designation :
As we agrred with the architects when you were here in Linz,
you and Woody wanted to provide an exact proposal, where to put
the machines, which ones should be together in one room etc . ,
This was the reason why the architects have been waiting so ~,
long with there final decisions for the design . This also was
the reason why we could not put a plan of the Landesmuseum show
into the program booklet which is published at the moment . For
us everything would have been much easier if we would have done
the space designation from the beginning on .
Re information text :
Thanks for the text concerning the bar code stations . But we
also need for EACH of the exhibitiod stations a short
description of how to use it and including a very short
historical survey (name if inventor/artist etc .). Please send
them until May 20 .
There are some corrections in your Title page text :
dune 22 thru July
Management CommittZE : Karl Gerbel!!1
on
Mag . Brigitte !!! vasicek
Dr . Pristine 1t!! Schdpf
is it David Muller now, or Mueller???
Kindest regards

